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PREFACE

A. M. BERNSTEIN

The field of experimental intermediate energy electro-

magnetic interactions with nuclei has been quite active and pro-

ductive during the past decade. This is due in part to the

emergence of a new generation of electron linear accelerators with

energies above the pion production threshold, high intensities,

excellent beam properties, and duty cycles greater than 1%. In

addition the emergence of new detection techniques such as large

scale wire chambers and associated electronic and computer develop-

ments has enabled a wider class of experiments to be performed.
Because of these developments, and spurred  on by the construction  of

a new experimental hall at the Bates-M.I.T. Linac, we felt that
the time was right to convene a study group on Intermediate Energy

' Electromagnetic Interactions with Nuclei.
The goals of the workshop were to formulate the open ques-

tions in the field and to show how they =can be clarified by

electromagnetic experiments. To accomplish this goal we tried to

bring together many of the prime movers in the field as well as

interested experimentalists and theorists to study where the field

is going and should go in the next decade. These considerations

were not limited to the current state of the art but of course
they in fact shaped the deliberations.

The ground for the workshop was broken by several previous
meetings.   In 1967 a Summer Studyl was held at M.I.T.  in this area
of physics because at that time the new linacs at Saclay and M.I.T.

were being constructed. Subsequently a werkshop was held at

Saclay. More recently a Winter Workshop was held in Andover,
2

Mass.3 to prepare the Bates Community for the experimental require-

ments of the proposed new experimental hall. At that latter

meeting we decided that it would be more useful to study the physics
in more depth, and the June Workshop grew out of that. The Work-

shop was organized about five working groups (see table of con-

tents) each of which had several co-chairpersons whose responsi-
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bility it was to convene the groups and to prepare the final

reports.

In general, the Workshops were organized around physical

topics, although the unity of physics always prevents a clean

separation between subjects. Except for the Workshop on coin-

cidence experiments we did not attempt to study the physics
that will be performed with, say, 1 GeV accelerators,  100% duty

cycle accelerators, or both combined. Neither time nor the small

number of participants allowed a full coverage of all topics.
We note that there are discussions of these topics, particularly

in the Workshop groups on'the few body problem, coincidence

experiments, and pion production. However, a full study of what

could be the physics of 1-2 GeV, 100% duty cycle accelerators,

was not attempted and could be the subject of a future Workshop.
The June Workshop took place on the M.I.T. Campus from

June 13 through 24, 1977. A Workshop preparation period was held

from June 1 through 10 to set the stage for the working groups.
The group was fairly small which enabled the participants to

interact quite informally.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the parti-

cipants for their enthusiastic participation and diligent work,
and to apologize for the delay in publication of this report.

The Workshop was made possible by the enthusiastic cooperation

of the personnel of the Laboratory of Nuclear Science and

Physics Department of M.I.T. and by financial support from M.I.T.

1.  Medium Energy Nuclear Physics with Electron Linear Accelera-
tors, M.I.T. 1967 Summer Study, W. Bertozzi and S. Kowalski
editors TID-24667.

2.  Effets Mesoniques Dans Les Noyaux.  Diffusion D'Electrons
a Energie Intermediare, Recontres de Saclay 12-16 Mai,
8-12 Septembre 1975, Saclay Report.

3.  Report on the Bates Mid-Winter Workshop, Jan. 3-7, 1977.
E.C. Booth, editor. Copies available from Bates Linear
Accelerator, P.O. Box 95, Middleton, Mass. 01949.
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INTRODUCTION

A. M. Bernstein and E. J. Moniz

M.I.T.

The central problem of nuclear physics is to understand the

complicated structure of atomic nuclei and their interactions with

external leptonic and hadronic probes. The starting point for

"classical nuclear physics" is the view that the static properties

and low frequency motion of nuclei can be well represented as a

collection of non-relativistic nucleons (whose properties are

assumed to be unaltered by the nuclear medium) interacting via

static potentials. This approach has had considerable success in

understanding a large body of experimental information, such as

nuclear spectra, electromagnetic moments and transition rates,

B-decay matrix elements, nuclear shapes, inelastic scattering,

transfer reactions, electromagnetic form factors, etc. The

  unifying theoretical concept has been the nuclear mean field, in

which nucleons move in well-defined "shell model" orbitals with

comparatively weak residual interactions. The coupling between

single particle and collective motion lies in the self consistent

calculation of the shape and motion of this average field. In

this language, "classical" nuclear structure physics aims at a

microscopic description of the long range correlations (eg. shapes,

configurations, vibrations) contained in the average field.

The electromagnetic probe has unquestionably made a large

contribution to this understanding, the classic examples being

the early measurements of the systematics of nuclear ground state

charge distributions and of the giant dipole photoabsorption cross

section. The new electron linacs, providing higher currents and

duty cycles, larger momentum transfers, and significantly better

energy resolution, have reached an unparalleled level of "micro-

scopy" for testing and refining the theoretical picture. Examples

of this are already abundant. Precision measurements of the high
208

momentum transfer charge form factor of Pb have presented a

serious challenge to the most sophisticated Hartree-Fock calcula-
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tions, and magnetic electron scattering from 0 indicates a mag-

netization distribution considerably different from that expected

in a simple shell model. In inelastic electron scattering,

transition form factor measurements within a rotational band

indicate a possible breakdown of the rigid rotator model, while

precise extraction of the (octupole) vibrational transition charge
in Pb has demanded theoretical descriptions far more sophisti-

208

cated than those incorporating only nuclear surface oscillations.
These few specific examples indicate the richness of the field;

much more extensive discussion of future directions forms the

content of the workshop on electron scattering.

Another challenge in intermediate energy physics is that of

going beyond the fundamental approximations made in "classical
nuclear physics". First, the nucleon is itself polarizable (i.e. it

has excited states) and this, coupled with the emission and absorption

of pions, is understood to play a crucial role in the nuclear force.
The resulting modifications of the nuclear electromagnetic current

and charge densities can be large and fundamentally limit the

validity of the conventional multi-nucleon description of nuclei.

Further, the nuclear response to absorbing energies on the order of

one to two pion masses fundamentally involves physics beyond that

appropriate to a mean field description. For example, absorption
of a pion involves at least two nucleons in close proximity and

so is sensitive to short-range nuclear correlations.  If the energy

is to be absorbed by one nucleon, as might be required by appropriate

restriction of the reaction kinematics, then momenta well beyond
the Fermi level are probed. In either case, the absorption process

probes short-range nuclear dynamics and is intrinsically cobnected

to the microscopic origin of the nuclear force.
This interconnection between the nuclear force, pion reactions,

and the nuclear electromagnetic current is illustrated in Fig. 1
for the one and two nucleon systems. The well-understood piod-

+.nucleon coupling (proportional to 3.£, where k is the pion momentum
+

and G the spin) explains both the long range nuclear force (OPEP,
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depicted in Fig. la) and the occurence of the J=3/2, T=3/2 AN

resonance (the driving term is depicted in Fig. lc).  This

resonance is conveniently viewed as the A-isobar (or first nucleon

"excited state") and, as an intermediate state, is in turn respons-

ible for a considerable part of the intermediate range attraction

of the nuclear force (see Fig. lb). The 8 also provides the

dominant mechanism for absorption of pions by the deuteron

(Fig. ld), and it is clear that this process is closely related
to the attractive NN interaction indicated in Fig. lb.  Finally,

the exchange currents indicated in Figs. le and lf are known to

alter drastically the isovector magnetization distribution in the

two-nucleon system, as seen in the near-threshomd deuteron electro-

disintegration. Clearly, these last diagrams resemble closely

those shown as responsible for the nuclear force. All these pro-

cesses are intimately related and a challenge in intermediate

energy physics is to extend our understanding of these interrelation-
ships to more complicated nuclear systems.

Electromagnetic interactions with appropriate energy transfers

 

to the nucleus (i.e., .140 to 300 MeV) must play an important role

in complementing experimental information obtained at the meson
factories. In particular, the same "entrance channel" dominates

both pion and photon reactions in the energy region appropriate
to the A-excitation. However, since the pion and photon have

very different mean free phths in the nuclear medium, the different

spatial dependence of the interactions can aid in unraveling the

complicated reaction mechanisms. In some cases intermediate energy

photo-induced reations can supply unique information on the dynamics

of pion and isobar propagation in nuclei. eg. in the production of
near threshold pions or in coherent A° production at the resonance

energy. There are clearly many opportunities for electron and

photon induced reactions to contribute to a deeper understanding

of nuclear dynamics (exchange currents, large momentum components,

pion and isobar propagation, nuclear response to large energy

transfer), and these will be discussed in more detail in many of the
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workshop contributions.

It is perhaps worth menioning that the evolution in experimental

apparatus has made these studies possible and ultimately provides
the rationale for holding the workshop at this time. This has been

touched on in the preface and is discussed in some detail in

several of the workshop reports.
The range of studies included in this workshop is too large and

diversified to summarize in this introduction. We would like to

stress the rapid evolution of ideas and experimental techniques in
this field which means that no workshop could voer the entire field.
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FIGURE 1

Interaction 7T Reaction Nuclear Structure
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Pion-nucleon interaction  in  the  one·  and two nucleon systems;

(a) the NN one-pion-exchange potential; (b) one example of the

8 contribution to the NN interaction; (c) AN scattering: the

Chen-Law driving term which, when iterated to all orders,
generates the 8; (d) spin absorption inducted by the 8; (e) meson

exchange currents in photonuclear interactions; (f) & contribution

to nuclear electromagnetic exchange currents.

-
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I. ELECTROMAGNETIC COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENTS

J. S. O'Connell, National Bureau of Standards

B. Schoch, MIT and University of Mainz

Contribution to the June 1977 MIT Workshop on Intermediate

Energy Electromagnetic Interactions with Nuclei.
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I.  Introduction

Within the next few years electron beams with moderate (10%) and high

(100%) duty factors will be available in the energy range 100-600 MeV.  Such

beam allows coincidence experiments not possible with existing linac duty

factors (0.1 to 2%).

We will discuss three classes of coincidence measurements:

i (1) Electron scattering (e,e'x)

(2)  Tagged bremsstrahlung (e,e 'y) (y,x) where e' and x are detected

(henceforth denoted by (Yt'x))

(3)  Correlated products (y,xy) where the y's are from bremsstrahlung.

In the next section we discuss the nuclear physics motivation for doing

coincidence measurements. Some common features of the reactions are

mentioned as are factors affecting count rate limitations.  The main part

of this essay is the presentation and discussion of a variety of examples.

We have either estimated counting rates for typical experimental arrangements

or taken examples from the recent literature.  Our purpose is a rough

f  ...
I      classification of types of measurements into feasibility classes. Three appendices

<show the expressions used for count rate estimation purposes.

II. General Features

The formalism of A  (e,e'x) A  reactions in the one photon exchange

approximation has been known for a long time. Four form factors (as(1

opposed to two for (e, e' ) ) are required.  In·general transverse and
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longitudinal as well as electric and magnetic interference terms are possible.

However, for electric transitions the Coulomb part of the operator dominates

except at far forward and backwards electron scattering angles.  Magnetic

transitions are of course transverse at all angles and are dominated by the

spin operator.  In general multipole transitions (at the same energy) interfere.

Coincidence experiments are useful for determining the spin and parity

of transitions and for shedding light on reaction mechanisms.  Multipolarities

are determined in (e,e'x) by the angular distribution of the product about the

1 (2
direction of electron momentum transfer. Reaction mechanisms are delineated

by the dependence of the coincident cross section on the excitation energy and

momentum transfer or energy and angular correlations of the products in the

case of (y,xy).  The linear polarization of off-axis tagged bremsstrahlung

offers an experimental method of distinguishing Ml and El transitions.

We will discuss experiments in three energy regions: giant resonance

( 20 MeV), knockout ( 100 MeV), and the photopion resonance ( 300 MeV) and

give counting rate estimates for the reactions shown in Table I.

The location and characterization of the EL and ML multipole giant

resonances has been difficult in (e,e') studies because of the approximate

energy degeneracy and the similarity in momentum dependebce of EO and E2

form factors.  A reaction like (e,e'p) to residual final states of known

spin and parity (and particle-hole character) would help in multipole

assignments   of    (e, e') spectrum features. For example, the angular distribution

of a proton (relative to the direction of the virtual photon direction) from

a monopole transition would be isotropic while that of an electric qUadrupole

at the same excitation energy would not.  Little has been done in the way of

specific calculation  of   (e,e'N)   in the giant resonance region using particle-

(3,4hole wave functions. This general area is pregnant with promise.
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TABLE I

Reactions For Which Counting Rates Have Been Estimated

(MeV)             20 100 300

Type G.R. Q.E.               7T

40                 12C(e,e'P)        12(e,e'x) Ca(e,e'p) C(e,e'*)
n.

"   40                                   12
(yt,x) Ca(Yt,P) C (Yt'7T  

, 16               12
(Y,XY) 0(y,np) C (y,P")
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Quasielastic scattering (e,e'p) around kl-k2 = (kl-k2)2/2M, on the

other hand, has been well exploited experimentally and theoretically.  Our.

knowledge of single particle binding energies and momentum 'distribution  are

derived in large part from this reaction.  The high degree of energy and

angular correlation between the ejected nucleon and the virtual photon permits

this reaction to be observed with an electron beam of a few percent duty

cycle. It would be interesting to repeat this measurement by detecting

neutrons in coincidence with the scattered electron to compare the corresponding

neutron distribution properties.

The quasi deuteron effect is thought to be the dominant absorption

mechanism for real photons in the energy region between the multipole

resonances and pion production threshold.  However the systematics of (y,np)

as a function of atomic weight and relative np energy and angle have never

been mapped.  This measurement could be done with good resolution (< 1 MeV)

with tagged bremsstrahlung and 100% d.f. or with coarse resolution (  10 MeV)

with untagged bremsstrahlung with a few percent duty factor beam.

The main mechanisms of pion production by real and virtual pions in nuclei

are just beginning to be understood.  Coincidence measurements will be

essential in verifying these ideas.  The total absorption cross section in

the delta region appears to be quasielastic, i.e., both the pion and nucleon

are ejected from the residual nucleus.  The free yN + NA kinematics is

modified in a nucleus by initial nucleon motion and final state interactions

of both the nucleon and pion.  However, if is the dynamic modification

of the yNA vertex by the surrounding nuclear matter, as reflected in the

four-fold differential cross section, that is the most interesting subject

of speculation and study.

-
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The pion production amplitude to specific final states in the residual

nucleus is further modulated by the nuclear transition form factor.  The

resulting dependence on the energy of the initiating photon (real or virtual)

often completely masks the characteristic delta resonance.  The isoelastic

3       +3transition  He(y,A ) H is a good illustration.  Here the total cross section

reaches its peak by k  = 190 MeV.  The pion angular distribution takes on
Y

+ +
a diffractive shape since the momentum transfer to the nucleus  k  - q1  is

a strong function of the emitted pion's direction.

Certain common elements emerge in the estimation of counting rates of

the three types of reactions in the three energy regions mentioned above.

These might be called rules-of-thumb for coincidence measurements.  They are

meant to be helpful guides to experimental feasibility, not theorems.

1.     The true coincidence counting  rate is usually limited  by.  the

accidental rate,            T
N    = (-) N N-.acc d.f. 1 2

2.  An (e,e'x) measurement will have a high singles rate in the

product (x) detector because most x's are produced by electrons

which scatter in the forward direction.

3.  A tagged bremsstrahlung (Yt'x) measurement will have a high

singles rate in the e' counter.  Items 2 or 3 then lead to

item 1 and dead time corrections.

4.  If the reaction of interest cannot be seen in a single arm

experiment, it is unlikely a coincidence measurement will improve

the signal to noise ratio dramatically.  Accidental coincidences

provide an unavoidable background.
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III. Examples

The following examples are first order estimates of the singles and

coincidence counting rates of selected nuclear reactions initiated by

real or virtual photons.  We have tried to be conservative in the choice

of target thickness, solid angles, energy resolution, and coincidence

resolving time to partially compensate for factors left out of the estimates,

detection efficiences, room background, etc.  We have also ignored target

heating problems with the 100 YA beam.  The kinematics were chosen somewhat

' arbitarily, but at an interesting or typical set of conditions.  Many

possible improvements will occur to the practitioner of the Experimentalist's

Art.
2d a c6(Y,x)

The single arm cross sections (e,e') and were either taken
dQ dE dn dE

e 2 X  X

from the literature or estimated using virtual photon theory or sum rules.

Simplifying assumptions were made about angular correlations.  Counting rate

expressions and bremsstrahlung formulae (real and virtual) are given in the

appendix.

Although the tradeoff between acceptable singles rates and true-to-

accidental coincidence ratio was not optimized, we did try to keep the

N  . /N ratio near unity.  The counting rates may be scaled for other
coin acc

conditions of beam intensity or duty factor if appropriate allowance is made

for the nonlinear dependence of the accidental rate.

-
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40         39Ca(e,e'p)  K in Giant Resonance

S

2   -1                        -

e                    //z   0   Me V

100 Mail > 0-

P. \/

Current 50 11A T = 10 ns

Duty cycle 100% e = 450

Target 20 mg/cm2 0 =900
P

A n 5 msr, AE 1.4%
e                      c

80 = 40 msr,     AE      100%
P                     P

Estimated Rates

-1
Electron 2000 s

Proton 1.5 x 105 s-1

True coin. 2.4 s-1

True/Acc          1
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40         39
Ca(Yt'P)   K in Giant Resonance (Tagged Bremsstrahlung)

80 Me\1  e
/\

e  YAS\'00 Mev
Pt C LA-

Current 23. nA T = 10 ns

d.f. 100% Radiator = .001 r.1.

2
Ca target  20 mg/cm

8 Q =100% AEe =100 keVe

8 Q  = 40 msr AE  = 100%
P                                        P

Estimated Rates (per electron channel)

Electron los s-1

-1
Proton 3 s

-1
True coin.  .06 h

True/Acc   2
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40         39
Comments on Ca(e,e'p)  K

This measurement looks quite feasible for a 100% d.f. electron beam.

Note the high proton counting rate as explained in Section II.  The momentum

-1
transfer q = .74 fm is in a region where El, E2, and E3 contribute more or

less equally.  This type of experiment will be feasible for Z < 20 but begins

to become difficult at higher atomic numbers because of the radiation tail

2
growing as Z  and the suppression of the proton yield by the Coulomb barrier.

Also the density of levels in the residual nucleus becomes high for heavier

nuclei.

The coincidence counting rate (for fixed true to accidental ratio) drops

rapidly for smaller incident electron energies because of the elastic

radiation tail.   For El = 60 MeV the giant resonance is only a few percent

of the total electron counting rate and the coincidence rate drops by two

5
orders of magnitude.  This point was made by W. C. Barber  in his 1962

review article on inelastic electron scattering.

40         39
Comments on   Ca(Yt,P)   K

Tagged bremsstrahlung is also a feasible way to examine the decay modes

of the giant multipole resonances, however the higher multipoles are not as

readily excited by real photons as in the previous example. The high singles

rate is now in the electron arm. Note the incident electron current is three

orders of magnitude below that required by (e,e'p).  The low current sug-

gests that this kind of apparatus be used in a parasitic mode.

A number of electron channels can be used at the same time to increase

the true data rate without changing the true to accidental ratio.
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16        14
0(y,np) N (Bremsstrahlung)

n

E     ( End point energy)    300 MeV
Y

E   E  > 80 MeV
p'  n

i Current:    13    WA   on   0.0 1 r.1. Acceptance AE : 20%
P

Duty cycle: 100% Acceptance AEn: 100%

Target thickness: 2g/cm2 Coincidence resol.: 5 nsec

Solid angle p: 10 msr Detection eff. n:  0.2

Solid angle n: 10 msr With 5 cm lead in front:  0.1

Estimated Rates:

3
p-spectrometer: 4.8 x 10 /sec

3
n-spectrometer: 8 x 10 /sec

true coincidences:  7.7/sec (Fermi cone)

0.46/sec (4w)

true/accidental:  40  (fdrmi cone)

2.4  (47T)

Threshold n-counter 30 MeV

10 m flight path, lm x lm x 0.2 m array

-
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H(e,e'7T+)n (Ba,:J;n· et al..)14
1

2         7 0-  1 7 4   'V\ e V

6< - .3 3 -l"
e-

- -------- 5

4 0 0-6 D O M,V Blr=  i\ -1 6
Tr+      1 Z 5-  M e V

Current: 0.26KA T = 4 ns

Duty cycle:  0.8%

Target: 3 cm¢ Liquid Hydrogen

80 +·23 mr                         AEe = 3.5%e

80 + 30 mr AE1 =  5%
'IT

Measured Rates:

Electron 1.5 x 104 s-1

Pion 5 x 104 s-1

True coin. 40 h-1

True/Acc.   1
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.12
1 2 C(e,e'P) Saclay (Mougey   et   al.)

e. 2 3 2.0 -  400  'v\€ \'
1 A  = 91.9

i     U t

i ri

er-/  s,04 1  1     M e V C...«

1
9 51

Current: 5-10 VA Acceptance AEe:  6%

Duty-cycle: 1% Acceptance AE : 20%
P

Target thickness:  200 mg/cm2

Solid angle e-: 2.24 msr Resolution time: 4 nsec

Solid angle p: 3.36 msr

Rates: Estimate:

e -spectrometer: 278/sec 85/sec

p-spectrometer: 833/sec 474/sec

true-coincidence: 0.14/sec 0.23 + 0.014
Fermi + 4A

true/accidental: 1.5 14 + 0.9
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Comments on the (y,np) Reaction With a Bremistrahlung Beam

As various experiments (ref. 11) indicate, the quasideuteron photo-

disintegration mechanism is the dominant one between giant dipole resonance

and pion threshold.  Even in the (3,3) nuclear resonance region the quasi-

deuteron model was successfully applied.  An investigation of this reaction

for different nuclei in combination with (y,pp) and (y,nn) may given valuable

information about the reaction mechanism itself and the final state inter-

action of the outgoing hadrons with the residual nucleus.  The experiment is

feasible for moderate duty cycle machines.

Remarks on (e,e'n) (with the same kinematics as (e,e'p))

1.  To get the same energy resolution:

Flight path -   15 m

67            -    4.4 msr with a l m x l m array

2.    The true coincidence signal  is an order of magnitude smaller  than  the

(e,e'p) case.

3.  The efficiency of the n-counter is   0.2 and gets smaller because of the

lead 'filters needed to suppress the gamma background.

4.  For a neutron detection threshold > 30 MeV the number of neutrons

hitting the detector is a factor of  10 higher than the number of

protons in the (e,e'p) case.

Conclusion: The true rate is a factor *- 100 smaller than the proton

case given the same background as in (e,e'p).
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1 Comments on H(e,e'x )n

14This measurement was performed 100 MeV above threshold to measure

-2
the pion's form factor in the momentum transfer range 1-3 fm  .  The

result after six weeks of data takirig was r  = 0.74 (i 16%) fm.  The
TE

kinematics were chosen to separate the longitudinal and transverse

contributions to electropion production when the pion is detected in

the direction of the virtual photon. This arrangement emphasizes the

pion current diagram.

A similar measurement on a complex nucleus will be difficult (even

for a 100% d.f.) for the following reasons:

1.  The elastic radiation tail grows relative to the quasielastic

electroproduction cross section as Z.

2.  In certain kinematic regions the quasielastic peak and its

radiation tail may contribute to the e' singles rate.

+-
3.  The energy correlation between x  and e  were used to reject

accidentals.  This correlation is weaker in complex nuclei.

4. Near threshold the electroproduction cross section is further

reduced by a nuclear form factor.

5.  Measurements for a range of energy and momentum transfer is

necessary to make an informative nuclear experiment.  Six

weeks were required to get one energy point in the Saclay-

Clermont measurement at 1-2% d.f.
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12 .       19
Cle,e'x-) -N                            eg.s.

e                 K            Af  /'i
41

. 77

Assumed cross-section: 10-34:m'/sr eV (Ref. 8)

Electron energy : 350 MeV Solid angle e :  10 msr

Energy loss :  230 MeV Solid angle x :  30 msr

Current : 25VA Acceptance AEe  :  6%

Duty cycle : 100% Acceptance SEK  :  >6%
2

Target thickness:  200 mg/cm Coincidence res.: 5 nsec

Estimated rate:

e - spectrometer : 450/sec

1[ - spectrometer : 1000/sec

true coincidences: 2.5x10-3/sec

true/accidental  :  1.

Background: e :  Radiation tail
-+0
x ,A ,A  product.

A   :  A- from forward

scatt. e
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12C(Yf.,r- ) 12N tagged beamg.s.

u le -A
Tr      /.

-
E     =     1 7 5    M e V
E  = 20 MeV

e                                               05 = 300k     .1-,d« \ vir
19 - B 11.C

fA c 

d6
Assumed cross section: IET = 10-3ocm2/sr

e  - energy- :  230 MeV

current :    32 nA on 10-3 r.1.

duty cycle :  100%

2
target thickness:  200 mg/cm

solid angle A :  30 msr

acceptance : .AE = 4 MeV = LE
1,                                          ·e

coincidence res.: 5 nsec

Estimated rates: (per electron channel)

e - counter:  107sec

A - counter:  1.32/sec

-3
true coinc.: 6310  /sec

true/acc.  :  0.1

Background:  (y,E-P)  175 - 230 MeV
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1 Comments:  A (e, eT-) to definite state in the residual nucleus.

The advantage of the (e, e'A) reactions in comparison with (Yt,A)

reactions is the possibility of exciting longitudinal transitions and varying

the momentum transfer independent of the energy transfer.  To take advantage

of this possibility, one has to measure many points. The estimated rate

indicates that it is very difficult to get sufficient data in a reasonable

runtime, even with a duty cycle 1 machine.

12        12
Comments: C (Yt' 7T-) Ng. s.

This kind of reaction (to the ground on first few excited state in the

residual nucleus) is under investigation at a number of laboratories using the

bremsstrahlung isochromat technique. For these cases, where·:the cross-section

is of the order 1 vb/sr, the tagged beam method doesn't seem competitive.

For higher excited states in the residual nucleus  e. g. excitation  of  spin-

isospin resonances, where one expects cross-sections of the order 10 ub/sr,

the use of a tagged photon beam looks feasible and is superior to the

isochromat method which  is diff icult to apply for broad higher lying states.

The true/acc. can be improved considerably by running with a smaller incoming

e energy. (For an energy of 195 MeV and detecting a 20 MeV electron, the

ratio approaches 1).
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12         11
C (Y, -p) C (Bremsstrahlung)

0
M 71

Current 10 61 Acceptance AEE:  20

Duty cycle: 100% Acceptance dEP:  30%
2

Target thickness: 200 mg/cm Coincidence res.: 5 nsec

Solid angle A: 30 msr

Solid angle P: 20 msr

Estimated rates:

E-- singles:  1.2 . 102

P - singles:  2.7   ·102

true : 1/sec (Fermi cone)

0.1/sec  (4E)

true/accidental:  6   102  ( Fermi cone )

6          101          (4A)

Background:

P - spectrometer:

0
E - production

P  -  quasideuteron  prod.
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- .11
Comments: 12((7,* P)  C*

The measurement of this reaction for different nuclei looks very

promis ing,   even  with the present moderate   (-27.) duty cycle machine. s.

To measure in the (3,3) nucleon resonance region moderate energy

resolution is needed (- 5-10 MeV), which can be obtained using a

bremsstrahlung beam with different end-point energies.  Looking for

the invariant mass of the (A ,p) system as a function of the photon

energy should give information on 8-production and propagation in

nuclei. If the quasifree production picture is valid, one may extract

information on the momentum distribution of neutrons in nuclei, which

is difficult to obtain by other reactions. The triple coincidence

measurement with tagged photons (Ayt,w-p)(A-1) does not seem feasible

because of low counting rates.

Higher Order Coincidences

Phil Sargent made an interesting comment about triplet coincidence

experiments, e.g. (e,e'pt-).  Here one is often cross section limited

(rather -than limited by accidental coincidences) because the cross section is

a six-fold differential and N has three solid angles and three finite
coin

energy bites.  In this situation the beam duty factor is no longer

important.  The d.f. need only be large  enough to keep one out of the

accidental limited region.  Thus some triplet coincidence measurements

are possible at low true coincidence counting rates on present 2% d.f.

linacs.
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12
C(e,e'A-) inclusive

t/

>  ////r
A

-33  2   2
' Assumed cross-section: 1.3 x 10 cm /sr -MeV

Electron energy: 500 MeV Solid angle e : 10 msr

Energy loss: 300 MeV Solid angle A : 30 msr

Current: 10 VA Acceptance 6Ee:  10%

Duty cycle: 100% Acceptance AE :  10%

2

Target thickness:  200 mg/cm Coincidence res.: 5 nsec

Estimated rate:

e - spectrometer: 750/sec

A - spectrometer: 1100/sec

true coincidences: 0.05/sec

true/accidental: 12.5
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12
C(Yt'A-) inclusive tagged beam

<<                    E  = 300 MeV
Ii»"..                 i                                                                                                                                                                                          y2           -R                        E  = 130 MeVA 1

-/                                                                                                                                0      -   300-7, P.A./.\./\*\.r-         Tr
1 -14

Assumed cross section   ·da = 30 x 10-3lcm2/sr
d0

e  - energy: 350 MeV

Current:  10 nA on 10-2 r. 1.

Duty cycle: 100%

2
Target thickness:  200 mg/cm

Solid angle *: 30 msr

Acceptance:  AE  = 20%
Tr

AE = 5 MeV
Y

Coincidence res.: 5 nsec

Estimated rates: (per electron' channel)

7
e - counter: 10 /sec

1 - counter:  0.18/sec

true coincidence: 1.8 x 10-2

true/accidental:  2
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12             12
Comments: C(e,e'7T) and C (Y,  T )

These inclusive reactions are probably dominated by the quasielastic

reaction mechanism in which an undetected nucleon is ejected leaving the

residual nucleus in some unknown excited state. Although the coincidence

rates are low these reactions are important because they carry information

about how the pions propagate in the nuclear medium.  The tagged bremsstrahlung

method probably does not compete with the method using the tip of the

untagged bremsstrahlung spectrum unless one is interested in the low energy

pion spectrum from high energy photons.
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APPENDIX I

KINEMATICS

*
The reaction AT ( e,e 'x)A  has the following four nonrelativistic

conservation relations in the laboratory system:
-D -* -*        -*        -*

ka/ q,-kl -k2= Px + PR
-D

ki            A/

, CAT 'k, -*                                                                                2           2
»/'Sl PR w=k  -k  =-L + _L +B-„        ! 122M2Mn

Px 'l                                 x    R

B  is the separation energy to a specific final state in the resid-
n

* -* -+                        - 4

ual nucleus.A .   Of  the nine variables  in the final state  (k2'  Px'  PR  '
9-4=5 must be measured to completely specify the reaction kinematics

(e.g. k2' 02' and Q ) if B  is known (otherwise a sixth variable p  mustX n- x

be measured).

The angular distribution of inelastically scattered electrons (in

Born approximation, but retaining the mass of the electron m to avoid

the singularity in the forward direction) can be written as:

2
do ,

dn dE = ac(®) F2(q,w) + dTCO) FT2(q,w)
e   2

where the transition form factors are multiplied by "Coulonib" and

" transverse Mott cross sections"

4
2k

dc  =   ,  i      -  (El[   E2  +  i:l.i:2  +  m2)

 2k -- -Ica   2GT = --4 r (ElE2 - (kl'q) (k2. ) - m2)
P

2  2/ 2 -•  ,  2 2 2
and  E= (k +m) ,q   = 2(E E  -k•k  -m) =q  -W

P        1 2    1  2

= - =2  2
w=E l-E 2' q=k l-k 2' k - -m
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when m=O w e obtain the familiar forms

2                  a2  cos 2 9/2

dc  =  dm  1%    ,   CT  =   m  (122 + tan2  0/21,   6,   =  4k,-4
q               2q                      

 1 sin  0/2

q 2 = 4klk2 sin25/2

The Coulomb and transverse ·Mott cross sections are plotted in Fig.    for

kl = 100 MeV, k2 = 80 MeV.  We note the strong forward peaking of GT at              '

tax 2 6  .12

This peaking is' responsible  for the fact  that the integrated over angle

dc
inelastic electron scattering cross section TE2 comes mainly from the

far forward transverse component (i.e. 11ke a real photon).  As a con-

sequence most of the product x in a (e,e'x) measurement is produced by

electrons which are within one degree of the forward angle and therefore

only contribute to the accidental coincidence rate.

For  electric transitions El, E2, etc. at angles away from the

extreme forward and backward scattering angles the Coulomb transition

dominate the current transition, both because 6 > GT and because, inC

general at low momentum trans fer,  Fc > FT as  can be  seen the relation

14 (q,W)12  = /w\2 L 1 1  14 (q,w)12   .q-0   \q,

Thus coinEidence experiments (e,e'N) in the giant multipole region are

Coulomb dominated.
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APPENDIX II

80  AE
COUNTING RATES e'   e

e
'

e         .I

X    /
\

1 \
1---\ 80 AEX'   X

If the incident electron current is I amperes the number of electrons

-19
per sec is Nq = I/(1.6 x 10    c/s).  If the areal density of the target

is D grams per square centimeter perpendicular to the incident electron

beam, the number of nuclei in the·beam is 71,= D(3/A) where A is the atomic
23weight andv  is Avrogadro'sconstant, 6 x 10 molecules per gram-molecular-

weight.

The counting rate in the electron spectrometer is then

2dc
N , YL Ne me AEee      dn  dEe   2

For instantaneous rates larger than   107 5-1 deadtime corrections

become important.  The counting rate in the product detector Nx is of

similar form.  If all energy products are accepted the energy differentials

dE  and AEx'are replaced by unity.X

The coincidence cross section is, in general, a four fold differential

4da
dn  dE  dn  dE

e 2 X    X

and usually unknown.
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A useful approximation for estimating counting rates is to assume the

product angular distribution is uncorrelated with the electron's momentum

transfer direction.  This assumption gives the average coincidence rate.

The coincidence cross section is then given by

4                   2     dndc      1  da   x
de dE dn dE  - 41 dne dE  3-w-e 2 x X   2

9

dn
X

where -  is the density of final states in the residual nucleus,dw

w=E-E. .,r
1         2

A..r   C w  .1

I .

/ X
8 1

(.13A 3

i k ( (4             1            1                       1

AR       1

213
-O 1 -O

The density is normalized to give the fraction of all decays of the

state AT(w) to x's.

fw      dn          rX

  thres
-

x   dw=r -dw
tot

Thus the coincidence cross section for x's of all energies is

da3
ex dc4                    rx   1    d2c

dE
do  dE dn   dn dE de dE  x r E do  dE2e 2 x   e 2 x x tot        e
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The coincidence counting rate for x's of all energies assuming

isotropy is then

r 80 .2
Ncoi n. =nli  Ne  Tx       Tw-x-   i -2-    Ane  AE2tat

r    An
=  -x__x  N .

r     4,T   e
tot

The accidental or chance counting rate is

N    =TN,N/d.f.
acc e   x

where r is the coincident circuit resolving time (typically 5 ns) and

d.f. is the electron beam duty factor (41). Although accidental rates

can be measured, a value of N    /N    < .2 severly compromises ancoin acc

accurate calculation of N
coin.
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APPENDIX III

Bremsstrahlung (Real and Virtual)

Electron scattering experiments unavoidably involve photon emission in

the Coulomb field of the nucleus.  We give  here some simplified spectral

formulae for estimation purposes.  More accurate expressions may be found

in the references.

Notation:

El  incident electron energy

E2  final electron energy

ky = El-E2' photon energy

0  electron scattering.angle

E=
E2/El

a= 1/137, n=c=l.m  = .511 MeVe

Forward Angle Bremsstrahlung

The completely screened Bethe-Heitler cross section is sufficient for

El = 100 - 1000 MeV on high Z radiators

da , r 1831

HE; 'El .1'Y) = Z2 (.. ie  ,    1(1 + 62 - 23 6 ) 'n [i'17 1 + * 1.232 fm

The number of photons generated in a radiator with nR nuclei per 'cm2 is then

dc

NY( kY)  = 7IR  HE--
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The radiator thickness is often expressed in units of radiation length,

t , the areal density though which an electron will convert 1/e of its
0

energy to photons.  Figure 2 shows t  as a function of Z.

60
1 li1ill

 R  to -E-*
t

0

H 20
--

E 40 ·-- -
-                                                       239.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  -

r                                                               
              6 x 10 molecules per gram

--                                               b
0 -- mol. wt.
Z
.t
.                                                                                                                                                                          -

Z          Al0

2.
&   20 ----

Figure 2.  (from Koch and Motz)
--                        Fe

*             _ Radiation lengths in grams
_                      per square centimeter for

--                                Pb various materials.

-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 101    1
0 ·20 40              60               80            

   100

ATOMIC NUMBER, Z

As an example tungsten (Z = 74, A = 184) has t  = 6 gm/cm2.  A 1%

20radiation length contains 2 x 10   nuclei/cm2.  A 100 MeV electron generates

the following number of 50 MeV photons per MeV

20. -24.

NY(50 MeV) (2 x 10  ) (.87 x 10   )

-2       2      -1
cm cm · MeV

1.7  x   10-4  .MeV-1
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Elastic Radiation Tail

A common source of background in the electron counter in an (e,e'x)

measurement are electrons which have elastically scattered from the target

nucleus while undergoing bremsstrhhlung in its Coulomb field.  The cross

section for this process, in the peaking approximation, is

2 dc(E2'0) dc(El,0)da =
3(El) +  3 (E2)

dn dE               dne
dQe 2           e

E2   6   e    ' ' '         7;1

\-7       i i

..Mt./                   i

 ' ll<
E

1

dc  = Ra cos 0/2 12 22
Ei- L

2      1
exp(-q R /3)

e     2E sin  0/2J

q  =  2E sin 0/2, R = Al/3fm

where da(E,0)/dRe is the elastic scattering cross section evaluated at the

appropriate electron energy El or E2 and the radiation function is

3 (E)      =     i      [ (1    +   '2)      '·  it  *   6 

Virtual Photon Theory

The cross section for electroproduction AT(e,x)e'AR can be estimated

from the real photon reaction (y,x) if the reaction is known to proceed with

a definite parity and multipole.  The total electroproduction cross section
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section when the product x is detected is

ax(El)  =   El NLA (El'ky) 07(ky)dky

k thres

L7T

where  N     (El'k )   is the virtual photon spectrum of multipole  L and parity  Tr.

For example the number of virtual photons per MeV in the electric dipole

spectrum is

2E E

Nl_(El 'ky)  =  a-Y-  (1 + €2) in melky2 - 2£  .

Expressions for other multipoles can be found in the references. These spectra

2L
are computed assuming inelastic form factors follow F(q) a q  .  They account

for both longitudinal and transverse production.

Virtual photon theory can also be used to compute the inelastic

electron scattering cross section at a given angle for a well-defined state

L 7T

da   _  dN  (El'E2'0)
a (k)dne -   dne    Y Y

For electric dipole the longitudinal spectrum is

dN1 -
-

L  = -    (1 + cos e)dne

while the transverse current (only important near 0. =O o r 180 ).

dN1
- a  E·12 + E22 + El E2 (1 - cos e)   ky 1 2

dne        4E 12 (1 - cos e)
\q/
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-3
// '

MESON CURRENTS AND THE FEW-NUCLEON SYSTEMS

Several years of experimental and theoretical work
(173)

have established beyond doubt the important role that meson-

exchange currents play in determining static properties and

transition processes of bound nuclear systems.

A simple way to understand the necessity for meson currents

is to invoke current conservation

iv·3 = [H,p]

and recall that the nuclear potential appearing in  H  is of

non-local nature since it is mediated by the exchange of mesons.

Hence  3  must also contain parts that depend on the coordinates

of two or more nucleons, i.e. exchange parts.

We  begin this report by  -scussing brief ly the theoretical

question of uniqueness and completeness of the results for meson-

exchange current,2 and end this first section by displaying a

F.-list of what we hope will constitute provisionally acceptable,
l

forms of mesonic-exchange contributions to the nuclear current./
In the second section we focus on *Keoretical and experi-

mental activities which appear to us to be compelling for a

variety of reasons and suggest that these activities be under-

taken in the near future.,
- i.'

A. Universality of Meson Currents

The primary question in deriving meson exchange current

contributions is whether these currents can be derived in a
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unique and unambiguous way or not. Additionally, one is inter-

ested in knowing whether the exchange currents can be derived
*

completely  or not. In other words, we are concerned with the

uniqueness and completeness of the interaction of an external

electromagnetic field (we omit discussion on the axial vector

field here) with a bound nuclear system. The answer to those

concerns would be a positive one if we had at our disposal a

complete dynamical theory for the nuclear medium. We don't have

that. One might think that charge conservation and gauge in-

variance might guarantee completeness for the derived nuclear

current. This is not the case, however, There are subsets of

exchange processes that are gauge invariant on their own, so

that one may have a gauge invariant theory without having taken

into account all the possible exchange processes. In the ab-

sence of a complete dynamical theory we are not able to say with

certainty where the horizon lies as far as exchange processes

are concerned. Certain kinematical regions are perhaps easier

to deal with than others.  For example, in the soft photon and

-

soft meson limit (k-0, q-0), we get model-independent information

on exchange processes by relating the amplitudes for these

processes to non-radiative NN amplitudes. Away from(4)

*i.e. "completely" in principle. However, if the interaction
is only known to a given order, or down to a certain range,

then a "complete" knowledge of the meson exchange currents will

be limited in the same way.
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the soft-photon limit, however, this is no longer possible,

so that we have to rely on other devices.

The two most talked-about methods for the derivation of

meson currents are Ca) the S-matrix scheme elaborated first

by Chemtob and Rho for the k =0 case and since extended to(5)            2

2                     (1-3)k 00 by several people, and (b) the "unified" method dis-

cussed most extensively by J. L. Friar. This latter is(6)

"unified" in the sense that the input to the theory is the

nucleon + anything interaction and the output consists of the

sought-after meson currents, as well as the N-N potential, so

that the nuclear interaction and the meson currents are con-

structed in a consistent manner. In particular, in this method

one begins with the equation of motion for a single nucleon in-

teracting with external electromagnetic and mesonic fields, and

reduces this to a non-relativistic form by a Foldy-Wouthuysen

transformation, which produces strong and electromagnetic ver-

tices   ( -   3) .      In
the following   step,   one uses these vertices

and time-dependent perturbation theory to calculate the S-matrix

for two-body processes (terms of order f2 are kept in meson-

nucleon coupling) and hence the two-body operators.  Among the

processes so generated (assuming that the initial interaction             

includes pions only) are the "pair" process, Figure  (la) , the

Recoil process, Figure (lb), and processes corresponding to

disconnected graphs which generate the N-N potential, Figure

(lc). Perturbation theory, of course, generates an energy

dependent potential. In this case, the Recoil graph is needed
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to assure orthonormality of the nuclear wavefunction.

One finds, unfortunately, that the two-body operators

found by the unified scheme are not unique. The various sets

are unitarily equivalent. The unitary transformations, how-

ever, change the non-static parts of the potential and also

introduce non-local parts, so that one cannot easily see which

representation corresponds to the usual OPEP-semiphenomenological

potential. Further, different representations arising from

different unitary transformations have different properties.

One representation, for example, simplifies relativistic cor-

rections. Another eliminates completely the isoscalar charge

operator   (-  12),   and a class of 3-body forces. A third agrees,
M

as far as the two-body operators is concerned, with the results

of the S-matrix approach to be described below.

The virtue of the method of course is that starting with

the nucleon-photon and nucleon-meson interaction, in one grand

sweep one generates the N-N interaction, the two-body currents,

relativistic and off-shell effects, and three-body forces.

The major drawback is the unitary equivalency of a large

number of representations for the two-body operators and potentials,

all having different features. It is also noteworthy that chang-

ing the sequence of the non-relativistic and the unitary trans-

formation will produce results which differ by a unitary trans-

formation.

A second problem with the unified method is that several

exchange processes do not enter into play. To be more specific,
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                1

these are processes where the external photon couples to two

different hadrons, as in Figures (2a, 2b). We note that, in

contrast to the processes in Figure (1), those in Figure (2)'

would be non-existent if the photon is removed, so that they

do not contribute to the N-N potential.

' Let us call the processes in Figure (1) the "potential"

exchange processes, those in Figure   (2) the "non-potential"

exchange processes. It is the potential exchange processes

that require a certain consistency in their treatment with that

for the nuclear force, since they introduce non-nucleonic com-

ponents in the wavefunction and thus raise questions of wave-

function renormalization. It can be deduced from the results

and the spirit of the unified method that if a static N-N

potential is used to evaluate the nuclear wavefunction, then

the renormalization due to the non-nucleonic components cancels

to a large extent the contribution from the Recoil process,

Figure (lb).

It is important to note that the Unified method treats only

the potential exchange processes. It is also interesting that

the Pair graph, Figure (la), can be considered either as a

potential or as a non-potential exchange process depending on

whether the nucleon and the anti-nucleon are taken to be in the

same Fock space or in different spaces. These contributions

are unambiguous in the latter case.
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In the S-matrix approach to the problem of meson-exchange

currents, we evaluate both potential and non-potential exchange

processes by using Feynman rules to write down the  covariant

amplitude for two-body processes, and eventually three-body

processes if it is so desired, and via a non-relativistic re-

duction where Dirac matrices are written in terms of Pauli

matrices, we obtain the Hamiltonian density in the familiar

Maxwell form

H  -  3.1

thus identifying the two-body, or many-body current J.  Theo-

retically we cannot rest until all the possible processes are

evaluated.

The disconnected graphs are not treated here in the same

sweep. Instead the usual static semi-phenomenological N-N

potentials are used for the evaluation of the nuclear wave-

functions, which impose the necessity for renormalization, as

discussed earlier. In contrast to J. Friar's method (where the

renormalization scheme would split off the parts of the dis-

connected graphs which provide a cancellation between the bulk

of the Recoil process contribution and the disconnected graphs,

leaving intact a small non-static part only), the S-matrix per-

turbative approach reduces only partly the Recoil contribution(3)

by means of non-static contributions.
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We stress that all ambiguities which appear in either J.

Friar's approach or in the S-matrix approach are due to an in-

complete field-theoretical description of the nucleon-nucleon

force. Whenever a unitary'transformation is made on the current

operator, the same transformation on two (or more)-nucleon

potentials will suitably alter the nuclear wavefunction so that   '

the physical matrix element will be unaltered.  The ambiguity

of the Friar approach arises from the uncertainty of which repre-

sentation corresponds to given two-nucleon forces, three-nucleon

forces, etc. Similarly in the S-matrix method, the Recoil-re-

normalization corrections depend on the non-static parts of the  

nuclear force which are usually not defined together with the

prescribed static force.

With complete field-theoretical descriptions of realistic

. inter-nucleon interactions it is possible to formulate a "unified

S-matrix" approach, which simultaneously prescribes the nuclear

wavefunctions and the current operators. It has been shown (7)

that field-theoretical descriptions of the two-nucleon potential,

with two-pion exchange and non-static effects included, lead to

a realistic description for ranges greater than 0.7 f.., although

some terms remain to be dalculated. Thus only the multi-meson

exchange, shorter range MEC effects, which are expected to be

small, need remain ambiguous in the long run. At present, these

shorter-range effects are not included in either the S-matrix

or the Friar approach. Indeed even the two pion exchange current
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terms have not been calculated although the two pion nucleon-

nucleon force is known.

The two-body Recoil-Renormalization controversy remains

a valid theoretical point. In practice, it may be less im-

portant than it is feared, because the Recoil process does not

usually dominate in calculations of exchange current contribu-

tions. Still, there are instances where it is crucial to know

the extent to which the Recoil contribution is reduced by re-

normalization effects. One such case is, for example, the

magnetic moment of the Deuteron. We show in Figure 3 the
(8)

values obtained in the Impulse Approximation, with meson pair

currents added to the IA but no Recoil-Renormalization contribu-

tions and then with the Recoil contribution. In view of the

large effect of the Recoil contribution alone, it is imperative

to know by how much the Recoil contribution is reduced by the

renormalization. The effects of relativistic corrections and

of the minimal current arising from nucleon-nucleon spin-orbit

operators have recently been calculated, and found to be

important.
(8)

Further, three-body Recoil graphs, Figure   (4 ) are occasionally
3necessary in order to insure charge conservation (e.g., in  He).

Connected graphs, however, of the type shown in Figure 5 intro-

duce negligible contributions.

The question of Renormalization does not enter in the treat-

ment of the non-potential exchange porcesses, Figure (2). The
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evaluation of at least these processes by the S-matrix method

may be considered unambiguous.

In the S-matrix approach, we introduce in separate steps,

relativistic effects of kinematical or dynamical nature, three-

body effects and off-shell corrections for both nucleons and

mesons. This latter correction may be accomplished by the in-

troduction of hadronic form factors.

With the exception of the two-body Recoil process, the two-

body operators in at least one representation of Friar's unified

method agree exactly with those derived by the S-matrix(6)

method for the potential exchange processes. Furthermore the

recoil and renormalization correction is small. Hence, we be-

gin to achieve a degree of confidence with regard to meson ex-

change currents and feel more certain about answering positively

the question of their uniqueness. We still have to wrestle with

questions of off-shell and relativistic effects, hadronic and

nucleon electromagnetic form factors, meson-nucleon coupling

constants, etc., that enter into the two-body operators, but

these quantities are intimately connected to the exchange pro-

cesses themselves and will eventually be determined in a theory

that includes exchange effects, not one without them.

As far as the question of sufficient completeness is con-

cerned, lacking basic principles, we can only rely on comparisons

with experimental data for some guidance and treat every case

on an individual basis.
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2At low q  an approach which may be fruitful is the para-

meterization·of our ignorance of the short-range contributions

(or the as-yet uncalculated medium-range contributions).  The

  graphs of reference 9 show that each meson-exchange graph con-

tribution to the deuteron quadrupole form factor q 2G2(q2)
2                                     2        -2decreases as Be-a   where a,B are nearly constant for q  < 40 fm

but a and B  depend on the graph. Furthermore, the value of

B decreases systematically with increasing exchange mass of the

graph. Also  a  tends to decrease as the exchanged mass in-

creases.

Similarly the charge form factor divided. by q22 , q-2GO Cq2)

can be seen to have contributions from each MEC graph that(9)

.  -a'.q .     2        -2                   -
2

behave as B e for q < 40 fm , and in fact a' - a.

Again B' decreases with increasing exchange mass. It is ex-

pected that the MEC for the magnetic form factor Gl will behave
2

similarly, i. e., B e" -a"q

Thus we may try to parametrize the leading non-computed MEC

in the above form. Although this approach has six parameters,

three of those, B' and B" and B can be fitted to the quadrupole

2
moment, the magnetic moment and low q  precision measurements

of A(q2) respectively.  If one can use  a = a'Z a" also, then only

one parameter is left to fit to the electric and magnetic
2        -2

elastic scattering and the tensor polarization for q.2 4 0 f m

The a's in any case are probably small for short-range contribu-

2
tions.  Over this range of q  the impulse approximation has sub-

stantial structure and is sensitive to the nuclear model. Hence
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2      2         2       2        -2detailed data on A(q ), 8(q ) and P(q ) for q  S 30 fm may

be able to· select nuclear models and simultaneously give an

experimental estimate for the size of short-range MEC contribu-

tions.

If the unknown MEC contributions were smaller than any of

2        -2
those of reference 9 for q  < 40 fm  , they would make negligible

contributions. However, there is evidence from u and Q (see

Figure 3) that the known contributions are inadequate. This

may be due to relativistic effects or contributions from the

non-static part of the nucleon force, or they may come from, the

one type of medium-range graph which has been neglected so far,

that involving two pion exchange. These may be expected to

have a magnitude comparable to that of the PAy contribution or

perhaps even larger. There are several two-pion exchange

graphs, so that the phenomenological approach may be a con-

venience while waiting for them to be calculated.

We display in Appendix A canonical forms for meson-exchange

currents for a variety of exchange processes.

B.  Suggested Investigations on the Role of Meson Exchange

Currents In Few-Nucleon Systems

I.  Electron-Deuteron Scattering

a.  Elastic Scattering

T]le cross-section for elastic scattering in the lab

frame is
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da = dc (A (q2 )    +   B (q2 )    tan2   0/2 ) )
Mott

In terms of the monopole, quadrupole and magnetic

dipole form factors G0, G2' Gl' we have

A = G02 + G22 + 2/3 nG12

B = 4/3 n(1+n)G12
'

2qn=
4M 

2

Further, the tensor polarization of the recoil deuteron is

2G G- + G2//I02
 -     2    2G  +G0 2

Measuring A, B, P could furnish information on the Deuteron

wavefunction via G , Gl' G2' provided one knows the current

operator.J = (3,p) which receives contributions from mesonic-

exchange processes.

A further difficulty arises from incomplete knowledge of

nuclear electromagnetic form factors, in particular the neutron

electric form factor G .  Although the data for the neutron

magnetic form factor G  are better, one must carefully choose
the model form factor fit to those data, as some popular models

are not good fits to GM.

Finally, relativistic effects, must be taken into account.

Hence, there are four distinct areas of concern. (i) The two-

body wavefunction or, equivalently, the N-N interaction; in

-
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particular, the short-range part of the interaction and the

strength of the tensor part that determines the D-state ad-

mixture. (ii) The current operator, in particular the non-

Impulse part due to mesonic exchange. Included in this area

are the meson-nucleon coupling constants and vertices (hadronic

form factors), as well as the determination of the exchange

processes. (iii) The electromagnetic structure of the neutron.

(iv) Relativistic corrections.

As we shall see, these are, more or less, the same con-

cerns we have in investigating other electron or photon inter-

actions with the two- and three-body nuclear systems.

2
1.   q  = 0; Quadrupole Moment and Magnetic Moment of the

Deuteron.

In the absence of exchange currents, the D-state of the

Deuteron is an observable via the magnetic moment

UD % Un + up - 3/2(un + up - 1/2)PD = BDI

Where the "percentage D state"  PIj  =u 2 (r)   dr/ [ (u2+w2)   dr]

with u and W being the S and D state deuteron wave functions.

However, due to mesonic-exchange currents (MEC), we have

I     MEC
D D Dp=U  +W

where MEC are functionals of the S- and D-state. Similarly for

the quadrupole moment

MEC  2
Q = FQI(q2+03 + FQ   (q +0);

-  GES(q2)     r                                           2
F I(q2) = 6 42 2 J drj 2(q r/2 ) (UW-  )

q
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where GES = 1/2 (GE  + GEN), the neutron and proton electric

form factors respectively.

The importance of Q rests in the fact that it is a measure

of the tensor components  in  the N-N interaction. Experimentally,

Q is found by molecular methods from the electric field gradient
0  (10)

of a simple molecule, such as HD or D2.  One measures ef /h

from which Q is extracted after the field gradient f is evaluated

theoretically by a variational calculation of the electronic

(11)                                                2wavefunction. The latest value is Q = 0.2875 & 0,002 fm .

This method leaves something to be desired, as the error

on f is estimated from the convergence of the electronic energy

in the variational calculation. MEC corrections to Q may give

as much as 0.02 fm . ' Obviously QI is sensitive to PD2 (9 12,13)

MECwhile Q is less so.  PD varies from 4% to 7% in different

models of the N-N force (and to as much as 11% if relativistic

effects are taken into account). It appears that a systematic

investigation of these models should be undertaken via accurate
MECdetermination of Q and in conjunction with new experimental

determinations of Q. Figure 3 shows results of some models

and Q with and without Recoil-Renormalization effects.MEC (8)

MEC
Similar comments hold true for WD.  In this case w is

as·sensitive as TI to the value of PD.  In Appendix B we display

the ·MEC. corrections   to  Q  and  FD'   and give results in Figure   3.

These corrections include relativistic effects and contribu-

(14,15)
tions from the AA configuration. All of the model
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I   MECvalues of v +P are larger than w indicating that signifi-
MECcant contributions to F have yet to be calculated. In the

phenomenological description of AP discussed above a' 0 0.MEC

"

In addition Q determines an a  which only vanishes for small

values of P .D

2.   0 < q2 5 1 fm-2

In this region the slope of the neutron electric form

factor G  is well known from the reflection of thermal neutrons.
(16)

Relativistic effects are small and are only model dependent to

less than 0.2% of the G  amplitude.  Estimated contributions               
2of MEC are less than 0.5%, therefore measurements of A(q ) in

this range help determine the acceptable nuclear models. Accurate

measurements by Berard et al determine the deuteron radius(17)

and provide a measure of the deuteron D state. The analysis

of Reference (17) shows that the Feshbach-Lomon, FL, potential

with 7.53% D state fits both of those parameters well, while

4.57% and 5.20% D state FL potentials are two standard devia-

tions out.  The latest G  slope experiment fits the 7.53%(16)

case even more precisely than the older value used in Ref. (17).

This determination uses an experimental accuracy of(17)

2
0.2% in A(q ), but was analyzed without including the model

dependent relativistic effects and the MEC contributions.  A

re-analysis with these elements may alter the conclusions some-

what. An analysis  of  GE by Schumacher and Bethe (unpublished)
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also prefers the 7.53% FL potential to that of Reid, Hamada-

Johnston and several other potentials when comparing with GE. (0).

This analysis however, suffers from the same shortcomings as

that of reference 17.

One may allow for uncalculated MEC and relativistic cor-

rections by suitably adjusting a in the parametrization dis-

cussed above.  Experiments for 1 < q2 < 40 fm-2 will then test

the consistency of specific models and the value of a that

they require.

3.   1 < q2 1 12 fm-2

The impulse approximation expressions for Gi(q2) are

IA     SG  =G   =2 G  C0     0        EE

Md         s                S                  '               4/F
Gl = M- (2GM CS + GE CL) G2 = --3- n CQ

P

where    GS     =     1/2      (G     +    GE)      and    G     =     1/2      (G     +    GM)

<2CE =/ (U  + W2) jo ( 1 qr) dr
3£C   = -  i W(U - 1-W)   j 2  (  qr)  drQ  '/Iii ,

CI'    =       l  2      [j o  ( .      gr)     +    j 2     C         qr)  ]     dr

and               Cs = [ (U2 - 1/2W2)  jo  C   qr)    +   (U +  T)  j 2  (   CIr)]  dr
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U Wand - are the deuteron S and D wave-functions respectively,
r r

and the ji are the Spherical Bessel functions.
(18) (19)

From the work of Sprung and Rao , Coester and Ostebee

and J. L. Friar, (20  we find that in this region A(q2), B(q2)

2and P(q ) are not very sensitive to: (a) Relativistic effects,

and (b) Wavefunction models (with PD,6%) for q2 5  2.0 fm-2.

(21)
With regard to (b), however, E. Lomon finds that the D-state

admixture can make a substantial difference. He finds a 10%

-2
change in P and 5% change in A at q2 = 5.0 fm   as PD changes

from 4.7% to 7.55%. The Feshbach-Lomon, Reid Soft Core and

Hamada-Johnston potentials have been used here.

Table I, as calculated by Lomon, illustrates the sensitivity

of the experimental functions A (q2), B (q2) and P (q2) to nucleon

force models, to nucleon electromagnetic form-factors and to

MEC contributions at 42 = 5 fm-2.

The form-factor dependence shows up in B(q2) because the

n .
8% model difference in G  is amplified by its cancellation

with G  in G .  The experimental value of B favors f-f I.  The

experimental value of G  is determined to approximately i .02

by the slope of G  at q2 = 0.  This would make A(q2) uncertain

by i 6%, an effect not indicated in Table I. Reducing the error

in the experimental value of A(q2) from its present i 6% would

proportionately reduce the error in G , if the nucleon force

model could be determined from other data. We note that all

f- f  dependence   in  P (q2) cancels   out  as it depends  only  on  the

ratio G2/GO.
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2
In the impulse approximation, A(q ) has a 4% nucleon force

dependence which does not depend only on the % D state. The H-J

prediction is similar to the low % D state FL models, although

the RSC prediction does fall as expected between the small and

large % D state FL models.  The B(q2) has a negligible model

2       -2
dependence at q =5 f m compared to experimental accuracy.

The important nucleon force model dependence in the IA is in

2
P Cq  ),   and  that is largely controlled  by  the  % D state.

This situation is altered when the MEC contributions are

2
added, except for B(q ). The MEC corrections of reference 9

2to B(q ) are negligible compared to the f-f dependence and the

experimental error. The calculations of Gari and Hyuga show(9)

that the MEC corrections to G  and G2 can substantially alter

A (q2) and P (q2). However the isobar corrections to(14,15)

2
B(q ) ignored in ref. 9 are substantial and.increase the pre-

dicted B(q2).  This makes the fit with type II nucleon form

factors even worse.

The uncertain size of the MEC dorrections does not permit

us to use the Gari-Hyuga, or any other available calculations

directly. The calculations of Hadjimichael (Ref. 2 and Figure 3)

show that the calculated graphs would already be very model

selective on the basis of Q alone. If one allows for some un-

calculated MEC contributidns to make a given nucleon force

model consistent with Q, one then has a prediction for MEC ef-

2        -2
fects for 0 .< q < 40 fm . (See the last part of Section A.)
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We may get an approximate estimate of these predictions using

the parameterization of Moniz(22  described in Table I, scaled

to Q. The results in Table I show (if the Moniz scaling holds

-2
for the unknown MEC terms) that A(5 fm  ) varies by 13% with

nucleon force models, and is in rough correspondence to the % D

state.  This exceeds the uncertainty due to G  and the experi
-

mental error. Allowing for a reduction of z 5% in the predicted

2
values of A(q ) due to relativistic effects, the present ex-

periment and the Moniz parameterization does not favor the(23)

7.55% FL model. Increased experimental accuracy would further

narrow down a combination of G  and the range of models.

(22)         2Using the scaled MEC corrections for P(q ), the model

dependence of P(5 fm-2) is nearly cancelled, except for the

7.55% D state FL model. That model predicts a tensor polariza-

tion 7% smaller than the other models.  Model dependent rela-

tivistic effects are of the order of 2%. It is expected that

experiments can determine  P (q2)   to an absolute accuracy  o f

+ .03 which may then eliminate at least one nucleon force(24)

model, in conjunction with the value of Q.

Experimental researchers should also note that the present

uncertainties in A (23) are of the order of 5% to 10% at q2 5 20 fm-2.

Reduction of these to the 3% level or less is needed to help

distinguish model dependence and MEC effects.
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4.   The next region of interest in e-D elastic scattering is
-0

12f - S q2 2 26f-2. .G2 and MEC corrections are very important

here because the point where GQ = 0, i.e., the first diffraction

minimum of the charge form factor, is somewhere in this region.

Just where depends on the MEC contributions and relativistic

effects, as well as the nuclear model.

At GO = 0 we have

p = 1//2

A = G2 + 2/3 nG2

2

B = 4/3 n(1 + n)Gl

-2
The zero point in the Impulse approximation is at q2 = 19.5 fm

-2 -2
- 21 fm     MEC corrections shift it to lower values by - 4-5 fm

The slope of G  near the zero point and the size of G2 at

the same point should reveal further details in wavefunction

models.  From the theoretical point of view, relativistic ef-

fects must be taken into account.  Complications do arise with

2
respect to A(q ), however, from our inadequate models for the

isoscalar charge form factor. Different models and experiments

for G (23,25,26) may differ by as much as 30% at 42 2 20 fm-2.
ES

Tackling the problem of neutron electromagnetic form factors

along different lines as we shall see later, may allow us to

derive maximum information on wavefunction models near the zero

point of GO·
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Figure 6 illustrates the rapid variation of P(q2) in this

region. It reaches its maximum value ,/F when (G2/GO) = 42, is
reduced  to  1/43- when  G    =  0, and vanishes  when  .(G2/Go)   =  -2,/i.0

It then becomes negative to reach its minimum value of -1/,T

as shown in Figure 7.  Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the model

dependence of P(q2) in the impulse approximation.  This will

be considerably modified by MEC and relativistic effects, but

unaltered by the nucleon electromagnetic form-factors.

For all the three FL models and those of HJ and RSC, G 

vanishes for q2 = 20-21 fm-2 (see Table III).  On the other

hand, the Gari-Hyuga MEC contributions to G  causes it to vanish

at q2 = 15.5 fm-2, where the IA contributions still differ from

each other by only 17%. It follows that the experimental deter-

mination of the value of q2 at which P = 1/.h provides an accurate

MEC          2
determination of the magnitude of G 

at that q  by comparison

IAwith G  .  The rapid variation of P(q2) in that vicinity facil-

itates the ability to determine q  accurately.

Having determined.q  through the measurement of P, measure-

ments of B(q2) and A(q ) will enable a separate determination of
2 MEC MEC

Gl and G2 at q .  If Gl and G2   have been extrapolated (as
2in the last of Section A) using u and Q and any lower q  informa-

tion (as discussed above), then these measurements will determine
IA IA

an allowed range of Gl  and G     We must remember that the2

latter do not depend only on the nucleon force model, but also
IA

on the nucleon electromagnetic form factor. But G is dominated        i
1
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by G  which. is fairly unambiguous.  Therefore, we can expect
IA IA

that G   and Gl can be moderately well determined by the P and

B experiments at q2.  Then the models which predict adequate
IA IAGo and Gl can be used to compare with G2(42) and hence obtain

a measure of GE.
· ·        The rapid q dependence of the IA values of Gl and the

: expected smoothness of MEC, f-f and relativistic contributions

in this region imply that measurements of A, B, and P at

2 'u 2 -2
q       #   qo    +    1 0 fm will further filter out the nucleon force

models with the correct momentum transfer dependence. Table II

2        -2
presents the IA predictions for A, B, and P at q  = 15 fm and

-2                                   2       -2   IA
26 fm It should be noted that, even at q = 26 fm  , A

and B are adequate to account for half to all of the experi-IA

(27,28,29,30)mental values, depending on the model.

5.   High 92 region, 26 fm-2 < q2 5 80 fm-2

(27,28)Only data on A(q2) exist in this region. Nucleon

force models, neutron electromagnetic form factors, meson

exchange currents and relativistic effects all have large un-

certainties in this range. Furthermore, for all of these con-

tributions, extrapolation from lower q2 information becomes very

model dependent. Hence   it is important   that   B (q2)    and   P (q2)

also be measured in order to separate out the various effects.

The most likely source of unambiguous information in this

2
region is B(q ).  As shown by Figure 8, the IA of this measur-

able quantity varies by orders of magnitude either with the
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nucleon force model or with the model value of G .  The term

in   B (q2 3 proportional   to   G    is not important   in this range.

2
The largest values of B(q ) go with the 4.57% D state FL model

and f-f set I (which is much more consistent with quasi-

elastic e-d data than f-f set II.
(31)

Furthermore, the IA amplitude of B vanishes for q2 between

31 fm and 52 fm depending on the model as illustrated in
-2 -2

Figures 9 and 10.  These IA results, together with the MEC

contribution to G, will determine the position and depth of

a dip or shoulder in B(q2).  Figure 10 shows that for the RSC

potential with the all-dipole, or all-IJL f-f's used by Gari-
(9)                                                 2            -2

Hyuga, there is only a shoulder in the vicinity of q  = 80-90 fm

However, for the more likely f-f's (Case I), and especially for

the lower % D state models, the IA will be much larger (after

the zero of Gl).  Therefore, if the MEC contributions are not

much larger than calculated by Gari and Hyuga, one may expect

a significant dip in B(42) whose position and width will help

determine both the nucleon force model and the magnitude of the

MEC contributions.

As shown in Figures 11 and 12, A(q2) is also substantially

affected by the model and f-f's in this region. It should be

noted that almost all of the variation comes from the magnetic

contribution nGl to A, the electric scattering.  This changes,

at q2 = 78 fm-2, from being negligible for HJ and the 7.55% D

state FL potentials, to being equal to the electric contribution,

G2 + G2, for the lower % D state FL potentials.  As shown in
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Figure 11, f-f I leads to a much slower decrease of A (q2) with

2q  than does f-f II, for the smaller % D states. The experi-

mental data indicate that the IA is still 25% - 50% of the(28)

-2whole cross section at q2 = 78 fm  , therefore this effect can

show up if A(q2) is measured at a few more energies and with

-2    2        -2
somewhat greater precision, for 40 fm <q < 80 fm

P (q2 ) varies widely with model   and  MEC  e f fects   for  q2   <   70   fm-2

as indicated in Figure 7.'  A 5- 10% measurement in this region

will be especially powerful in determining both the model and
2the MEC if it can be combined with measurements of B(q ).

6.   Very High q2 region (q2 > 80 fm-2)

An experiment has recently been performed in this region(28)

which shows that there is ample opportunity for the investiga-

tion of: (a) meson currents and associated meson-nucleon

vertices, (b) nucleon-electromagnetic form factors, (c) a quark-

constituent picture of the Deuteron, and (d) possibly even(32)

impulse approximation effects.

Recently, incomplete theoretical analyses of the impulse

approximation have given the impression that the hadronic(28,33)

2
picture of the deuteron at high q  is not valid and that scaling

2           2 (32)
to quark models sets in at about q  = 0.7 GeV . The rate

of decrease of the electric form factor appears compatible with

(32)
a quark law prediction, although the dimensional scaling

law is in doubt. In particular, the measured point at(34)

-2highest q2 = 103 f    falls a little lower than the scaling law.
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While it is possible to explore the quark degrees of freedom

in the high q2 region, we suggest that a theoretical treatment

correctly incorporating relativistic effects and MEC corrections

and using proper neutron form factors, in particular G , is also
n

in order here.  GE is of crucial importance, and it would be

better obtained from other lines of research, for example,

quasi-elastic scattering.

It may not be impossible to determine the impulse approxima-

tion deuteron structure functions in this region for.two

reasons:                                                              '

a)  There are several zeros of the nucleon and deuteron impulse

form factors that may show up on a smooth MEC background

as a  dip or shoulder if the experimental accuracy is

better than 10%, and if MEC is not more than 80% of the

cross-section.

b) G may be very small for 150 fm <q < 200 fm  ,MEC -22         -2
0,2

because of a cancellation between the PAY and A ex-

change contributions.(9)  Whether and where there is a

complete cancellation depends on the nucleon form-factors.

In Table III we show where various deuteron and nucleon

form factors vanish.  It is seen that CQ (see Appendix C)

vanishes between q2 = 86 and 125 fm-2 depending only on the % D

state.  This shows up correspondingly (see Figure 7) as the

2                             2
position where  P (q ) vanishes.     As  P (q ) changes rapidly  with

2q , the zero should be relatively easy to locate with some

2
precision, if P(q ) can be measured to i0.2 or better.  A
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2
shoulder or dip also appears in A(q ) when one uses set II for

the f-f (see Figures 11 and 12), but is swamped by the magnetic

contribution when set I is used..

Table III shows that CE vanishes close to q2 = 160 fm-2

for all the models.  Thus all these models predict P(160 fm-2) =

1/4-i, while if the MEC contributions dominate one expects a very

small polarization (see Figure 7). Similarly at approximately

140 fm the impulse approximation predicts P = P max = ,/S
-2 IA

MEC                                              2when P = 0.  Therefore, a measurement of P between q  = 130

and 160 fm 2 will give a strong indication of whether MEC cor-

rections dominate, or whether they are small as predicted by

Ref. 9.  Where G  vanishes, one may also expect a dip in A(q2),

but this effect is dominated by a much sharper dip which we

discuss below.

-2CL vanishes at q2 = 177 fm   for FL 1, but does not vanish

until q2 > 200 fm-2 for the other models.  On the other hand,

-2 -2CS vanishes for q2 between 170 fm   and 193 fm   for the various

-2models, and G  vanishes at q2 = 193 fm   for both sets I and II.

S         S
Therefore, G0 and G2 and the combination G  C  +G  C  (andE L M  S

therefore Gl) vanish somewhere in this region.  Just how rapidly

Gl vanishes depends on how close are the zeros of G  and Cs·
-2This explains the sharp dips in A and B for q2 = 180 fm   for

FL 1, FL 5 and HJ, and the broader, but deep, dip for FL 15,

as shown in Figures 8, 11 and 12.
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If any such narrow dip shows up in A or B in this region,

it will be strong evidence that the deuteron structure is not

completely swamped by either MEC or by the quark scaling limit.

We summarize e-D elastic scattering:

The static moments of the Deuteron could supply information

on wavefunction models provided MEC corrections are taken into

account. The difference between the experimental values and the

impulse approximation results are small, but it would be dif-

ficult to find a nuclear model which eliminates this difference

for both u and Q without incorporating.MEC corrections. Given

uncertainties in MEC contributions, U and Q can be used to nor-

malize MEC contributions.

We suggest an experimental determination of the quadrupole

moment with no more than 1% uncertainty, and one that is less

dependent on complex electronic wavefunction calculation than

the experiments on the HD or DD molecules.

The 0 < q2 < 1 fm-2 region can be useful in eliminating

models of the N-N interaction that generate unacceptable G (O)

and rms radii.  Only A(q2) is relevant.  The available data

should be re-analyzed taking MEC and model dependent relativ-

istic effects into account.  A review of the low q data on GP

and GP is also in order.  A precise determination of P would
M

provide an independent check of the static quadrupole moment.
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For 1 fm-2 < q2 < 12 fm-2 improved measurements of B(q2)

would help determine G  as this quantity B has little model

dependence. The isobar corrections are substantial and ambig-

uous, but are fixed by the static magnetic moment.
2

Measurements of P(q ) together with increased precision

on A(q2) will help determine consistency between nucleon force

models and MEC contributions.  This will be particularly fruit-

ful if combined with a smooth extrapolation of MEC contribu-
2

tions from q  = 0.

The study of meson currents can begin in earnest at q2 =

-2
12 fm Relativistic effects and differences in models for

nucleon electromagnetic form factors do not obscure the essen-

tial role of MEC.

The first diffraction minimum in the charge form factor

falls somewhere between q2 = 15.0 and 19.0 fm-2 at which P = 1/fl

uniquely.  Precise experimental localization of this point is

important. The localization of this point combined with informa-

2
tion on MEC from lower q will yield unambiguous information on

short-range correlations in the N-N interaction and will help to

fix further the value of PD and hence the tensor component in

the N-N potential.' This information is, of course, not indepen-

dent of meson currents, but when combined with measurements of

A, B and P throughout this region should provide many checks on

each of the factors of nuclear model, MEC contributions dnd G .

The region 26 fm-2 < q2 < 80 fm-2 is chiefly notable for
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the orders of magnitude dependence of B(q2) on nuclear model

and on nucleon electromagnetic form factors.  Both the magnitude
2                                                 'and an expected  dip  in  B (q  )   are very much affected. These

sensitivities are unlikely to be wiped out by MEC contributions.
2

P(q ) is also very sensitive to nuclear model in this

region and combined with A(q2) can give much information on

both nuclear model and MEC effects. Present measurements of

2
A(q ) indicate that MEC effects are important but not yet greater

than IA effects in this range.

Should some structure be discovered in A, B or P at very

high 42 (say a rapid variation of P (q2) or a second minimum in

A<q2) at q2 = 180 fm-2), it will provide grounds for a nucleonic

picture of the Deuteron cum meson degrees of freedom and re-

pudiate the applicability of a simple quark-constituent picture.

In addition, it is possible that cancellations make MEC rela-

tively small. Form factors without structure, on the other hand,

may motivate a quark-constituent analysis. This region of

-2q2 > 80 fm   will also provide information on G  and the nucleon

force model through B(q2), and on G  through the sharpness of

22
the high q  dip in A(q ).

2
These remarks on the high q  region have been in the spirit

of the workshop where our instructions were to set aside for the

moment the question: On what accelerator and with what apparatus

could the proposed experiments be done?  We are not unaware of

the difficulties, both technical and financial, of the work dis-

cussed but are confident that our colleagues and sponsoring

agencies can rise to the challenge.
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7.   Deuteron Photodisintegration

We consider four' separate ranges of excitation in the np

continuum: (1) The threshold region up to about E = 10 MeV;
Y

(2)  10 MeV < E  < 75 MeV; (3) 75 < E  < 140 Mev and E  > 140 MeV.
Since the early 1960's it has been known that regions (1)

and (2) are dominated by the El amplitude with small but important

contributions from Ml and E2 amplitudes. The early hope that

this process might help distinguish between phase-shift-equivalent

potentials has been frustrated by larger experimental uncertainties

than theoretical differences. In Region 1, in the impulse
(35)

approximation, the effective range and scattering length largely

determines the cross section. For the Ml amplitude connecting

3             1                                          (36)the     Sl     and  the SO, states, a recent calculation  of  MEC

has removed the long-standing discr6pancy of about 10% between

theory of the thermal neutron capture cross-section and experi-

ment. MEC corrections to the El ·amplitude, which dominates the

differential cross section beyond 0.5 MeV above threshold , are

thought to be negligible. Attempts to detect the influence of

MEC on other observables such as the neutron polarization have

not been conclusive owing to the small size of the effect and

(37)the comparatively large experimental uncertainties. It

will be very difficult to get more useful quantitative informa-

tion in the near future from further work in this energy region

since the experimental uncertainties are large compared with

i the MEC and they are near the limits imposed by available time

and technology.
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In Region 2, particularly at the higher energies, there

is substantial sensitivity to the N-N force model.
(2 ) Dif-

ferences are predicted of the order of 20% in the ratio of

a(0°)/c(90°) and for the polarization observables. Of course

MEC must be taken into account, but estimates indicate that

they are not as serious as in the 100-140 MeV region.

The range of variations in the value of observables pro-

duced by different models and MEC is however small compared with

the discrepancy between theory and the experimental results of

Hughes et al for the cross section at 8 = 0°, 30 MeV < E(38)
Y

< 130 MeV.  Theoretical calculations have been done by Arenhovel

and Fabian who have included isobar configurations and(39)

meson currents in their work. The results are shown in Figure

13. The solid and dashed lines are calculated with the Hamada-

Johnston potential with and without the corrections of Ref. 39.

E. Lomon has calculated similar results with the Feshbach-(40)

Lomon potentials, varying PD from 4.57% to 7.55% also shown in

Figure 13. The lowest D state probability substantially im-

proves agreement for Ey 2 100 MeV, but has not much improved

the agreement with the experimental results at lower energies.

It is noted however that only MEC corrections to the current

density J(r) were considered in Ref. (39). This is because

the assumption was made, on the basis of Siegert's theorem,

that the charge density p(r) remains unaffected.  Neverthe-

less, at E  = 50 MeV, the p-dependent contribution to the
dominant El amplitude is approximately eight times larger

than the J - dependent contribution so that corrections to the
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usual  form  of   p  4  eg*w  will  be of great importance. Hence,

modifications of p(r) of MEC origin should be considered, ir-

respective of whether Siegert's theorem is violated or not,

provided current conservation remains valid, e.g. in the con-

tinuity equation

3. J(r)     =    -    i     [H,     p  (y) ]

J must reflect MEC contributions to p(r) as well,as those in
-

the potential contained in H.

A review of the other existing data in this energy region

shows that different experiments differ from each other by

amounts that often exceed the stated experimental errors but

that, on the average, they extrapolate smoothly to the Mainz

data. This extrapolation with angle is not consistent with

the guidance given by the theory as calculated say by Partovi. (35)

The integral of these data yields total cross sections 15 to

20% smaller than predicted. This is reminiscent of the
(41)

results of Baglin et al which a few years ago was the crisis

of that day, and which have not yet been satisfactorily explained.

Subsequent experiments, designed to check the Yale result,(41)

notably the electrodisintegration measurement at Saskatoon
(41)

and the total absorption measurement at Mainz, failed to(41)

confirm it. Clearly a new effort to establish the experimental

facts to a precision of 5% at a number of the new facilities is
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warranted before theoretical work moves into exotica. It is

also possible that higher partial waves in the theoretical

calculation for high E  might help.  For lower E , it is hard

to imagine that higher multipoles are important.

Towards the high energy end of Region 2, E  + 70 MeV

and throughout Regions 3 and 4 there is modest (20%) model

dependence. Above 140 MeV one finds gross disagreement(42)

between impulse approximation calculations such as those of

(43)Partovi and the data; presumably due to the increasing

importance of meson degrees of freedom. Calculations have

been made, and are in process, in which intermediate ex-(44)

citation of various nucleon resonances and rescattering terms

are considered explicitly. Schematic calculations of this

kind were first done in the 1950's but only recently has it

been possible to include in a systematic way enough diagrams

and the associated vertex form factors to feel some confidence

in the results. Comparisons with data are hampered, as(45)

at lower energies, by widespread disagreement between different

sets of data.

Further, the role of meson currents in the photodisintegra-

tion should be compared with that in p-p and n-p bremsstrahlung

at comparable photon energies.
(46)

Finally, of great interest is the recent experimental

finding of an enormous peak in the 90° proton polarization(47)
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following deuteron photodisintegration at photon energy

E   Z 500 MeV. The cross.section is decreasing smoothly in
Y

the same energy region. A relativistic treatment of the po-

larization does not reproduce the peak.  The polarization

peak may be due to a nucleon-nucleon resonance.  Also MEC

contributions are being calculated. (48) With the

sole exception of the cross section at low energies (35,49)

we have no firm grasp on any of the important features of

deuteron photodisintegration. We are really not much closer

to understanding this reaction than we were fifteen years ago.

Consequently, a systematic non-fragmented effort toward the

resolution of some of the outstanding problems in d(y,n)p

is recommended.

8.   Deuteron Electrodisintegration

Inelastic e-D scattering offers a wide variety of kinemati-

cal conditions that allow the investigation of MEC effects, the

role of Isobar configurations (IC), relativistic contributions,

interaction models and the nucleon electromagnetic structure.

Near the electrodisintegration threshold and for relatively

(50 51)low values of the momentum transfer, theoretical calculations

that have incorporated MEC and IC show promising qualitative

agreement with experimental data. MEC effects are prominent

2 -2 (52)for q  2 5.0 fm in this region and should be studied in

detail. At higher excitation energies the interaction effects

are seen best for q2 < 5.0 fm-2 (52,53)
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The dominant contribution to MEC comes from processes of

pionic range, predominantly from the Pair process. This fact

brings in focus again the question of the choice of the AN

coupling. The possibility for differentiating between the

pseudovector and the pseudoscalar coupling was examined in(54)

elastic e-D scattering but was not resolved there. Intimately

related to the choice of the  N couplihg is the nature of the

nucleonic form factor that must be utilized in evaluating the
V

amplitude for the Pair graph, e.g. Fl  vs. the axial vector

form factor gA.  This latter is suggested by considerations of

soft pion constraints. The choice between the two form(55)

factors is not clear at the moment but it is hoped that the

investigation of the electrodisintegration process in conjunc-

tion with pion electroproduction may yield answers to this

problem.

The experimental electrodisintegration data at backward

angles should be reconsidered. Plotting experimental points

and theoretical results from Ref. (50) on a linear scale, we

realize that there is sufficient quantitative discrepancy to

make further examination  of this cross section quite compelling.

It would be desirable to have experimental data for excita-

tion energies away from the disintegration threshold but below

the pion production threshold, and for low values of q2 (<5.0

-2
fm ) for the purpose of studying MEC effects. A coincidence

experiment which counts simultaneously the outgoing electrons
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2       -2
and protons at, say, q =l f m would be very useful because

the cross section is sensitive to MEC+ IC effects. In(56)

contrast, for ·q2 , 12 fm-2, we may focus on the sensitivity

of the single-arm cross section on N-N interaction models.

We must remark that in examining MEC effects, the mesonic

exchange corrections to the charge density should not be over-

looked in spite of apparent violations of Siegert's theorem.

We have already made this point in discussing D(y,n)p in the

previous subsection.

At low excitation energy but very high momentum transfer,

2-
e.g. q  > 100 fm 2, we have the opportunity to check the very

short range behavior of the nuclear wave function. In addition,

the possibility that the data may be explained in terms of a

quark-constituent picture of the Deuteron should be pursued.

The data of Schiltz et al in this kinematical region has(57)

still to be analyzed successfully.

In the nucleon-constituent picture of the Deuteron, MEC

effects are damped by non-static mesonic form factors of the

nucleons, whose momentum dependence is the subject of on-going

investigations. The MEC corrections show considerable(58)

sensitivity to these form factors and hence, this kinematical

region affords the opportunity for a phenomenological study of

these quantities.

Further, the neutron charge form factor plays a significant

role in this region and for this reason its determination is

necessary if the data are·to yield correct information.
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Obviously the quasielastic peak in e-D scattering offers the

appropriate conditions to study GEn provided MEC and IC effects

are taken into account. A recent MEC estimate is strongly(84)

modified when the IC effects, which are of opposite sign , are

taken into account. Hence at present it is not known
(85)

whether without MEC, the analysis of this cross section will

yield erroneous results for GEn.

Moveover, the behavior of the inelastic cross section just

above the quasielastic peak in several electron-nuclear experi-

ments appears to suggest the presence of & isobars in the(54)

final nuclear state. Alternative mechanisms for the expla-

nation of this behavior are certainly possible, in particular

via appropriate modifications of the short range correlations

in the nuclear wave function. It is most important to examine

this question in the case of e-D inelastic scattering since the

nuclear aspects of this interaction can be handled here so much

more reliably than is possible in larger nuclei.

II THE THREE-BODY SYSTEM

The three-body system is an important source of information

for the N-N interaction which is in some respects complementary

to that obtained from the bound and unbound two-body system.

Such important aspects as the short and intermediate range radial

dependence of the N-N interaction, the strength of the short-

range repulsion, the relative strength of the tensor to the

central components and the locality or non-locality of the in-

teraction can be investigated fruitfully via the correlated
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examination of the three-nucleon and two-nucleon systems. It

is fairly clear at this time that the two-nucleon system by

itself cannot furnish an unambiguous description of several

important aspects of the N-N interaction.
3

The binding energy ET of  H is found to have a sensitive

dependence on the strength of the tensor potential as measured

by, say, the D-state probability in the Deuteron, PD.  In fact

ET increases as PD decreases as shown in the table below.

(The Yamaguchi potential is a separable non-realistic inter-

action, but it serves our purposes here.)

Potential              P                 ED                   T

Yamaguchi 7% -8.0 MeV

"                                                             4 % -9.0 MeV

" 2% -10.0 MeV

Further, the properties of the three-body system are studied

via the fully off-the-energy shell T-matrix elements which are

sensitive to the locality or non-locality of the two-body inter-

action.  While this aspect can be investigated also via, say,

N-N bremsstrahlung, theoretical uncertainties have not allowed

an unambiguous answer to this problem so far.  On the other hand,

the introduction of a short-range non-locality in the N-N inter-

action, which does not affect measurably the two-body data, can

change the theoretical estimate  of  Et  by  as  much  as  80%,   the  rns

charge radius by 5% and shift the location of the first diffraction
-2 (61,62) This ex-   -minimum in the 3H charge form factor by 8 fm

tensive sensitivity must certainly be exploited.
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The short-range correlations in the NN interaction mani-

fest themselves sensitively in the radial form of the three-

body wave function, *T (r, p) .  The dependence on the relative

coordinate r can be made clear via the correlation
-

g,r (r )    =    do       <    4T 16  (  12  -    ( 1    -    2 )   |  )      |    *T    >
U r

It is found that this function looks very much like the Deuteron

correlation near the origin.

*gD (r) =  10 11, (r) *D (r)
J v D

e.g. the two-body subsystems in the three-body system behave

very much like the Deuteron at short inter-particle distances.

This behavior will show up in the evaluation of MEC effects in

the three-body system.

The correlation function with respect to p manifests it-

self in the charge form factors of the three-body system.  The

diffraction minimum in this form factor in the neighborhood of
2 -2 3    (64)k  = 11.6 fm in He, is related to the short-range repul-

(65)sion in the NN interaction.

Uncertainties  in  the w -meson experimental coupling constant

and in field-theoretical treatments of the exchange processes

that mediate the short-range NN interaction are responsible(66)

for a fair degree of ambiguity with regard to the short-range

repulsion.  Hence the additional phenomenology provided by the
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three-body system is most helpful in untangling this complicated

situation.

The NN interaction effect has been documented to play a

significant role in shaping the electromagnetic structure and

influencing the electromagnetic processes of the three-body

system.  It is significant that the large isovector exchange

operators can contribute here. These contributions are of

3opposite sign in  He and 3H and a careful study of.relevant

effects in these two·nuclei may sort out MEC effects from

nuclear structure effects.

Unlike the case of the Deuteron, the spin-isospin selec-

tion rules allow & isobar to appear singly in intermediate

states of mesonic-exchange processes in the three-body sys-

tem.  ,They are found to contribute significantly to MEC cor-

rections. Further, isobar configurations in the three-body

wave function can make non-negligible contributions.

Leaving aside purely hadronic reactions such as n-D scat-

tering and D(n,p)2n, and weak interaction considerations like

the 8-decay of 3H, we would like to discuss in the following

the response of the three-body system to a probing electro-

magnetic field, e.g. we shall focus on the magnetic monents,

elastic electron scattering charge and magnetic form factors

and rms radii, radiative n-D capture, photodisintegration and

electrodisintegration of the three-body systems.
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(i) Magnetic moments

Defining the isovector and isoscalar magnetic moments by

1
lis =  2 (113  + 113 )

liv =   (113H - 113He)H     He

we find the theoretical expressions to be

(1)Us -   (jip + Un) (Ps + Ps') +   PD + 6Ws = us + 6Ws

liv - 12 (Up - Kin)  (Ps -  s' +   PD) -   PD + 611v = 111 1) + 61Jv

while the experimental values are

wexp = 0.426 n.m. and   Wexp = 2.553 n.m.
V

Ps' Ps " PD are the admixture probabilities for the dominant

states in the three-body system, and 6 us' 6#v are corrections,

most likely to arise from mesonic-exchange effects. We neglect

the trivially small P-states and T=3/2 state admixture. In                

(60)calculations with realistic potentials the probabilities

are found to be of the order

Ps - 90%, Ps, - 1-2%,   P  S 9%D

We see in the table below however that there is no reasonable

exp exp
combination of Ps, Ps,, PD which would reproduce

Us  , AV

without the help of aus' 6uv.
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P      P-  P                        W
(1) (1)

S     S'   D        Wv          s         aliv         Ous

%%
96 4 0 2.284 0.423 0.269 0.003

92.8   6 1.2 2.211 0.417 0.342 0.009

92     6 2 2.185 0.417 0.368 0.009

91 8 1 2.183 0.410 0.370 0.013

89 9 2 2.134 0.406 0.419 0.020

In Ref. 67 approximate three-body wavefunctions were used

to calculate MEC effects of the order

6Uv = O.193              6Us = 0·009

In calculations with realistic wave functions derived from(57)

variational calculations with admixtures PS = 90%, PS, = 1.6%,

P  = 8.4% so thatD

(1) (1)11  = 0.408           11    2.154S V

the MEC corrected magnetic moments were found to be

U   = 0.407 p   = 2.65S V

and in Ref. (68), with wavefunctions obtained from the Faddeev

equations with PS = 90%, PS, = 1-2%,  PD = 8-9%

it was found that 6Vv = 0.38 n.m. and 6#s = 0.010 n.m.

One of the important features in these calculations is the

large contribution from the N* process via S-D matrix elements;

hence we are furnished with the means to investigate tensor forces.
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The 21 exchange processes have been examined in Ref. (69)

but more work is needed in this area. Also, the contributions

to the magnetic moments from the presence of nucleon isobars

in the wavefunction have not been investigated yet. The tensor

interaction enters here again as part of the transition poten-

tials. Unfortunately the magnetic moment of the isobar itself

is an experimentally unknown quantity while theoretically it

is extremely model dependent. (71)

It is obvious from this review that while experimentally
33the measurements of #( H) and p( He) are excellent, the theo-

retical work remains incomplete. Nuclear structure ambiguities

arising from both the NN interaction model and calculational

techniques have to be eliminated. The magnetic moments can be

sensitive probes in this area.

(b) Radiative n-d Capture

This reaction offers an excellent opportunity to study the

small components of the three-body wave function, namely the S'

and D-states, as well as MEC. Due to selection rules, only the

mixed symmetry S' state enters into the Impulse approximation

calculation. With a reasonable S' probability of 1-2%, the IA

result is approximately one half [(0.29mb)] of the experimental

+         (72)value for the cross-section which is given as 0.65-0.05 mb.

Calculated MEC with a wavefunction featuring Ps = 90.4%, Ps, = 1.6%,

P  = 8.0% raised the theoretical value of the cross-section toD
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.52 mb. MEC depends heavily on .PD and on the radial de-
(73)

pendence of the wavefunction. In spite of the dramatic improve-

ment of the agreement between experiment and theory with MEC

there is still room for investigating the three-body structure.

(72)Further, we know of only one experimental measurement of

the cross-section. It appears to us that a reliable repetition

of the experiment is in order here.

(C) Elastic e- He & e- H form factors.
33

The charge and magnetic form factors of He and H have33

been the subject of several investigations recently.

The distinctive features of the form factors are their dif-

fraction-like minima and maxima. A semi-log plot of the f.f. vs.
2k  shows the agreement between theory and experiment to be rea-

sonably good for k2 < 3.0 fm.  The evaluation of the rms radii

however, from

F (k2 )   +      1   -   1/6      r2              2k
2             rmsk +0

emphasizes the model dependence and other peculiarities of the

wave function derived from calculational techniques and under-

lines again the importance of MEC.

The experimental charge rms radii are (74,75)

rch(3He) = 1.87 f 0.05 fm.

rch(3H)  = 1.70 + 0.05 fm.
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In the impulse approximation, the difference between the

two charge form factors is

F    (3He)  -  Fch(3H)  =  -GEP (F2  +   F3)  - GE(3/2  Fl-F2-1/3F3)ch

£3 3 i2/3k.P  2
F  =  /d p d r e         U1 d

£3 3 i2/3k.p
F =-3jdpdre U V
2                                       1

  3  3   i2/3k. p
F =-3Jdpdrp U V
3                                       2

where  U  is the radial part of the S state and Vl' V2 are the

radial parts of the mixed symmetry S' state. We note that the

corresponding difference in the charge rms radii goes to zero

for a fully space-symmetric three-body system (S-state only)

since G
nE (k 2    =

0) = 0.  Hence, we note again the relevance of

the S' state in calculating the quantity Ar = rch(3He) - rch(3H)

which can be measured experimentally with good accuracy. We have

then a sensitive means for assessing NN models and calculational

techniques as they affect the three-body structure. Above

2          -2k  =3- 5 fm , there is little hope that the data can be re-

produced without MEC considerations.

The diffraction minimum in the f. f. is sensitively dependent

on the short-range correlations in the wave function and on MEC

contributions. The data near the minimum is understandably very

3                                                        3
poor for  He, but is non-existent in the case of H. We cannot

exaggerate the need for good data in this area.
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The IA result seems to be strongly model dependent in the

intermediate range for
Fch. The model dependence of the(76)

MEC however cancels that of IA.  The role of the short-range

correlations in localizing correctly the diffraction minimum

is not diminished however. No matter how the correlations are

introduced e.g. via a repulsive core in the NN interaction or

3via three-body forces they improve the charge f.f. for  He and
3
H.

The notion that some definite relation may be derived

between the tri-nuclear binding energy and the localization

of the diffraction minimum must be resisted until we are con-

vinced that the short-range correlation and MEC cannot reproduce

F   in a way that is compatible with the experimental bindingch

energy.

The second diffraction maximum in the magnetic form factor

is obviously a good place to do experimental measurements.  In

the case of the magnetic form factor, measurements in that

region could lead to some insights into the pseudoscalar-

pseudovector  -NN coupling and provide for limits on the axial

mass. This region is relatively free of ambiguities due(54)

to nucleon form factor models both electromagnetic and hadronic.

Hence one can concentrate on meson currents, the 7r-NN coupling

and wavefunction models. In  the  case  of the charge  form  factor,

the secondary maximum is again an excellent place to investigate

meson currents and wavefunction models, in particular the latter,
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in view of the fact that MEC corrections are dominated apparently

by one graph (Pair) which is the one that is best under-(64,76)

stood.  Further, the pseudoscalar-pseudovector ambiguity is not
(73)

present here in an important way.

Determination of meson currents from the work at the second-

ary maximum will allow us to move on to higher  42(> 25fm-2) ,

focus on meson-nucleon hadronic form factors and particularly

on nucleon electromagnetic form factors.

Further, Fourier-transforming the charge form factor, we

get the charge distribution p(r) in the three-body system. Un-

folding the nucleon form factors, we get a central depression

in p(r) which is the combined effect of meson currents and short-

range correlations. An accurate experimental description(65,75)

of this central depression will advance considerably our know-

ledge on short-range correlations. Meson currents are dominated

by the well-understood Pair graph.

(d) Photodisintegration

3    3Y+ He ( H) +   d  +  p (n)

3    3
y  +   He ( H) +  n + p(n) + p

The recent three-body experimental data for the two-body

photodisintegration of 3He is quite good.  The theoretical

analysis of this and other photodisintegration data however is
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making slow progress due to the difficulty in procuring the

three-body scattering states that are necessary for the cal-

culation of the final state effect on the cross section. This

final-state effect has been shown to be quite important. (77)

Recent theoretical efforts have been fruitful.(78)

The low energy photodisintegration data is dominated hy

El transitions. As in the case of D(y,n)p, a basic question

is the extent to which MEC contribute here. Clearly, however,

calculational techniques and NN models can be investigated via

these processes.

Further the utilization of sum rules can be quite profit-

able. For example

f-                   dE 42   2
J.  =  |    cr     (E  ) EY T Tr a (2/3 R)4 El y Y

where  a  is the fine structure constant; for a spatially sym-

metric three-body system R is the rms radius of the charge dis-

tribution. Hence it may be compared with the results from electron

scattering. The experimental data yield

R - 1.81 f·0.06 fm

for a symmetric 3He nucleus, which compares very well with

3
r    = 1.87 i 0.05 fm found from e- He scattering.rms
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Incompatibilities among different sets of experimental

data, in particular for E  < 20.0 MeV should be eliminated.
As we make progress in securing computationally accurate three-

body scattering wavefunctions, we expect to be able to derive

information on NN models.

(e) Electrodisintegration:

(i) e+3H +d+n+e

Iii)   e+ 3He +n+p+p+e

etc.

Within the limitations of the Gibson-Lehman formalism, (78)

a recent theoretical analysis of two-body threshold electro-

disintegration seems to have succeeded in explaining quite(79)

well p+D breakup data at threshold. The rather unrealistic

separable Yamaguchi interaction was employed in this work. Re-

finements will be obviously necessary in terms of more realistic

NN interactions and MEC effects on the electromagnetic operators.

In principle we should be able to examine via these break-

up processes other elements of concern such as nucleon form

factors, relativistic effects, and short-range correlations.

Special attention should be given to this last point in cal-

culations that use separable approximations to realistic NN

potentials. It has been observed that short-range correlations

that are inherent in the realistic potential, are not always                 

carried over in the separable approximation.
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III  Electro- and Photoproduction of Pions

There is a wealth of information to be gained from an

analysis of electro- and photoproduction data.
(80,81)

We are concerned here with reactions of the type

3            03
y+D  +  7T'+D  and  y t  He  +  7T  +  He

y + D + A+ + n + n

9+D + TTO+P+n
e +D· + e'+D+Troandet 3He + e'+3He + TrI

e t D  +  e' +T r+n+n

e+D + e'+ Tro+p+n

The cross section for  -meson production from a single

nucleon is much larger for charged pions than for neutral pions.

Nevertheless the Ao production from nuclei in· the near threshold

region allows the probing of aspects of the production mechanism

that are relevant to our understanding of exchange theories.
+

The mechanism for A- production on the other hand seems to be

fairly well understood, so that the study of the corresponding

cross sections allows us to focus on other elements, such as

the.short range behavior of the N-N potential, the structure

3
of the Deuteron (in terms of its D-state admixture) and  He,

and final state interaction effects, in particular the n-n

scattering length.
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With few exceptions, the production process has been treated

in the impulse approximation (IA) only, where the elementary

production amplitude

Y+N +  Tr + N'

is summed over all the nucleons in the nucleus. There are ob-

viously corrections to this IA amplitude that arise from (a)

transformations from the AN to the A-nucleus C.M. system (b)

the Fermi motion of the nucleons in the nuclear system (c) the

off-shell extrapolation of the elementary Y+N+1+N'

amplitude. From the practical point of view, it is best if

these effects are studied first in few-nucleon systems.

With respect to the *' electroproduction at threshold,

there is some evidence(82  that a two-step (rescattering) pro-

cess competes with the normal production from a single nucleon
+

which, unlike that for A- production, is momentum dependent.

This is an important element whose study will have some bearing

on our understanding of exchange theories.

Further, the question of the choice of the AN coupling

can be addressed again in terms of the electroproduction pro-

(83)cesses. Of equal importance is the information that we may

gain on the 1-nucleus interaction which obviously contributes to

the final state interaction effects in the photo- and electro-

production processes.
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Appendix A

Partial list of Canonical forms

for Meson-Exchange Currents

A. Charge Density
+
k = photon momentum

+.   +
6 = Pj - P2 1 momentum carried by the exchanged meson
+ +
p2,p   =  initial and final nucleon momenta in the non-

radiative leg of the two-body graph

1.   NW, A-exchange

p (k,Q) = i (YA)  YN[ [ 1. 2 FM (k ·) + T2 zFM (k ) ]G 2 e S 2 v 2

+  + +  +  'FANN(Q2)12
0 a. k a ·Q . +1   2

-1.- -2 -    2     2
- .  Q  + ut

2.   NE, p-exchange

P(k,Q) =  ie) 9 NN(1 + Kv) *1• 2FMS(k2) [6.jt
isosc; (2M)

IF KQ2)12+  (32 x 6) 0 (31 x jt)] PNN +1+2
22

Q  + Up

p  (k,Q)      =                              a               (1·    +    K v)  F      (k     ) [T          (6·k    +ie    2           v  2
3   -' PNN M.     2*isov. (2M)

(32  x 6)  ·  (31  x  )  -  (*l  x  2) Z '(31  x  32)  x 61

 FPNN (Q2)12

QZ + U 
+   1 + 2
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Appendix A (Cont'd)

3.   NR, w-exchange

We obtain these results from those for NN, p-exchange via

substitutions gpNN + gwNN  FpNNCQ2) + FwNN (Q2)

K    +K
V S

M   +M
P                  W

Further, in the isoscalar part

 1 0 T 2 + 1

(Tl x T2)z + 0

9pNN ' wNN 2z= 2.56- g = 7.86 Tlz and T are interchanged

4. 7T PY

p(k,Q) = ie 9pNN gRAY(k2)   (1 + Kv)(Tl 0 T2)
4 M m2

D 222
F   (0' ) F (Q  ) F (Q )

e [Q2 i;1'6' 32'6' - 6·60 11.6 i; ·6·1  A    2  ANN    PNN. 2
(Q  + up ) (Q,2 + U 2)

2                          2
g    (k) =g (0) F (k ); +  1 Z 2
PAY P7TY 7rp y

5.   1TWY

obtain results from those for Apy via gpNN + 9wNN' mp + mw'

kv + ks'( 1 0  2) + T2z

g    = g    (0) F (k2 7Twy 7TWY 7TWY

g   (0) = 0.39P"Y

g#mY(0) = 1.17
2                    2

F      Ck )= 1   2 F (k )*py
2   Twy

]C1+ -
2

m
P
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6.   Recoil, A-exchange

P (k,Q) = *  13 il-2 [-fl '72 GES(k2) + T2 zGEV(k2)]31'  32'9

p|F NN (Q2)12 +1 2 2

(Q2. + UTT2) 3/2

7.   N* process, no contribution (purely non-local)

8.   1-current, no contribution in the static limit.

B.   Current Density

1.   NN,A - exchange

isov
(k,ri) = -ef27TNNFvl (k2) (*lx 2) z (3leikr132·2+32e 201'r)01(xw)

ik·r +  -
3

and Jisosc(k,ri)=_ ie 2  l' 2117Tf NNFMS [( (  x31)
(2M)

01(xw) 1 ik· - 1

0  x7r - 3102(  x r)02(x  e - EL+((k x 32)01(x,T)/x 
_ 02' (£ x 2)02(xA eiE.21]

01(xw) = (1+x )e/x ; x = pwr; r=rl-r2
XF      T

02 is defined. below in number 3.

Fl(k2) = isovector Dirac form factor.
2.   A-Current

2
f fl/2 -x  ik E

J(k,ri) =C A N FA(k2)(Tl x T2)z31•4102921
d t x e   e

1 41/2 -  /x
+

 =*-t ; * = 1/2 ( 1 + r2); x= LAr; r=r l-r 2

L  =   [1 - k   (1 - 4t2)11/2 k  = four momentum transfer.
Hy        X

'IT   
'IT
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3. N* J(k,ri) = -A {-4h2E02(xA) r·(32T2zeikr2 + 31Tlzeikrl)kxr

eik'E2 + 3 ik·r
+ 01(xw) (32T2z 1Tlze 1) x  1

+   +  ik·r +.+
ik·rl)

+ hl(Tl x 72) z I (31'  32 xrxke 2-02'ralx rxke-

+   ik·rl + eik·r02(x)  +  (31  x 32)  x k (e 2)01(x)]}

i V 2
A   =    3   FM     (k    ) 6 

+

X   tri                                                                    1r = IFI hl = 0.074, h2 = 0.0658

33        -x 
02(xir)  =  (1 + - + 22)  eX

                    · Tr               x Tr.

4.   Recoil graph, A-exchange

1 ie f  NN q    2
J= (k,rl) = - - - {T ·T- F-  (k )[4 x Q3 .7TZM    2    1  2   M     r    2

U
'IT

4reik.rl + 4r x Q31. er eik·r21 Ko(xT)

ik·r
lz44rrx£31'3reik•r+FMV (k2 )  [T 2 zer x £32 ' r e - .1 + T                   2)

+(71x72)z(3lx,rxQ)32'ereik·rl - (32x*rxk)31'*r

ik·r
e  2)] Ko (x )]

K0(x ) = Bessel function of the second kind

The  relations   Ko (x)  '=  -Kl (x)
and   Kl (x)   =   Kl (x)   -  K2 (x) are useful  here.
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MEC Corrections to UD = Deuteron magnetic moment
f 2.TrNN

1. NE,  6110 = 117T (1+KS)    dr [U200(x)   +  47  UW02(x)   +  W2M

e     (0 2(x) _ 0(x))]                                   K = -0.12
S

2.   A current, no contribution

3.   Nucleon Recoil, A-exchange

Kl(X)
6UD =-f2   /Tr (1+Ks) [ dr (2U2-W2) .(Ki(x)  -          17T NN                              X

2

+ 2/6  dr(UW+ f )K2(x)]42-
2f ANN = 0.08

Ki(x) = Bessel functions of the 2nd kind.

x=U r
IT

4.   Renormalization (Chemtob-Rho prescription)
2

- f       -
6 Jl  =D                TrANN [2 dr(U2+W2)(K (x) _ K(x) )

+  43 dr (2,/2 UW-W2) K2 (x) ]UDI PDI = Impulse approximation
value for the magnetic
moment

5.   7TPY

9PNN 9p TTY  m·IT 3

6110 -     47r     Gl m  [ dr (2U2-W2)00(xlr)

+ 2,/i dr (UW +  W2)02(x,T) 1
-X

3    3
4 0(X)     =    x        ;     0 2(x)     =     (1    +   x   +   x2)00(x)

6.   NN, p

6UD =  2il- f NN  (1+KV)  dr xp$l (x  ) (U2-W2  - 1 UW)mp                                                            /F

2          1   (9,NN''j 2 1 + x  -x

f PNN = TIT   2M   ; xp = ypr 01(x) =C  x  )e  /x
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7.  NN,w

6110-  -     f 2mNN  (1+Ks)  drxwtl (xw) (U2-W2-   UW)
(.l)

Xw = Uwr

8.  Awy, no contribution

9.  Recoil, p-exchange

6UD=   (gpNN) 2 4 (1+2Ks)  drKQ (xp) (2u2-W2)
47T

- l3 drx K (x ) [4U2-4W2-2/YUW]pl

10. Recoil, w-exchange

6UD = -  (9wNN)2 1(1+2Ks)  drK0(xm) (2U2-W2)
41

- * drx K (x ) (4U2-4W2-2,/iUW) w l  w
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MEC Corrections to QD = Deuteron Quadrupole Moment

1.  NN, A-exchange

6 =

f21TNN   (1+1<s)  rdr$l (x·tr)  [4U2-2,/ UW-2/5W21QD   2M

2.  NN, p-exchange

f29NN                                346      = -2 (1+Kv)(1+Ks) rdr$l(xp)2U2+W2- - UW)
Q 2M 5 RD

3.  NN, w-exchange

2
fw NN 34

6  = 2/3
(1+Ks)2 rdrtlixw)

(2U2+W2- - UW)
Q 2M 5 AD

4.  PY 1/2

3  7PNN  7PAy G 4 f -Lr 1 2 1
(1+Kv)       vdv [·3·  dre       /r(2U2+15W   .         UW)6QD= -47T M2m 2  /'F

P
-1/2

2f   -Lr  2  2  1
-  (1/5)L  dre     (U -W - -UW)]41

L =[ (v+ ) C 11 -U ) +U ]
2 1/2

5.  Recoil, A-exchange

Kl. (xT)

6Q - •  Ulr/Tr f 21TNN r2dr [ (Uw--1- W2) (Ko (xir) - XD               2'/F

+h-(u2_ UW+(3/2)W2)K2(xT.) 1
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6.  Recoil, p-exchange

3 A
6 = 2 f 2PNN r2drKI(xp) [UW   1  W2]QD 201T 2 &-

fpNN = 1(9PNNUP)2
47T  2M

7.  Recoil, w-exchange

6Q
=

0 (1)

2/Y                                                       1
1/22 f NN r2drK (x )[UW --1  W2]                                      6D  207T

2     1  (gwNNUw) 2
f N N= -
w 47T 2M

K (x)= Bessel function of the second kind

8.  Renormalization, 1-exchange (prescription of Chemtob-Rho)

2                            K (x )

6  = -2 f KANN I dr(U2+W2) (Ko(x'Ir) -  1x   ,D                                                                                               A

+  3 drK2 (x'IT) (2 UW-W2) 1 0
I
·D
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Table I  Elastic e-d Scattering

Model and form-factor dependence at q2 = 5fm-2

A(92) (a)2Nuclear D State ff A(q ), IA +
2

Model          % Model IA MEC B(q ),IA P<q2),IA   P(q2),IA+MEC(est.)
(est) (a)

-3
F.L. 1 4.57 I (b) 0.0202 0.0187 1.07x10 0.668 0.79

II 0.0203 0.0188 1.29x "          "(C)                                                                         „

F.L. 5 5.20       I 0.0202 0.0192 1.07x " 0.693 0.77

II 0.0203 0.0193 1.28x "          "              "

F.L. 15 7..55             I 0.0211 0.0213 1.08x " 0.735 0.72

II 0.0211 0.0213 1.27x "

R. S.C. 6.47       I 0.0207 0.0200 1.06x " 0.722 0.78

II 0.0208 0.0201 1.26x "

H.J. 6.97       I 0.0203 0.0200 1.05x " 0.738 0.77

II 0.0204 0.0201 1.24x "          "              n

(d) (d)

Expt .0180£.0011 .0011+.00015

(22)
(a)  MEC estimated from E. Moniz's parameterization

2

8GO = 2Sly AF     AG  = 9- AFq    2 /IT Q
0

... *:i:h  AFQ  =   AQ   exp(-q2/q2) ,   AQ   from  expdriment   and   98   =   15m2
1T

(b) Form-factors chosen to fit neutron and proton data independently,

G  and G  are from IJL(25), GR is the scaled dipole fit and GE is'g

(23)
taken from the best fit of S. Galster et al

(c)  As in (b) except that GM is replaced by the IJL model

(d) Benaksas et al, Ref. 23



Table II. Impulse Approximation Predictions with

"Best Fit" Form Factors I.

Nuclear Model A(15fm-2) A(26fm-2) B(15 fm-2)  B(26fm-2) P(15fm-2)  P(26fm-2)
1

1 -5 -5 -6             -6
FL 1 38.5x10 4.06x10 .48.Ox10 0.952x10 1.36 .022

4 -5 -5 -6 -6
FL 5

1
42.7x10 5.12x10 51.4x10 1.54x10 1.33 .,057

-5 -5 -6            -6
FL 15 55.3x10 7.68x10 67.Ox10 5.04x10 1.30 .200

-5 -5 -6 -6
HJ 51.5x10 7.08x10 60.2x10 4.03x10 1.28 .162

(a) (b) (c) i (d)

Expt (44.23:4)x10-5  (9.5fl.3)x10-5  (80f25)x10-6 1(5.91:12.0)x10-6

-2 -2 (27)
(a) Average of 14.72fm and 15.42fm values of Elias et al

-2 (28)
(b) 25.68fm value of Arnold et al

-2 -2
(C) Extrapolation to 15fm of the 14fm data of Buchanan and Yearian reported in Ref 29

-2 (30)
(d) 25.68fm value of F. Martin et al

E
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Table III.  Zeros of the Nucleon and Deuteron Form Factors, 0<q2<200fm-2

2              -2
(Entries are q in units of fm  )

%.%-
\ .'..'.,.. Model FL 1 FL 5 FL 15 RSC HJ

deut-f-f   "

I

C 21,160
l

20.5, 158 21,160 19.5, 148 20,160E

C           '    86       ) 103 125 118 125
Q

C           ' 45,177 57 88           ?          88L

t

C           i 30.5, 180 ' 32,180 39.5, 170  f     ?      , 39,193S                       f     i1                                                1
....

-··... Model        I
Nucleon FF· ''·..             I                         II

t

S                                           iG                      193           1                193
2                                                                                                                    1

S                                             'G                      -                            71M

/                                                 9
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Figure Captions

Figure (1): "Potential" Exchange Processes.

Figure (2): "Non Potential" exchange Processes.

Figure (3): Deuteron Magnetic and Quadrupole moments calculated
with various potentials:

1. Hamada-Johnson, 2. Yale, 3. Reid Soft Core
4. BCM (4.57%), 5. BCM (5.25%), 6. BCM (7.52%)
7.   Paris, 8. Sprung-de  Toutell, 9. Stony Brook.
x - Impulse + MEC (No recoil - no normalization)
0 - Impulse + MEC (with recoil - no normalization)

Impulse alone.

Figure (4): Three Body Recoil Graphs

Figure (5): Connected Graphs

Figure (6):   P(q2), the low momentum-transfer e d scattering ten-
sor polarization predicted in impulse approximation
by three FL potentials with different %D states
(E. Lomon, to be published).

Figure (7): P(q ), the e d scattering tensor polarization pre-2

dicted in impulse approximation by three FL poten-
tials and the HJ potential. The result for MEC
dominance is also shown, using the MEC amplitudes of
Ref. 9. The HJ result is the same as that for the
7.55% D state FL potential, except at the highest
momentum transfers (E. Lomon, to be published).

Figure (8): B(q ), the magnetic e d scattering predicted in im-
2

pulse approximation for the 4.57% D state FL poten-
tial with a dipole. GA(-) or IJL pole fit GA(---), and
the HJ potential with the dipole GA (---) (a) lower
momentum-transfer. (b) higher momentum transfer
(E. Lomon, to be published).

Mn
Figure (9): The magnetic amplitude   FM (q2)   =  ME  41  +   n  Gl (q2)

predicted for the Reid-soft core (RSC) potential and
the nucleon electromagnetic form-factors and MEC con-
tribution of Ref. 9. In addition the arrows show the
positions of the zeros of Gl(92), as calculated by
E. Lomon, for three FL potentials, the HJ potential,
and the RSC potential. For lower momentum-transfer.

Figure (10):  The magnetic amplitude FM(q2) as calculated in Ref.
9 for higher momentum-transfer, using the R.S.C.
potential and the nucleon electromagnetic form-factors
and MEC correction of Ref. 9.
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Figure (11):  A(q2) at high momentum transfer for three FL potentials
and both choices of GA (E. Lomon, to be published).

Figure (12): A(q ) at high momentum transfer for the HJ potential
2

and both choices of GA (E. Lomon, to be published).

Figure (13): The photodisintegration cross-section of the deuteron
for forward going protons, from Ref. 40, for three
FL potentials and the HJ potential.. The MEC correc-
tions and experimental data are as given in Ref. 38.

li
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III.1 PHOTOPRODUCTION OF PIONS AT LOW ENERGIES

J. H. Koch
Center for Theoretical Physics

Laboratory for Nuclear Science and Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

INTRODUCTION

The first pion photoproduction experiments on nuclei were

1·
done almost thirty years ago . However, it was not until re-

cently with the advent of the high flux electron accelerators,

that photoproduction became a competitive tool for nuclear physics

research. Major experimental program are now under way at

facilities such as the MIT-Bates and Saclay machines.

The information that can be obtained from nuclear photo-

2
production can be grouped into three categories . First, we

can learn aboutthe electromagnetic production of a hadron on

a free nucleon and then further investigate what modifications occur

when the production takes place inside a nucleus.  Second, pion

photoproduction represents an excellent probe for the pion-nucleus

interaction. In particular, pion photoproduction near threshold

(T <30MeV) can provide information in an interesting energy region

which cannot be reached by pion scattering experiments.  Thus, low

energy production will be an idportant tool in arriving at a unified

description (optical potential) of low energy ,T-nucleus interactions,

ranging from 1-mesic atoms to pion scattering. Finally, pion

photoproduction is also a probe for the structure of the target

and its isobaric analog states. Since the pion is a pseudoscalar

1
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particle, we are dealing with the axial nuclear formfactor.

While it will be difficult to extract new information about the

target structure from photoproduction experiments alone, these

reactions will serve as a valuable independent test for nuclear

models derived, e.g., from electron scattering.

For each of these three physical aspects - production

mechanism, pion-nucleus interaction and target structure - one

has to use a model. In the following remarks I will discuss

these aspects and some of the theoretical models in more detail

by using as an example the photoproduction of pions at low ener-

gies, where-most of the present experiments are done.

A discussion of photoproduction at higher energies, where

the A resonance dominates both the production mechanism and the33

final state 1-nucleus interaction, is contained in the workshop
.

contributions by E.J. Moniz and M.G. Huber. The experimental

situation of pion photoproduction, mainly at low pion energies,

is covered in the paper of A. Bernstein.

2.   PION PHOTOPRODUCTION AT LOW ENERGIES

2.1  Production mechanism

We first discuss the production from a single free nucleon.

A variety of theoretical approaches exist for the description of

low energy pion photoproduction: dispersion relations3, current           

4                                 5
algebra  or chiral Lagrangians . Below, we will use the latter

approach to discuss some general features of the free yN+AN pro-

cess.  This model uses an effective Lagrangian for the AN system
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whith includes an axial vector AN interaction and also a KNA

coupling telm. A gauge invariant Lagrangian appropriate 'for

photoproduction is then obtained by meahs of·the minimal sub-·

stitution. Fig. 1 shows the relevant Born terms. (For a

pseudoscalar NN coupling, the seagull term, Fig. lc, would be

absent.) This model is consistent with the current algebra ap-

proach. The use of a specific chiral Lagrangian corresponds to

a particular choice of extrapolating the soft pion current algebra
5

results to the on mass shell case .

In the' two-body CM frame, the'photoproduction amplitude
3

has the general structure

M 5, = It [F  e.i + F:8·kE·(I+ 110.1 €·i
, I

*,Fi I. ck*1)]t= Y.'6.3  t.
(1)

++ +
where q, k and E are the pion momentum photon'momentum and polar-

ization vector,: respectively.  35 is the nucleon axial current.

++
The transverse gauge, E·k = Or is used.  The doefficients· Fi,

which contain all the information about the specific production

model, depend  on the invariants   s', 't,   u  and are operaters   in  the

nucledn isospin space.  Near threshold, the Fl term dominates and

the. ctoss section becomes

or=     t   a T    ,
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where the constant  a . is the "reduced production cross section" .

Photoproduction from a single nucleon is experimentally

feasible only for a hydrogen target

T   +   10      -*       Tr +   +  n.,

+         r + P Ir.    +  p.
For  N     production,   the measured value   for the reduced cross section

is6

Q T     = |9 4   +   7   e b.

This agrees well with the prediction based on the Born terms, Fig.

la-lf, which yield a  = 210 ub.  For charged pions, the most im-
+ +

portant contribution to the s-wave production term, Fla•€ in Eq.

(11, comes from the seagull diagram, Fig. lc. In the limit of a

static nucleon, M+oo, this yields the well known Kroll-Ruderman

7term . The other diagrams yield only smaller, non-static cor-

rections. The isobar, Fig. le, f, contributes only to order

enw/M12 near thresold.

For Y+p+A'+p, the measured reduced cross section is a =.9t. 2Ub,

two orders of magnitude smaller than the A+ cross section8.  In

the theoretical approach chosen here, this large difference is

easily understood: For neutral pions, there is no seagull term

from the minimal substitution  and  the  Tr 0 cross section  is  zero

in the static limit.  The (y,wo) amplitude.therefore depends en-

tirely on small, nonstatic correction terms to the Kroll-Ruderman

interaction and is very sensitive to the details of the production
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mechanism.  The diagrams Fig.. la-f yield a =1.7 ub, which does
9

not agree with experiment. As a refinement, Berends et al sug-

gested   that the exchange   of   an w vector meson be included   Fig.    1g  .

This affects only A' production and brings the reduced cross sec-

10
tion down to 1.1 ub  .  The exchange of other vector mesons is

suppressed, consistent with their smaller radiative width.  The

great sensitivity of wo production to details of the underlying

dynamics is also reflected in by the large difference in the pre-
11

dicted cross section for pseudoscalar and pseudovector AN coupling  :

pseudoscalar theory yields a value for aT about ten times larger

than pseudovector coupling, while the predictions for charged

pion production differ by only 2%.  The contrast between charged

and neutral pion production disappears rapidly as the photon en-

ergy is increased.  In the region where the
83 resonance

,3

dominates, the charged and neutral cross section are of the same

magnitude (a 2 200 Ub).

Experimental information for production from a single free

nucleon (proton) is meager in the low energy region. In par-

ticular for the energies where the recent nuclear photoproduction

experiments are done, T <15 MeV, only a few measurements exist

with rather large errorbars. The available data show that the

free production mechanism is reasonably well understood and no
12

major discrepancies exist However, for a reliable and con-

clusive analysis of nuclear photoproduction experiments,  more

single nucleon data with higher precision are definitely needed.
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This is particularly necessary since many nuclear experiments are

done relative to the proton, i.e. the ratio a (A)/a (p) isY,A Y 7T

measured.

We now turn to a discussion of the nuclear production mech-

anism. There are two different approaches: the elementary par-

ticle approach of Kim and Primakoff and the microscopic des-
13

cription using the impulse approximation. A discussion of the

elementary particle approach can be found in Refs. 13-16. We

will use here the standard impulse approximation where the free

single nucleon amplitude, Eq. (1), is used for production from

eack  of the target nucleons .     Many body effects   such as binding

corrections are clearly neglected by this approach. Before the

single nucleon operator, obtained for example from the Born terms

in Fig. 1, can be used for nuclear calculations, a necessary prac-

tical step is to cast this relativistic expression into a more

manageable form suitable for use with non-relativistic nuclear

wavefunctions. This is done in a general kinematical frame and

the amplitude will depend on the nucleon momentum in this frame,

10,12,17
allowing for a proper description of the nuclear Fermi motion                  

The choice of the dynamical model for the single nucleon pro-

duction provides the necessary prescription how to extend the

mechanism to a bound, off-shell nucleon.

A logical first step in studying the mechanism for nuclear

production is to look at photoproduction from few body tatgets

(A=2,3,41. A simple nucleus such as the deuteron has a well
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known wavefunction and we can, in principle exactly solve the

full three-body problem. Therefore, the deuteron provides a

simple test for the impulse approximation and its inherent un-

certainties.  A low energy experiment for yd+nnA  was performed

18                    19              18,20,21at MIT and later at Saclay An analysis in terms

of the impulse approximation explained these measurements very

well.

It is possible to focus on individual aspects of the pro-

duction mechanism by choosing different kinematical conditions
21

for a yd+NNA experiment Another way to project out different

pieces in the production amplitude, mainly for heavier targets

22
is to select specific final nuclear states

The reaction mechanism in the yd+Nod reaction near threshold

10
is somewhat unusual  .  Since the direct *0 production on one

nucleon, Fig. 2a, is so small, production proceeding through an

intermediate charged pion, Fig. 2b, dominates. The situation is

23
similar for other light targets

The data available at present for low energy photoproduction

from the proton and light targets (mainly total cross sections),

which we need for a detailed test of the production mechanism,

are sparse and often not very accurate. The new data now coming

from the high flux electron accelerators will be extremely val-

uable for a strict and detailed test of the existing theoretical

concepts.
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2.2  Pion Nucleus Interaction

Using the distorted wave impulse approximation, the pro-

duction amplitude from a nuclear target becomes

--.A
I.,/IA

M - <f 'fax- 922, a·j'cib e' le.*'.\  ll) '   (2)

E.35 is the elementary production operator, Eq. (1), in the

nuclear kinematical frame and  i>,  f> denote the initial and

final states of the target.  41 is the wavefunction of the pro-

duced pion.  At low energies, the A-nucleus interaction is most

conveniently described by an optical potential.  Thus, 0  is a

solution of the Schrodinger equation with the potential

V   =V +V . where Vc is the Coulomb potential and the strong A-
opt  c  s'

nucleus interaction, Vs' is given by

K=- 4 [a, 9 +Q, c,n- 9,)+ A g: +70£(r)·V 1
where

«Ii)- b, 9 + 6,(S--9f) +882- I         (3)
For a low energy pion the nucleus is rather transparent, in con-

trast to the "black sphere" a pion sees in the resonance region.

The pion can therefore exist in regions of large density and

higher order corrections such as the Lorentz-Lorenz effect might

become important. Unfortunately, this low energy region is not
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readily accessible with pion scattering experiments, which use

pions with T 230 Mev.  Some information on Vs can also be ob-

tained from the shifts and width of the energy levels in 1-mesic

atoms. Pion photoproduction, on the other hand, can easily sweep

the entire energy region from threshold up to the (3,3) resonance -

with two further advantages: (1) The incident photon reaches the

entire nuclear volume, essentially without distortion or dis-

turbing the target. This is in contrast to hadronic production.

(2) With pion photoproduction we can study the 1-nucleus inter-

action for different spin-isospin configurations of the target.
12

For example, in elastic scattering on C the pion interacts with

the target in its ground state, J T=O+O, and only the p-terms

in Vs' Eq. 3, are involved.  In a photoproduction reaction on
12 + - 12   +

the same target Y+  C(0 0)+w +  N(1· 1), also the (Pn-Pp) parts

of Vs contribute to the final state interaction.

To illustrate the effects of the distortion of the produced
24

pion  , we discuss below the near threshold production of *  and A-
12mesons on C Fig. 3 shows the total production cross section

12 - 12 + ++
for  Y+    C+A  + N(1 1) , calculated  with  the  a· €   term and keeping

the pion s-wave only. Curve a shows the cross section for an un-

distorted pion, 0 +jQ(qr).  Turning on the nuclear Coulomb poten-

tial, Vc, the pion wavefunction gets pulled into the nuclear in-

terior. As a result the threshold cross section increases to a

roughly constant step-function , curve b. With the wavefunction

large·inside the nucleus. the strong interaction, Vs' then causes
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sizeable effect on $  and reduces the step height of the thres-

hold cross section considerably. As the incident photon energy

is increased and new final nuclear states become accessible; new

steps will appear in aT.

The situation is quite different for threshold *+ production,

12 + 12
7+  C+A +  8(1 1).  The repulsive Coulomb potential pushes the

wavefunction out of the nucleus, causing a decrease of the cross

section, curve b in Fig. 4.  With the wavefunction already small,

the strong interaction then yields only a small additional sup-

pression (curve c). Fig. 5 further illustrates these qualitative

remarks by showing the pion wavefunctions involved in the (y,w-)

+
and (y,1 ) reactions of Figs. 3 and 4. The curvature of the fully

distorted w  wavefunction shows that the momentum dependent terms

in the production operator, Eq. (1), can be important - even at

threshold where the asymptotic pion momentum is zero. It is thus

clear that low energy #- production is much more sensitive to the

strong final state interaction than 1+ production, where Vs plays

only a minor role.

Fig. 5 also shows the nuclear transition density (dashed)

which peaks in the diffuse nuclear surface. In charged pion pro-

duction a nucleon - typically in one of the outer shells - undergoes

a transition.  This diminishes the possibility of studying the 1-

nucleus interaction in the nuclear interior. Coherent production

of neutral pions, which leaves the target in its ground state does

not have this problem and the entire nuclear volume contributes.

However, as was pointed out in section 2.1, at low energies the
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charge-exchange production mode for To has to be taken into con-

sideration and this makes the interpretation of (y,#0) experiments

more difficult.

2.3  Nuclear Structure

If we assume that the produced pion leaves the nucleus with-

out any final state interaction, the nuclear production amplitude,
.+ +
lq0X

Eq. 2, becomes with 01=e

M =  E. jclf< fle Jick) 16>i  t·(k-i ,      -A

0/,I  -A t.  -J
=   E.   Ji'(Q),

This means that we can use photoproduction to directly map out

fi +
the nuclear axial formfactor, J5 (Q), by varying the momentum

transfer 6=£-J.  (With electroproduction we can go one step fur-

ther and also independently vary the energy transfer.) In this

fashion, Cy, 7T) or (e,e' 7T) experiments would provide information

about a component of the nuclear current which cannot be obtained

from electron scattering, where only the vector part contributes.

However, due to the pion-nucleus interaction, a distorted pion

wavefunction, 07T ( ), is folded into the current. This makes the

analysis more difficult and the interpretation more ambiguous:

What information about the nuclear formfactor one extracts from

an experiment will depend on the optical potential model that

was chosen to calculate $A.  In order to minimize these com-

plications it is advantageous to deal with low energy photo-
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production of positive pions.  Only a few partial waves of the

pion wavefunction contribute and - as was shown in the previous

section - the strong 1-nucleus interaction plays only a minor

role for A+ production.

To illustrate these remarks, we discuss below the reaction
257+6Li(1+0)+1++6He(0+1) near threshold  .  Fig. 6 shows schematic-

ally other sources of information for the nuclear wavefunctions

i> and |f> in Eq. 2: elastic and inelastic electron scattering,

u capture and B-decay. Fig. 7 shows several theoretical pre-

dictions for the photoproduction cross section. Curve a is ob-

16tained by using the shell model nuclear wavefunction of

Donnelly and Walecka , who restrict the model space to the har-
26

monic oscillator p-shell and then use the electromagnetic pro-

perties of 6Li to fit the free parameters.  Using the same con-

figuration of states, but replacing the harmonic oscillator by

Woods-Saxon wavefunctions yields curve c. Curves b and d cor-

respond to the phenomenological transition densities of
27

Bergstrom While all these parametrizations fit the (e,e')

data very well they differ in their predictions for the (y,A+)

cross section. For electron scattering the Ml formfactor for

the 1+0+0+1 transition has two parts, a spin and a convection

current component. The photoproduction amplitude is dependent

mainly on spin ( 3·Z).  Thus, wavefunctions which give the same

fit for electron scattering data will yield different predictions

for low energy photoproduction according to how much of the total
16

Ml transition strength is concentrated in the spin part The
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25 .experiment   is best described by the models used for curves b

and c. Thus pion photoproduction serves as an independent test

for nuclear wavefunctions. The other reactions in Fig. 6, B

decay and u  capture, which involve .the same nuclear levels,

also probe the axial current but at a fixed momentum transfer.

In pion photoproduction, we can vary the momentum transfer and

thus obtain a more stringent best for the nuclear model wave-

functions. It is clear, however, that the best way to con-

struct model wavefunctions for the target states remains the

analysis of electron scattering data. A necessary criterion for

such wavefunctions,  |i> and . f> in Eq.  2,  is that they give. a

good fit to the (e,e') formfactors involving Ii> and |f> (or

their isobaric analogs) around momentum transfers of Q=140 MeV/c.

3.   SUMMARY

A theoretical description of nuclear photoproduction needs

three model inputs: production mechanism, pion-nucleus potential

and target structure. It can be difficult to sort out the de-

pendence on each of these aspects and to unambiguously extract

new information. However, as was shown in the above remarks, one

can choose the experimental conditions - target, kinematics,

charge of the produced pion etc. - such that each aspect comes

in on a different level and one focuses on a particular physical

detail.  The A' production is clearly the most sensitive probe

for the low energy production mechanism itself - both for the

nucleon and the nucleus. For charged production, the well known

Kroll-Ruderman term dominates the low energy production and we
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thus can study the A-nucleus interaction and target structure by

using (y,A-) and (y,w ) reactions.  Still, as was seen for ex-

ample in section 2.3, a conclusive analysis often requires an

even wider scope and other processes such as nuclear electron

or pion scattering have to be considered simultaneously with

pion photoproduction.
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III.2 SINGLE NUCLEON OPERATORS  IN PION PHOTOPRODUCTION FROM NUCLEI

Edward Dressler
Center for Radiation Research
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

There are three questions about the pion production process in

nuclei which one hopes to answer:

1)  hat is the
pion production mechanism for nucleons

in a nucleus?  
2)  How does the t.p'ion interact with the nucleus after

being produced?

3)  What new features of nuclear structure can be seen?

In this paper wel investigate question 1) fiL, the model proposed by

Blomqvist and Laget2 which is the sum of pseudovector Born diagrams

plus the contribution from the S-channel &(1236) %(Fig.  ff.   To use these
-1

amplitudes in a nuclear physics calculation, Blomqvist and Laget make a

nonrelativistic reduction of the amplitude associated with each of these

2   2
diagrams keeping terms of 0(P /M ) without specifying a particular ref-

erence frame.  The advantages are the following:

1)  No transformation from the yN center-of-momentum system

to the nuclear reference frame is needed.

2)  The Fermi momentum dependence is explicit.

3)  Double counting is avoided by having a model which

tells which diagrams have been taken into consider-

ation.
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t
£ Consider the process p(y,ir )n:  -In the C. M.  syst.em, the amplitude

can be written
S  *

    
*=M 

 +*

r+ - +++. +++ +3 A   + -+

Tfi 0 i  Fla'E + F20•k q•E + F30.q q.t.1 + F4£•(qxk)                  (1)
where we have separated the amplitude into those terms which can flip the

spin (in brackets) and the pure non-spin-flip term.  Af€er performing the                  I

spin and polarization sums we obtain

+2

  'Tfi12 i 'F112 +   sin20 { 21 F.2 2 +  2 'F312 + 2Rd(F'*F3)
(2)

i,f

+ 2(i ·I;)Re(F F3) + i:21 F412}

Fig. 2  shows that up to 60 MeV above threshold, the cross section can
+ -

represented by the Born parts of the c·E term in |F112 . The interesting

point is that the cross section is dominated by this term not because the

others terms are individually small, but because of a surprising cancel-

lation that occurs between the other terms.\  The  cancellation is among
/.

those terms which depend on e , and, therefore, makes the cross section

essentially isotropic in this region. In the region 60 - 100 MeV, the real

part of the resonance contribution upsets this cancellation, and the cross

section exhibits strong angular dependence.  The implication for nuclear

physics calculations is that if we can approximate the production amplitude
+-

by the a•E Born term in the energy region from 0 - 60 MeV above threshold,

we could greatly simplify the calculations and concentrate on the pion

final state interactions and nuclear structur@'(questions  2  and  3).

To investigate further the possibility of using this approximation,

consider the process 2H(y,A )2n.  This cross section can be separated into

two parts:  the transition to the singlet 2 neutron final state and the
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triplet final state.  The singlet transition neglecting Fermi momentum

corrections and pion final state interactions is

E 'Tfi| ing.0 'wsing. '1'gnd. 12 'F112 +  sin29 [i:2'F212          (3)
7TL

i,f

+ q2'F312 + 2Re(F''F3) + 2(i ·q·)Re(F;F 3    '

For the triplet final state,

  |T . 2 .  0 219*    9   12 'F112 +3 sin2e  2'F 12     (4)
+2

ZJ   fi trip. trip. gnd, 7TL  2
i,f

+ I;2'F312  +  2R  (F*F  )+ 2(i · )R  (F F  )  + .2  21 p.412  e 1 3 e 2 3

The singlet transition has no |F412 term, and the cancellation of the sin2€ 'IT

terms that took place in the proton cross section might not occur in the

deuteron case giving a nonisotropic pion angular distribution in the threshold

region where

| sing. Tgnd. 12>>1** 12
trip. 'gnd.

If the singlet and triplet overlap integrals are comparable  in  size,  Eqs.

(3) and (4) add to give the same form as the proton matrix element squared.

However,
 even  for

the deuteron Tr  production,   the  Born  part  of  the  a•E

operator dominates the cross section up to 60 MeV above threshold, and the

cancellation of the sin2ew terms occurs for the singlet and triplet terms ,-·'i   -
,«St- .1-.-.

individually.  We are led to conjecture that approximating the production

--1 + 0
operator by the a•E Born term should be valid for most nuclei even well

above threshold, and a measurement of the pion angular distribution from

deuterium would be a useful test of the Blomqvist-Laget model and the above

approximations.
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For pion electroproduction from nuclei, one faces again the problem

of choosing a model for the single nucleon production amplitude.  The

problem is complicated by the fact that these amplitudes now contain form

factors.  In the Dombey and Read mode13, for instance, the amplitudes

require knowledge of the nucleon axial vector form factor FA' the pion

form factor F , and the nucleon electromagnetic form factors Fl 2  .  The
IT

form factors Fl'2 of course are determined independent of the model, but

+\

FA and F  are determined from parameterized fits to the p(e,e Tr )n data,

and their form is tied to this model.  Also, there is the problem of making

the amplitude gauge invariant.  Should the sum of the diagrams be gauge

invariant or should each diagram be gauge invariant?

Although one might hope to investigate these models by studying

nuclear processes as in the (y,Tr) case, the experimental problems in

measuring (e,e'w) cross sections4 will make this much more difficult.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.  Diagrams A-D represent the Born contributions to pion

photoproduction using pseudovector pion-nucleon coupling.

Diagram E is the s-channel 8(1236) contribution.

Fig. 2.  C•E BORN is the contributions to the p(y,A )n cross section

+ A
from the parts of the Born diagrams which have a C.E form.

The other curves show the contributions from the other Born

terms and the importance of the &(1236) terms.
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III.3 Pion Production with Real and Virtual Photons  j /  /

on Nucleons in the Resonance Region
4 ...

r      '. "

C fj.      ,-

K.H. Althoff, Bonn University

In pion photo- and electroproduction the hadronic

structure of the photon (via vector mesons) and
the electromagnetic structure of hadrons can be

studied. Of special interest is the region of
the nucleon resonances below a total energy W

of the hadronic system of 2 GeV. In fig. 1 the
known resonances.are listed: 8-resonances with

isospin I = 3/2 and N -resonances with isospin

I  =   1/2. The dominati„3 resonances excited  by  pho-

tons are: P33(1232)  D  (1520)  F  (1688) and13 '  15
F37(1950).-Already the total cross section  distri-
butions for the reaction YN  +  TrN  and eN   + e'AN (which
is aquivalent to the pion production with virtual

photons YvN  + iN) show  four bumps at these ener-

gies.

Experiments with real photons YR and virtual photons

yv give different information:

Real photons: Determination of magnitude and sign

of radiative decay amplitudes of
resonances and nonresonant back-

ground amplitudes.

Virtual photons: Probing of internal structure of
hadrons in the groundstate W=mp
(elastic electron scattering,

formfactors GE and GM) and excited
states W = m,W ,... (inelastic scat-

tering, transition formfactors

GYNA  ' GiNNI  )
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electr. magn. Helicity
Mass Helicities Field Components Amplitudes

TR    0 A=+1 transvers     H  H  H  H-                       1  Z34

2                   transvers +
Y     q A=+.1,0 H H H H H H
v longitudinal 1 2 3 4 5 6

I. Real Photons

Common synchrotron photon sources are:

1) Bremsstrahlung: large photon flux, continuous

spectrum, not polarized.
e > mwv*

high Z

2) Coherent Bremsstrah- large photcn flux, partly

lung monochromatic , partly po-

larized

e  >    . -
Diamond
crystal

3) Tagged Photons: small photon flux, monochro-

matic, not polarized

e
11 4

e   1. ,- 4N1 
high Z
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At electron linacs monochromatic photons·have been
+-

produced using e e -annihilation and compton scat-

tering  of laser photons:

I. 1 First resonance region &(1232)

In the region of the first resonance a large

number of precise cross section data on pro-
+ton targets exist for the reaction yp  +A n

0
and yp  + i p. Various polarization experiments

have been performed. They give information about

smaller amplitudes and are necessary to disent-

angle overlapping contributions. The agreement

between data of different laboratories is good.

As an example some angular distributions for
+the reactions yp  +A n and yp  + w'p around

350  MeV are shown(Fi3 2).The  Trt data are symme-
0

tric around 90 , which is consistent with the

excitation of one single resonance (in this case
a magnetic excitation via the M multipole amp-1+

litude). The background contribution is very

small C < 2%). (4)

For charged pion production the following graphs
have to be taken into account:

+ -rt
M .       €il;     0 li  6 P1                   11.1.\7 4          M           b

I. A + ... i

K p (r p\  r Wr P
Resonance term "Born" terms

The strong electric dipol amplitude E   (due to

the electric charge of the pion) can not be ne3-

lected anymore.
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The photoproduction on neutron targets yn +A p
0

and yn  + a n has been studied not so extensive-
ly. Also the accuracy of the data and the agree-

ment between different laboratories is by far

not as good as for proton targets. This is main-
ly due to the difficulties connected to the nu-

clear targets (mostly deuterium).

In  fig. 3 /4JS-     data from different laboratories,

are plotted for the reaction yn +z p around the                   
first resonance (2,3).

In fig.6 a comparison of the CERN negative pion

capture data   p+Y n with photoproduction data                   
yn + Tr p is shown  (2) .  In this case there are no

nuclear target problems, but the evaluation is

model dependent.

This reaction has also been used to test the time-

reversal invariance. No violation has been seen

within a phase angle of 5', the experimental un-
certainty  (41,  (fig.7) ·

The question whether the photon has isoscalar,

isovector and isotensor components has been dis-

cussed extensively during the last years. Recent
measurements on the ratio

R* = a( 7T-p)
c  (lT+P)

and         R  = 0(wop)
0         a ( Tron)

showed that the contribution of an isotensor part

is less than 2% of the isovector part  (5,6)  (fig.83.
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I.2 Conclusion

The experimental and theoretical situation for photon pion

production on proton targets is in a good shape. New measure-

ments will not change the proton amplitude appreciably.

For neutron targets, however, more extensive and precise data

are highly desired. Corrections due to nuclear target effects

might be unpleasant for an elementary particle physicist, for

a nuclear physicist the physics involved should be very in-

teresting.

At high intensity linacs with high duty cycles these problems
+

should be studied. As an example .the ir -photoproduction on
+

protons could be compared to the w -production from few nu-

cleon targets like. D,3He and 4He. If the corrections due to

nuclear effects are understood the w -cross section, obtained
from these targets, must be the same.

As a result of these studies also the pion photoproduction

data on neutrons could be improved. At the same time one

learns about contributions of pion- and nucleon resonances

to the nuclear potential.

Since the accuracy of experimental data on time reversal

violation and admixtures of isotensor contributions is li-

mited by nuclear target effects, a new activity could be

started.

I.3 Higher Nucleon Resonances

As shown in fig.1 there are many overlapping resonances (the
width is typically 150 Mev). To disentangle the different

contributions one needs polarisation experiments of various

types (7) (defined in fig.·9) beside exact cross section

measurements. As examples some cross section and polarized
+

target data for the reaction yp + w n are shown in fig. 10,

11,12 (7,8). Better experimental equipment and a continuous

improvement of the data evaluation (on-line computer e t c)
in the last years has led to a considerable improvement of

the data. But still there is a lot of work to be done in
this energy region. Predictions based on quark
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model calculations showed remarkable agree-
ment with the data for magnitudes and signs of the

dominating radiative decay amplitudes. To test the

limits of this successful model, which even works

at very high energies, the study of pion photopro-
duction in the resonance region is a very good tool.

II. Virtual photons

The interaction of electrons with hadrons can be des-

cribed approximately by the exchange of one virtual

photon.

14  de
1

I

9                     q = momentum transfer

          N           2,q  = 'maSS" of virtual
rv

Due to the additional longitudinal part of the photon
the electroproduction of pions gives additional infor-

mation for the electromagnetic interaction with hadrons.

Unfortunately the cross section is very small and de-

creases rapidly with the momentum transfer q. (0-•*).
One needs large solid angle equipment.
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First single· arm experiments ep +e X have been

performed, detecting only the scattered electron.

In coincidence experiments the reaction ep +  e ,+ n

and ep + e w'p have mostly been studied.

II.1 Kinematic

-IT

I

2                                                
            2 _     *, _

1 4*
.
I '1 .1 -

For the following discussion we need some kinematical
definitions:

+ +
Four momenta: e (E,e), e'(E',e'), p (m ,0)

Mass squared of
q2 =  (e-e,)2 M -4EE'  sin2 *1 virtual photon:

Energy of virtual v=E-E'
photon:

Invariant mass
squared of hadrons:   W2   =  mp + 2mpv   _  1 0

The differential cross section can be written as:

d3a        _ '9 . dc
dne' dE' dof  -   It          diTI  3    f:    =  flux

of YV/dne, dE'
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   = aU + ECL + Ea sin2ex.cos20  + 1 E.(E+1 oIsin20,cost,

E = transverse polarization parameter

0 < £ < 1 :For te'+ 0; E + 1

a  and c  correspond to the transvers component of the
virtual photons (ynpolarized and Rolarized) ; aL  is the

longitudinal part and aI describes the interference
2part.  (GI = f (q  ,W,ea) .

II.2 Total Cross Section (ep +  e X)

If only the scattered electron is detected (single arm)

the total cross section is measured (9) (fig.431.
tot 2 tot tot

a    (q 'W)  = a + EGLU

Again the resonance structure is clearly seen. The

first resonance becomes less prominant with increasing
2q . The second resonance stays almost constant in magni-

tude and the third resonance moves its position.
aL

The contribution of aL is very small (FG 4 0.1) and
stems mainly from electrons scattered in the for-
ward direction.

II.3 Threshold region

In coincidence experiments the reactions

+
ep + e w n

- ++
+  e A A

have been studied near threshold to determine the

Axial Vector Formfactor of the nucleon. A good fit

to the data could be obtained using a simple dipole

fit  (9)   C fig. 151 :

FA(92) 1
=

F (0) +  e /mjA        (1

with m  = 0.96 + 0.03 GeVA -

compared   to  m   =  0.8 9   i  0.0 8 GeV obtained in neutrino

scattering experiments.
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II.4 A(1232) Region

In the reaction ep + e w'p it has also been shown
that the A-resonance is excited mainly by the
M1+-multipole amplitude. (Angular distribution 19
symmetric to e  = 90'). The transition formfactor1T

G    decreases more rapidly with q than G of the
2

YNA                                    E
Proton.

The reaction ep + e w n has been studiqd extensiVe-
ly in the last years. The pion exchange graph

is dominating at small e,. As a result the.longitu-
dinal cross section aL is strongly enhanced and can
be twice as large as  ou  ( 40 ) . From these measure-
ments the pion formfactor Fr can be extracted. The

agreement with experimental results based on dif-
-+

ferent methods (w p+e e-n and ve-scattering) is

quite good  (9) .

II.5 Higher Resonances

In both reactions ep +  e  'p and e 3+n the domina-

ting resonances D (1520) and F (1688) have been13            15
identified. At forward direction the distribution

of the cross section is substantially different from
the photoproduction  (42=0) . This again is Cer#aiM#y
due to the large aL contribution ( 9) (fig.14).

II.6  10-Dip

0
The photoproduction data for the reaction yp  + i p

1 GeV 2show a dip at a momentum transfer |t| = 0.5 (-F) ·
This can be explained assuming the exchange of a

Regge-trajectory or simply as the first diffraction
minimum.
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e f          AT D      -4

»,P
In the electroproduction data, however, this dip is
missing even at low values of q2 (9) (fig. 16).

New experiments,designed for very low q2 are in progress.

II.7 Conclusion

In spite of the experimental difficulties there exist

a large number of pion-electroproduction data. Com-

pared to the situation in photoproduction, however,

we are still at the beginning. There are a lot of

open questions. The use of polarized electrons and

targets has just been started. High intensity electron

linacs with large duty cycle are especially suited

to operate at small e and large q2, a kinematic region,

where new and interesting phenomena can be expected.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Summary of known pion-nucleon resonances (Ref.2)
+

Fig.2  Angular distributions for yp + *'p and yp + w n
around the first resonance.

Fig.3  Angular distributions for yn + w p (Tokyo, ABHHM, Bonn)

(Ref.2)

Fig.4  Angular distribution for yn + i p (Orsay and others)

(Ref.2)

Fig.5  Total cross section yn  +  w p (Ref.2,3)

Fig.6  Comparison of CERN data z p+y n with data from the

revers reaction yn +K p (Ref.2)

Fig.7 Check for time reversal invariance yn- 11 p (Ref.4)

Fig..8  Ratio a(,r'n)/ali'p). Test 'of isotensor contribution

(Ref.5)

Fig.9  Decomposition of helicity amplitudes for:

dc/dn, p, E and T. (For double polarization coefficients

G and H, see Ref.8).

Fig.10 Diff. cross section Yp + i+n at e = 180'. Data up to
lT

1970, Ref. H. Fischer: Bonn Univ PI 1-122 (1970)

Fig.11 Diff. cross section yp .+ A+n at e  = 180'. Bonn data
Tr

(1975) (Ref.8)

Fig. 12 Angular distribution of polarized target asymmetry T

for yp + i n at E  = 700 MeV. (Ref. 7)Y

Fig. 13 0, +EaL(e= 0.9) in the resonance region (Ref.9)

Fig.15 Nuclear axial vector formfactor (Ref.9)

Fig.14 Diff. cross section ep + e w n at forward angles.
2

The dashed band are photoproduction data (q =0) (Ref.9)

Fig.16 Diff. cross section versus t for 1& p +Kip and YRP +ToP
(Ref.9).
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I.  Introduction

The purpose of this article is to ndicate how the (y,Tr)
/ reaction mechanism in complex nuclei-can be tested by single arm

   work which has been performed to discrete final nuclear states and

experiments. In this connection I will briefly review the recent

indicate the likely direction of work in the near future. Recom-

mendations for future directions will also be made.  The theoretical.Jaspects of the subject are covered in a coApanion article by

J. H. Koch.

An extremely interesting aspect of photo-pion experiments which
have been made possible by the new generation of electron linacs is

the measurement of total cross sections in the region just above

threshold (0.1 to 10 MeV). This regime is interesting because the

mean free path of pions is long (see Fig. 1) and therefore the
final state interactions are minimal. This originally led many

1theorists to try soft pion theorems for complex nuclei . However,
when one tries to incorporate final state interactions into the

2

calculation, one is usually led back to the impulse approximation ,

and most calculations are performed in this manner. From an ex-

perimental point of view the energy region between pionic atoms and

pion scattering will only be studied by the (y,w) process.

When a low energy pion is produced from a nucleus, the Coulomb
3I

final state interaction plays a dominant role As a concrete
12    +

example, consider the C (y, -) reaction (see Fig. 2). Calculations
12

for the total cross sections for the C  (y, -) reactions just above
3

threshold  are presented in Fig. 3.  For the (y,w ) case it can be

«seen that since the pion wave is pushed away from the nucleus that

the cross section is reduced for pion kinetic energies below the

Coulomb barrier (=2.6 MeV); in addition this effect drastically

reduces the sensitivity of the cross section to the final state

strong interaction.  In contrast the (y,1-) cross section is en-

hanced by the effect of the attractive final state Coulomb

interaction, and in addition, its sensitivity to the final state
strong interaction is greatly increased by the increased overlap
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between the outgoing pion wave and the final nucleus.  We conclude

that the best way to test the reaction mechanism in the region
just above threshold is via the (y,w ) reaction; this has the addi-

tional pleasant feature that the experiment can be performed
relative to the elementary p(y,w )n reaction.  On the other hand

the (y, -) reaction is more sensitive to the pion wave function,

and one hopes to learn something about this from these reactions.

These experiments will be discussed in Sec. III.

II. The Experimental Status of the Elementary Interaction in the

Low Energy Region

One of the most interesting aspects of the (y, ) reaction is
4.5that the theory of the elementary process ' is well understood

and is in good agreement with experiment. The energy region that

we are presently discussing is from threshold through the & region,

i.e. lab photon energies from about 150 to 400 MeV. Here the

total cross section shows the familiar, and large, 8 peak (see

Fig. 4). In fact, as we shall show below, the agreement between

theory and experiment is as good as the experiments.

The most well studied reaction is yp + ni .  The best
experiments quote absolute errors of = 3 to 5%. However the dis-

crepancies between different measurements are often several times
the quoted errors, so that they have been underestimated in

6

general. Fig. 5 shows the data  for photon energies from 165 to

185 MeV. It can be seen that the discrepancies are often larger

than the quoted errors; however in general terms the quality of
7  8

the data is reasonable. In the 8 region the data ' is better as

is seen in Fig. 6. This is typical of the Bonn data which is of

high quality.  They have studied both the a  and w' production

for energies above 200 MeV.·

The situation on the neutron is natrually not as clean as for
the proton. The main problem is that one has to deal with deuteron

targets or to study the inverse reaction   p.y n which is experi-

mentally more difficult, although theoretically cleaner.  In
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dealing with deuteron targets one usually employs the spectator

model. A technique to minimize errors is to measure the
-                                                 +                                                                                                                                     +yd + pp1  and yd + pna  reactions and then to take the  -/ 

ratio. To first approximation the deuteron structure cancels out.

Generally a small correction is applied which takes into account

the difference of final state Coulomb interaction. Some more detailed
9.10

experiments have also been performed ' At DESY the ABHHM
9

collaboration  used a bubble chamber to study this reaction with

photon energies from 200 MeV to 2 GeV. They could use bremsstrah-

lung because they observed all the three charged particles in
the w pp final state.  A careful job was done to study the spectator

model and to extract the final cross sections. A sample of the

results is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that there is good

agreement with the Bonn and Tokyo results which were obtained with
+

single arm experiments using the  -/w  ratio technique.  On the

other hand there is poor agreement with the inverse reaction

datall,12.

More recently a group at the Saclay linac have also performed
13

a coincidence experiment in the & region and have obtained the

results shown in Fig. 8 which is in reasonable agreement with
data from the inverse reaction. This implies a disagreement with

the Orsay and DESY results although no discussion of this point is

made in the paper.

It is clear that at least a review of this subject is required,

and it is possible the new experiments are also required in the A

region.

For the Yn + pw  process below 200 MeV the data are even more

skimpy. These data will be discussed below.

The low energy region is of considerable interest because of

soft pion theorems. The experimental situation has been summarized
6

by Adamovich who has done the most work in the field.  Fig. 9
shows the data at different angles for the yp + nw  reaction and

the extrapolation to zero kinetic energy. From this data one
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14
obtains the value'   of the intercept 1£0+12 = (16.OfO.6)ub.

In Fig. 10 the rather less accurate results for the
-                                                 14yn + pw  reaction are shown which leads to an intercept of

|EI+ 2 = 20.2+2.6ub.

The results are tabulated in Table I and compared to various

predictions including soft pion theorems, and one can see that
the agreement is as good as the experiments.  Although we have

not discussed the (y,wo) reaction experiments we note several
points.  First, in the case of  0 production the amplitudes are

smaller and are far more sensitive to the details of the theory,
and are therefore more interesting.  Secondly there is no experi-

mental result for  0 production on the neutron. Because of the

small predicted amplitude this experiment is extremely difficult.
Finally we note that it would be difficult for the theory to

predict a much different result. From this last point we con-
clude that although the experiments on the low enerey regime,

particularly on the neutron, are not very good, it is not likely

that a surprising new result will be found.

For future reference we note that the total cross section a
just above threshold can be written as:

c  =  a (p/k)

where p is the pion momentum and k is the photon momentum.  The
2

constant a = 4#180+1 .  The values quoted above give:

ap   =   201   +   7   wb
and

an = 254 + 32 ub

an/ap = 1.26 f 0.16
We conclude this section by observing that in general the
experiments on the elementary in photo-pion production from the

nucleon are in reasonable shape although the situation could be

I improved at threshold and most particularly for the neutron.

Further experiments on the inverse reaction are needed and a better
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theoretical treatment of the deuteron and further tests of this

theory by measurements of the pion spectra can be made. Never-

theless it is unlikely that large surprises are in store for us

in this area.

III.  Total Cross Sections for (y,11) Reactions Just Above Threshold

A.  Experimental Techniques for (y,1 ) Experiments

The technique for these measurements is relatively simple and
+

is indicated schematically in Fig. 11. 1  mesons are photoproduced
just above threshold so that they stop in the target and subse-

quently decay via the 1++u++e  decay chain.  The last step occurs

with the mean life of the w meson of 2.2usec; detection of the
resulting positrons (with an end point energy of 53 MeV) takes place

after the beam burst which means that the background problems are

minimized.  Targets containing hydrogen, such as CH2, are used to

calibrate the apparatus in terms of the reasonably well known
elementary cross section (note that the threshold for w+ production

12
from C is 3.07 MeV higher than for the proton).

The quantity that is directly measured is not the cross section

0(k), where k is the photon energy, but the bremsstrahlung yield,

y (EO) ;

Y(Eo) = / ' a(k) 0 (Eo,k)dk (1)
JET

where $(E0,k) is the bremsstrahlung shape function, ET is the

threshold energy and E  is the end point energy.  These quantities
are plotted in Fig. 12.  It can be seen that even for a (y, -)

cross section, which has a sharp rise at threshold, that Y(E )
rises quite slowly from zero as E  is increased above threshold.

0

This feature makes these measurements difficult just above threshold
and is one of the reasons that these measurements were not possible

until the advent of high intensity, high beam quality linacs.

Another consequence of Eq. (1) is that a(k) has to be unfolded from

the experimental values of Y(E ); this point will be discussed
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below in connection with the results of specific experiments.

B.  The d(Y,i )nn Reaction

This is the simplest pion production reaction for a complex

target.  Therefore all of the possible complications that occur in

complex nuclei come in to play, e.g. Fermi motion, off mass shell

amplitudes, and the effect of the final state interaction. This       '

simple system gives us the opportunity to test our ideas in a

place where we have the most knowledge about the nuclear wave

functions.  It was quickly realized that since at low energies the

pion-nucleon scattering length is small compared to the nucleon-

nucleon scattering length, it is possible to neglect the final

state pion nucleon interaction compared to the final state neutron
15neutron interaction In fact the cross section is quite sensitive

15to this latter interaction
16

The experiment was first performed at Bates and independently
at Saclay .  As can be seen in Fig. 13 the results for the exper-17

imental yield curves are in good agreement. This is gratifying

because it is the only case which has been done in both laboratories.

Both experiments have been performed relative to the proton, whose

yield curve is shown in Fig. 14.

To obtain the cross section 0(k) from the yield, one must

invert Eq. (1).  The Bates group used polynomials to express the

cross section as a function of the energy above threshold. The

best fit coefficients and their errors were obtained by solving

Eq. (1). The error envelope is plotted in Fig. 15. The method

used at Saclay was to assume a functional form for the cross

section and make a fit. The cross sections obtained in this manner

are in agreement with those obtained at Bates but with smaller

errors because the Bates analysis contains a contribution to the

error caused by the uncertainty in the functional form. The

method used at Saclay is specialized to the low energy regime (up

to z 3 MeV above threshold). In Fig. 15 we present the cross sec-
tion based on a polynomial fit to all of the data. This is the

first time that a unified consistent analysis of both sets of
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data has been presented.  We note that each set of data alone

gives a cross section which is in very good agreement with the
other. It should be noted that the most precise agreement

comparison between theory and experiment should be made by com-
paring the yield curve calculated using the theoretical cross

section.

The cross sections and yield curves are compared with various

theoretical calculations in Figs. 13 and 15. As was originally
15

pointed out by Tzara the omission of the final state neutron-

neutron interaction makes the predicted cross section very small.

Therefore all of the theoretical predictions have been made using
the experimental value of the neutron-neutron scattering length,

16 ++.
a   = -16.7 fm. The calculation of Koch used the a·e interactionnn
with s wave nucleons; it agrees with experiment in the low energy

region but deviated above 3 MeV which indicates the need for

higher nucleon partial waves.  Calculations performed with higher
18 19

partial waves (this calculation is not shown) by Noble , Laget  ,
20

and O'Connell and Dressler are in reasonable agreement with

experiment. The differences between these calculations indicates

the sensitivity of the cross section to the wave functions.  Noble

used a separable interaction and only the S state part of the
deuteron wave function. O'Connell and Dressler used the Hamada-

Johnston potential for both the deuteron bound state and the

outgoing neutron-neutron wave functions.

In order to make a more stringent test of pion production in

the two nucleon system, experiments which extend the energy range

are required. The Bates group has extended the experiment to

20 MeV above threshold and the results should be available in the
near future.  This is about the maximum energy for the  pe tech-

nique since above that energy the outgoing pions escape from the
target.

Additional experiments of the differential cross section which

measure the energy of the outgoing pion would be more specific and

would tend to better discriminate between different calculations.
These experiments are presently being planned at Bates using the

pion spectrometer.
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C.  The 6Li(y,A+)6He Reaction

The first measurement using the  ve technique was for this
21

reaction performed at Saclay and was 40% higher, lower than
3

theory . This caused an extensive re-examination of the calcu-

lation to take place. It was shown that the cross section was

indeed insensitive to the final state strong interaction of the

pion. There has also been a careful investigation of the
nuclear physics part of the transition density. The original idea

was to use the magnetic inelastic electron scattering from the
6

ground state of  Li to (1-, T = 0) to the state which is the

analogue of the 6He ground state (0 , T = 1).  A shell model

basis was assumed and the coefficients were determined by fitting
6to the electromagnetic properties of the  Li ground state, the

magnetic form factor, and the ft value of the 6He B  decay.  In

this way the nuclear physics uncertainties were minimized but not

completely eliminated. For example the Ml transition operator

has both an orbital and a spin contribution, while the (y, )

operator has just a spin term. It is therefore possible to obtain

agreement with the Ml form factor with differing amounts of spin

and orbital contributions and this difference will lead to different

predictions for the (y, ) cross section. The first calculation
22

of this effect was performed by Bergstrom and then repeated in
23

more detail by Camerata and Donnelly- . In addition some experi-
mental error involving the background evaluation was found and the

24
new results are in much better agreement with the theoretical

predictions. A detailed comparison is presented in Table 2.  It

is concluded that there is no serious discrepancy between theory

and experiment.

12
D.  The 12CCY,A-)  N Reaction

The (y,w-) reaction is of interest because it reflects the

elementary yn + pA  process in a complex system. Experimentally
this particular reaction is of interest for two reasons; first is

that the A = 12 system has been studied by electron scattering and

the wave functions are reasonably well known; second is the
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fact that 12N has only one particle stable state.  This enables
25

us to perform an experiment in which the residual radioactivity

Of 12N is detected and the resulting cross section is for the one

stable state. The advantage of such an experiment is that one

can in principle go very close to threshold. The practical dis-

advantage is that secondary processes in the target such as

12CCY,n) followed by 12C(p,n)12N produce the same final state and

therefore limit the accuracy of the cross section measurement

close to threshold. Another experimental problem is that one can-

not normalize relative to the elementary yn + Dw reaction but
must make an absolute measurement.  For these reasons (y, -)

reactions are more difficult to study than their (y,w ) counter-

parts.

The 12C(y,A-)12N reaction cross section just above threshold
25

has been measured and the results for the yield and cross sec-

tion are presented in Fig. 16. We note that the results are

consistent with a sharn rise of the cross section at threshold as

was predicted.  A simple parameterization of c which has a step

at threshold and a linear slope above that energy was made and the

results are presented as the "best fit" in Fig.16. The results of

several calculations are also shown. The calculation of Koch,
3

which is an improved version of an earlier version , employs the
+4
c· E interaction and s wave pions. This calculation was only meant
to be accurate in the near threshold region, and it clearly does

not have the correct slope above threshold. The calculations ofu                   26
Nagl and Uberall employ the full Hamiltonian and use several

pion partial waves. The nuclear transition density was taken from

a Helm model fit to the magnetic inelastic electron form factor

to the 15.1 MeV analogue of the 12N ground state in 12C.  Curve one

replaces the pion momenta appearing in the interaction Hamiltonian

by a gradient operating on the distorted pion wave function.
Curve two does that and it additionally uses the local pion momenta
in the amplitudes.  It is clear that the Nagl and Bberall calcu-

lation represents an improvement, but it is neither a completely
satisfactory theoretical calculation, nor is it in agreement with

the experiment.
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27
A recent careful calculation has resolved the discrepancy

between theory and experiment. The main ingredients of this

calculation are: 1) the same nuclear wave functions, obtained
from the electromagnetic properties of the A = 12 system as used

by Koch and Donnelly; 2) the c·g interaction but with
higher partial pion waves;  3) a careful treatment of the pion

optical potential. In Fig. 17 we show the calculation using the

interaction with s wave pions and with higher pion partial waves
which are seen to be important. In Fig. 17 the effect of normal-

izing the elementary amplitude to the experimental data are shown.

It is clear that the agreement between the present experiment and

theory is as good as can be expected at the present state of

knowledge of the elementary cross section.

We conclude that in order to make more progress on (y, -)

experiments in complex nuclei, we will have to improve the experi-

mental situation for the elementary amplitude.

E.  Other Reactions

11 11 28
The B(y,A-)  C reaction has been measured at Bates, and the

cross section is consistent with a step function rise for each        -
final state reached in the process. The magnitude of the step is

consistent with theory although the errors are not small.

There are several (y,w ) cross section measurements which have

been performed and which are presently being written up for pub-+9 12 12lication.  These include the 98(y,  ) Be, C(y,A )  B, and
+ 16160(y,A )  N reaction studied at Bates and the 3He(y,A+)3H studied

at Saclay. In a recent preprint agreement it is shown with an

impulse model calculation. On the other hand a study of the29

1+3
3He(e,e , )H reaction at Saskatchewan in which the recoil 3H was

30
detected showed deviations from the simple impulse approximation.

IV. Future Trends and Conclusions

' The previous discussion concentrated on work that has been

completed and was primarily on charged pion photo-production
total cross sections just above threshold. At the present time
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this sphere of activity is declining in favor of several

different activities.  One is w' photoproduction just above

threshold.  At Saclay the thrust is to study light nuclei with

the motivation to get at the elementary neutron amplitude.  At

Bates the motivation is more towards nuclear physics and towards

complex nuclei, both just above threshold and in the A region.

At Bates and at Sendai programs are being carried out in the

low energy charged pion reactions with magnetic spectrometers.

Both laboratories have plans to construct second generation

spectrometers. One can expect that cross differential cross

section measurements will be carried out to discrete nuclear

final states, both in the near threshold region and through the

8 region.  At Bates plans are being made to perform (y,1')

reactions also.

Another line of activity is to measure total cross sections

for inclusive hadron production.  At Bonn this is proceeding with

tagged photon beams and at Saclay plans are being made in this

direction using the monochromatic photon beam facility which is

being developed with the positron beam.  These experiments aim

at detecting all of the produced hadrons, both in singles and in

coinciddnce measurements.  At Bates plans are being made to

participate in the field but with a somewhat different emphasis.

At Saclay the very beautiful work on (y,p -) coincidence measure-
ments will be extended.

One can conclude that the field of photo- and electro- pion

physics will undergo a quantum jump in the next few years.
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TABLE 1

The experimental and theoretical values .of the dipole pion
-3 -1

photoproduction amplitudes E in units 10   m
O+               7T

d
b        c   Current

Channel Experimenta   Born PV  Born PS
Algebra

+
YP + nw 28.6 + 0.14 28. 28.1 29.0

Yn + Pn -31.5 + 1.0 -32.2 -31.7 -33.2

yp + pw°    - 1.8 + ·O.6 -2.5 - 8.1 - 2.4

yn + niro 0.3 1 0.92 0.4 5.6 0.3

a)  Ref. 6

b)  P. Bosted and J. M. Laget, Nucl. Phys. A296, 413(1978)
c)  P. deBaenst, Nucl. Phys. B24, 633(1970)

d) R. D. Pecci, Phys. Rev. 181, 1902(1969)
e)  From isospin using the other three experimental values

in the table.

This table was prepared by M. deBotton



TABLE II

Comparison of theory and experiment for the Lis(Y,A+)HeG reaction24.

ra(6Li + 6He)AUTHORS OPERATOR PION-WAVE DISTORSION NUCLEAR WAVE-FUNCTION                    )
s F P ·t n) thres.

Collfigurati.on/  Radia].

of  Gile  g.s  / behaviour

J.C. Bergstram C•E Mean optical potential SASK A .091
+ .+                                                              0

et al. 12) [Krell-Ericson)21) Phenomenar·**
SASK B logical .101

+ -* **
J.B. Cammarata C.E                 " STAN Harm.Oscil. .119
and T                       „ STAN oaxon-Wood .108'.W.20)

-

Donneily
"                   " SASK-A Phenomeno- .098

„                               logicalSASK-8         „                .109
to

Elementary particle                               N
.106

treatment
++ Optical potential sdjustedC•E SASK A Phenomeno- .097

J. Delorme.and
logical

to mesic X-rays of light
A. FigureaU SASK B         "                .108

18)
„         nuclei 22)

momentum                 "                   SASK A         "               .105
dependent

terms
included SASK B         "               .117.

6     6                          ***
THIS EXPERIMENT(0 < 03< 2 MeV)                                     aC Li + He)/a(p + n) = .098 f .04

+1 Strong l.=1 admixturd
**36.sak L= 1 admixture

1***} Comparing this result to the theoretical predictions, one should recall that it was deduced assuming
- Ra(''Li +  He)/a(p»+ n)  = cte.in the energy-region .of interest [0<w<2 MeV].   As discussed in 3.3., this

6  6
approximation has a negligible influence for reasonable Variations of a( Li +  He) and a(p + n}.
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A fundamental challenge in nuclear physics has been the

investigation both of exceedingly diverse and complicated many-

body phenomena and simultaneously of the underlying two-body

force. Considerable progress has been made in recent years on

both fronts.  The nucleoh-nucleon force can be understood

qualitatively in terms of meson exchange and, for the medium-

and long-range parts of the force, quantitative agreement has

been obtained between successful phenomenological ootentials

and interactions constructed from the fundamental pion-nucleon

dynamics. Key ingredients in obtaining this agreement are the

long-range one-Dion-exchange potential (OPEP) and the medium-

range potential arising from two-pion exchange with intermediate

(virtual) excitation of the nucleon isobar 8 (1232) . On the

other hand, significant advances have been made also in micro-

scopic theories of single-particle and collective motion in

nuclei (the unifying concept being that of the average field).

For example, modern high precision, high momentum transfer

electron scattering experiments are revealing the details of

nuclear ground state and transition charge densities, and

theoretical calculations have yielded impressive agreement with

many of these data. Perhaps, surprisingly, this agreement has

been achieved largely with very simple effective forces which,

while retaining some of the  general features known to be im-

portant in the nuclear force (such as spin and isospin dependence),

reflect only little of our evolving understanding of the two-
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nucleon interaction. Obviously, it is hoped that this situation

will change.  A deeper insight into and more precise description

of nuclear dynamics will require quantitative understanding of

the role of the fundamental pion and isobar degrees of freedom

in the nuclear medium.

The electromagnetic interaction, being weak and well under-

stood, is well suited to revealing the Rionic and isobaric pre-

sence in nuclei.  For subthreshold pions and isobars, backward

electrodisintegration of the deuteron has unambiguously demon-

strated the importance of exchange currents. Photopion pro-

duction close to threshold is providing new information on the

propagatioh of low energy pions in nuclei (this region is in-

accessible with pion beams). Both the sub- and near-threshold

regions.will be explored in much more detail and will benefit

greatly from improvements in electron scattering facilities (eg.,

coincidence measurements and tagged photons will be very im-

portant for exchange current and low energy pion studies, res-

spectively). In this workshop discussion paper, I will discuss

the higher energy region in which photon-nucleon interactions \
1

\\
are  dominated by 8-excitation  (i.e., #300 Mev photon energy.  i
Photoreactions will be emphasized, although electron

scattering  
(i.e., virtual photon induced reactions) will be discussed also.  

'--P
)
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Isobar-nucleus physics

What are some of the things we hope to learn from pion and

photon induced reactions in the resonance region? Of course,

we hope to learn about nuclear structure with pion scattering;

for example, double charge exchange is possible only with piohs.

Beyond this, we hope to extract information on the dynamics

of isobar (and therefore pion) propagation in the nuclear medium;

this information is directly related to the fundamental strong

interaction. We hope to learn about isohar-nuclear collective

"states" ; these reflect the full nuclear many-body dynamics and

play the role of doorway states for pion reactions. We hope to

learn quantitatively about the Dion absorption mechanism. It is

this feature which provides·a direct link between pion reactions

and the nuclear force and it is known that absorption plays

an important part in describing pion-nuclear interactions (for
12

example, half the inelastic cross section for 1- C scattering

at 130 MeV is given by absorption). This list could be extended

but perhaps this is a good time to ask another question instead.

Why study pion/isobar physics with photons?  To the extent that

A-excitation acts as the "entrance channel" for pion and photon

reactions, basically the same physics is being studied. However,

because of the weakness of the electranagnetic interaction, the

photon illuminates the entire nucleus, whereas pion induced

reactions take place primarily in the surface. Since much of the

interesting isobar physics is presumably enhanced at higher nuclear
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densities, the photon and pion can give complementary information.

Further, we shall see that some experiments are uniquely suited

to the electromagnetic·probe.

We now qo on to discuss more specifically some of the rele-

vant photonuclear experiments. It should be clear that the list

discussed here is in no sense intended to be exhaustive.
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Photoreactions in__the resonance region

1.   No hadrons detected.

We discuss first completely inclusive experiments in which

no hadrons are detected in the final state; this means measuring

the total photoabsorption cross section or the (e,e') inelastic

cross section in the resonance region. The main point here is

that the inclusive reaction gives the most direct measure of

single particle properties in the nucleus. This is well known

in the quasielastic region. Nuclear Fermi momenta have been
1

extracted from high energy quasielastic scattering  across the

Periodic Table, and at lower energies an effective mass for
2

nucleons can be extracted (see Figure 1). The same should be

possible for the A if good experiments are carried out in that

region. In principle, photoabsorption on large nuclei is the

most interesting theoreticallv (real photons deliver less momen-

tum for the same energy than spacelike photons). Nevertheless,

3
some older data taken by Titov et al  for (e,e') on tungsten

show an interesting narrowing effect in the isobar region (see

Figure 2). Such experiments should be done systematically on a

variety of nuclei.

Another intetesting feature in the (e,e') inelastic spec-

strum is the excessively large cross section in the region be-
1

tween the quasielastic and quasifree 8-excitation peaks . This

4
may be related to exchange current effects . A re-examination

of this region might prove very interesting, especially if the

transverse response functions were separated and if a pion or

nucleon were detected in coincidence.
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We  note that Compton scattering   (y,yg   in the resonance

region would also be extremely interesting, although presumably

it is difficult to measure. With intermediate isobar excitation,

this reaction is analogous to pion scattering but·without the

limitation to the nuclear surface region. Compton scattering

would praride an interesting probe of collective isobar-hole

5
doorway states .

2.   One hadron detected

We consider next experiments in which one hadron is de-

tected. We start with a discussion of incoherent processes,

which are best for isolating the reaction mechanism apart

from uncertainties due to nuclear structure.

Inclusive (y,N) experiments (with reasonable energy  re-

solution  for the photon)   in the resonance region provide  a  good

test of the pion absorption mechanism (assuming that the photon

Droduces a A). The high energy inclusive proton §pectrum (but

still far from the kinematical end point; i.e., in the range 50-

150 MeV) should be dominated by events in which the pion is ab-

sorbed ( " radiationles's damping"   of  the 8) . The analogous result

for incident pions has been confirmed with intranuclear cascade
6calculations  which include the 8 absorption mechanism and do

fairly well in reproducing the data. However, for incoming pions,

pion absorption takes place mostly in the nuclear surface region

"facing" the. incoming pion beam(see Figure 3)6. This would not

be the case for photoreactions and the absorption mechanism

could be tested in the high denisty region of the nucleus.
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The inclusive (y, +) reaction is analogous to quasielastic

pion scattering. A thorough understanding of the quasielastic

and absorption mechanisms is essential to understanding the pion

optical potential, since these channels carry almost all the

inelasticity in pion-nucleus reactions and therefore determine

directly the imaginary part of the optical potential.  Quasi-

elastic pion scattering remains virtually unexamined experimental-

ly. Again, the photoreaction carries the possibility of being

extremely interesting by being more sensitive to the; quasifree

process occurring in the nuclear high density region. Further,

it may be very instructive to.examine the (y,w) spectrum down

to very low pion energies (for high photon energies). This can

give us an idea how the pion "thermalizes" and, by seeing how

the spectrum cuts off at low pion energies, how the absorption.

takes place through multistep processes. Because of the dif-

fering absorption probability distributions in the pion and photon

cases, it may be especially important here to have both sets of

data. As an example, Figure 4 shows the spectrum of.pions back

27  6scattered from   Al ; the incident energy was 220 MeV. The error

bar on the histogram indicates the statistical accuracy of the
6

Monte Carlo calculations . Also shown (dashed line) is the free

Fermi gas spectrum with arbitrary normalization. The results

are obviously quite different, the impression being that of a

significant narrowing of the quasifree peak. At the upper end

of the spectrum (final TA 2   120 Mev), we.can probably explain
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this in terms of multistep processes "degrading"   the pion energy,

thereby shifting the spectrum to lower energies. However, the

low energy part of the spectrum is entirely suppressed and this

is presumably due to absorption. Consequently, the spectrum

contains information on the multistep nature of the scattering

and absorption Drocess; this is fundamental for understanding

the success of the first order optical potential and the second

order absorption term.

Exclusive single-arm photoreactions are also of considerable

interest. The hiqh .energy (y,p) reaction, leaving the residual

7nucleus in the ground state, has been discussed extensively .

Here, we only point out that understanding the absorption

mechanism in the (y,N) inclusive reaction is important for

separating the effects of isobar excitation and high momentum

components in high energy exclusive (y,p) reactions.

Coherent (y,A' ) studies can be an especially important

source of information on the pion optical potential in the re-

sonance region.  ·Equivalently, this is a good probe of the col-

lective isobar-hole doorway states which dominate pion elastic

scattering. First, elastic pion scattering can be used only
+   0

for charged pions.  Second, charge exchange reactions (A-,A )

or   ( y, 1 1  )   to the neighboring nuclear ground state are sensitive

mostly to the nuclear surface region8 because that is where the

nuclear transition density is peaked.  Consequentlv, the (y,1')

reaction  of fers a source  o f supp].ementary in formation. It is

perhaps worth noting that "old" data available for this reaction
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o9
indicate surprisinglv little absorption for the outgoing 1

and it is important that these experiments be repeated.

3.   Two hadrons detected

It is obvious that for examining the properties of the 8

in the nucleus, an important experiment is the coincidence

measurement (Y,AN). Again, because the photon penetrates into

the nucleus, the 8 will be formed uniformly throuchout the

nuclear volume, and the invariant mass distribution for the wN

pair shows directly collision effects on the A "line shape".

It is interesting to speculate on the consequences of having

strong pion absorption. Presumably, those isobars which have

a long path length through the nucleus (and therefore pass

through the high densitv region) will suffer strong distortions,

presumably broadening, of the mass distribution.  However, if

the pions are absorbed in these cases, the results of the (y,Tr N)

measurements may then be a modestly altered mass distribution

but with considerably diminished magnitude. In fact, the A-

dependence should then be .A , whereas the analogous pion2/3

reaction   ( lr,Tr N) would  give A Consequently, even the1/3

qualitative behavior (general characteristics of the line shape

and A-dependence) can tell us a great deal about the role of the

absorption mechanism.                      -

4.  Other reactions

This section is primarily intended to remind us that the

above list is simply representative and not in any sense ex-

haustive. First, all the photoreactions could be studied with
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electrons, which in·principle can yield more information.

Further, polarization studies could be interesting; for ex-

ample, one may be able to seoarate different components of the

NN+NA  "transition potential".  Also, we have not discussed

high energy photopion excitation of nuclear collective states.

It is clear that high energy electromagnetic interactions can

make important . and,   in some cases, unique contributions  in  the

study of pion- and isobar-nucleus dynamics.
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Fig-ure Captions

Figure 1: Inelastic electron scattering from   C:
12

€1=148.5 MeV, 8=135 ,kF=235 MeV/C.  Full and
dashed curves show the calculation with an ef-

fective mass M*=M/1.4 and M*=M, respectively,

while the dotted line indicates the effect of

removing the Pauli restriction on the struck

nucleon. Data are those of Leiss and Tavlor

(unpublished); calculations given in Ref. 2.

Figure 2: Inelastic electron scattering on. tungsten.

Data points from Ref. 3; calculations following

Ref. 2.

Figure 3: Absorption probability per volume for pions

incident on nickel at 220 MeV. Calculations

are based upon the intranuclear cascade model

and are taken from Ref. 6.

Figure 4: Backward inelastic scattering of pions from

aluminum at 220 MeV.  The histogram represents

the Monte Carlo results of Ref. 6; the error

bar indicates the size of the statistical un-

certainty in the calculation. The dashed curve

comes from the free Fermi gas model (Ref. 2),

arbitrarily normalized.
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III.6 Nuclear Physics Experiments at DESK.425>.

E. Rassle, Fakultat fur Physik, Freiburg, West Germany

A collaboration of the Universities of Bonn - Freiburg - Karls-

ruhe - Lund and DESY is performing nuclear physics experiments

at DESY  [1  - 4].  In the following I will confine myself  to two
1

topics
of ingle

arm experiments: The total cross section  of    
virtual photons   ( 1)   in the quasielastic and resonance

region        
and (2) in the deep inelastic region (shadowing of virtual pho-  

tons).

(1) Quasielastic Scattering and Production of the A  -Resonance
33

in Nuclei

»               The electron scattering from nuclei at high energies is domi-
nated by the quasielastic scattering and the production of

resonances. Particularly the excitation of the A33-resonance

is pronounced at energies in the GeV-region. This is demon-
strated in the energy spectrum of scattered electrons, measured

in a single arm experiment which is equivalent to the measure-
ment of the total cross section of virtual photons at the cor-

responding invariant mass. As an example the electron spec-
12trum from  C at 15' for an incident energy at.2 GeV is shown

in fig. 1. The measured spectrum has been analyzed with the
assumption that three processes are contributing, namely the

quasielastic scattering, the A33-production, and the second.

resonance at 1520 MeV. The shapes of the first two contribu-

tions have been calculated in the impulse approximation using

4

shell model wave functions and elementary cross sections for

free nucleons, i.e. the electromagnetic form factors for the

quasielastic part and the model of Gutbrod and Simon for 6
33

contribution. The .second resonance has been approximated by

a Breit-Wigner shape. The amount of these contributions has

been obtained from the best fit to the experiment.

For quasifree processes one expects that the nuclear cross

section ('A) is given by the incoherent sum of the correspon-

ding nucleon cross sections ('p, Cn), i.e. that the ratio of
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effective (Aeff) and real mass. number (A)

CA        Aeff
Zo +Na       APn

is equal to one.

'       12The results for the quasielastic scattering on 'Li and   C
12are  given  in  fig. 2 together  with  CEA  data   [5]   on      C.  At  high

momentum transfers the ratio is as expected. At low  q2  the

ratio drops drastically and seems to approach zero for vani-

shing momentum transfer. The solid line represents a calcula-

tion of Bernabeu [6] for C which takes into account the bin-12

ding effect. The form factor of bound nucleons has to vanish

for  q21 = 0 because of the Pauli principle.

The results for 833-production are given in fig. 3. There is  

no marke  q2-dependence. The average value of Aeff/A is about
12

0.6 for  Li and C. Phase space reduction for the decay nuc-

leon of the resonance is estimated to be a few percent only.
There is no explanation so far for the suppression of the 6  -

33

production in nuclei.

The data have been taken with good statistics in order to

search for a fine structure in the resonance due to the nuc-

leon-8 interaction. No statistically significant structure

has been found in the nuclei 6Li, 12C and 27Al. The quasifree

production is therefore the dominant process.

(2) Shadowing of Virtual Photons

The total cross section of real photons on nuclei does not

increase linearly with mass number as would be expected from

the size of the elementary cross section on nucleons which

correaponds to a mean free path in nuclei of about 700 fm.

Instead the mass number dependence follows the relation

A  0<AO09. The interpretation of this experimental result
eff

is'  based  on the model of vector · meson dominance   (VMD).   In  the-
model of VMD it is assumed that the photon-hadron interaction
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is acting via an intermediate vector meson. This is equivalent

to say that the photon has a hadronic component which increases

with rising photon energy, and it can be perceived at photon

energies exceeding several GeV.-

The application of VMD to the total cross section of virtual

photons predicts also a shadowing effect with decreasing magni-

tude as the momentum transfer increases. The scale of this va-

riation with momentum transfer is given by the vector meson

masses, particularly by that of the p.meson.

The experimental situation is not yet settled. Early experi-

ments have failed to detect shadowing even in a region where

it was predicted by VMD, whereas recent results reveal sha-

dowing.but of different magnitudes.

At least part of the inconsistencies can be ascribed to diffe-
rencies in the application of radiation corrections which have

to take into account binding effects as well as in the use of

the elementary nucleon cross sections, particularly the neutron

cross section.
12      27Our results on C and  Al are given in fig. 4 and 5, where

the ratios Aeff/A are plotted versus the scaling variable
2

x =  2Mv  . In fig. 5 we have included results of Stein et al.

[8] at 13 GeV. For these data the same nucleon cross section

has been taken as we have applied. The solid lines are the pre-

dictions of VMD by Schildknecht [7].
Our results are in qualitative agreement with the predictions

of VMD for the shadowing of virtual photons.
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Figure Captions

12
1. Energy spectrum of electrons scattered from C at 2 GeV

and 15'. The curves drawn are.(a) quasielastic contribu-

tion, (b) A33-production, (c) second resonance. contribu-

tion, (d) sum to fit the experimental data.

2. The ratio Aeff A for the integrated quasielastic peak as
function of momentum transfer.

3. The ratio Ae for the integrated production cross
ff/A

section of the 633-resonance as function of momentum
transfer.

4. The rstio Aeff/A
as function of the scaling variable

x - 1- for 12c. Solid line: VMD calculation [7]2Mv

5. The ratio A as function of the scaling variable
r, 2 eff/A

x  =  8 ;  for 27Al. Included  are   SLAC   data   [8]   and  VMD
calculation [7].
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III.7 Coherent Photo- and Electroproduction· of    ' s in Nuclei

Manfred Dillig and Max G. Huber

Institute for Theoretical Physics

University of Erlangen-Nurnberg, Erlangen, West Germany

Abstract

In this note we point out some of the reasons for investigating

nuclei by real or virtual photons at excitation energies between

200 and 400 MeV; particular emphasis is put on the coherent

photoproduction of pions where the final nucleus is left in a

bound (ground or excited) state. The notion of collective

A*-resonances (as opposed to the well known elementary N* -
12

resonances) is exemplified for the deuteron and for C in a

OBEP-model.

I. Introduction

The investigation of the &(3,3)-excitation of a nucleon which

is bound in a nucleus is one of the most interesting problems

in intermediate. energy physics for various reasons:

(i) Considering the a as an elementary particle it is

: interesting to learn something about  the 6 N-inter-
· action. Obviously the appropriate way to do this is to

produce the 6 inside of a nucleus where it interacts

with the surrounding nucleons. In view of the complexity

of such an investigation the deuteron seems to be the

most promising target;

(ii)  with equal justification, however, one might visualize

the free 6 as· a resonating pion-nucleon system (i. e. ·
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a p-wave resonance) and pursue the obvious question
whether there are also resonating vion-nucleus systems

of definite quantum numbers where the pion interacts

coherently with the whole nucleus rather than with one

particular target nucleon . Again for the case1.2,3,4)

of the deuteron: the pion might interaBt with. the two

nucleon system coherently; this (NN)-system can be
either in a triplet (S   = 1) or in a singlet (SNN = 0)NN
state. The corresponding resonance energies are expected

to be different (see Fig. 1);

1     - 1, ] 2+ *t
3/2+        41. 2+  1+ * r 11. 1+

IANI :  
A (TIN)

  AN IT[NN)   AN (TINNI

Fig· 1

(iii) for heavier nuclei the situation becomes more complex,

but at the same time - most likely - more interesting

for the following reasons: the average nucleon-nucleon

distance in a complex nucleus is reduced compared to the
deuteron; consequently the effects of the AN-inter-

action ought to be more pronounced. Furthermore, from the

presence of many strongly correlated nucleons, with
which the 6 interacts dominantly via the exchange of a

real pion we expect a coherent enhancement of those

effects which we might find already in the deuteron.
Such a collective resonance of the whole nucleus will

reflect the interplay between the internal nucleonic

degrees of freedom of an individual nucleon and its

external degrees of freedom inside of the nucleus.

For those reasons it is interesting to see whether such nuclear

excitations do exist and - if so - to find out their properties.

To do this one carefully has to investigate the excitation

spectrum of a given nucleus in the resonance region, i. e.
between 200 and 400 MeV5). Obviously, photoinduced reactions
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(such as exclusive (y,m) or (e,e'n) processes which lead to a

        bound state o.f the final nucleus) are particularly suited for
such an investigation since there are no distortion effects in

the entrance channel; the exclusive (e,e'm) reaction has the
additional advantage that the momentum transfer to the nucleus

can be varied independently.
Unfortunately those collective phenomena are not easy to

disentangle: presently many of the available experimental data
do indicate that the most simple reaction mechanism, namely

the quasifree excitation of the A dominates the cross sections,
in forward directions. However, it should be added, that the

data which are available now do not cover the whole kinema-

tical range of interest; they more or less are taken in the

region of low momentum transfer where the quasielastic reaction
mechanism should dominate. Unfortunately systematic, good and

complete data sets are in general not yet available particularly
not in the high momentum transfer region where dramatic

deviations from the predictions of the quasielastic model are

expected.

As a consequence one should be looking for interference effects
between the various contributions. Those interferences are most

pronounced if in a given experiment the final state is com-

pletely determined, i. e. in an exclusive reaction. The more

inclusively a reaction is measured the more the interference
effects are washed out, the better the reaction is described

by a semi classical picture.

In the following we shall demonstrate for two different

examples the effects of the  A N interaction to be expected and

point out how such features could be detected in an exclusive
reaction.
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II. Coherent z' Photoproduction from the Deuteron

The excitation of a nucleon which is bound in the deuter
on

-leads to a AN-system in different quantum mechanical states

which we consider as elementary excitations of the target, i.
 e.

as D*-resonances. The properties of those D*-resohances depend

on  the A N-interaction  and  thus  on the quantum numbers  o f  the

8N-system. For example there are two (L = 0)-configurations

with S -  2  and 1, respectively; the central  part  of  the  AN
AN

interaction is shown in Fig. 2 together with the corresp
onding

eigenenergies.+  The calculated splitting with realistic

nE exc I M e v l                                                                 

V (r 1 [Meq

400- 500

356-           1 3-               400.                               1+
4+ 1-9-

/,4                                             1 J'J L 300- .

E free'                         <                                                                                                   200 -
-                 \

I
250- 2 +                     100-

-

M *without with - ,

2         r Ifm]
0-

AN interaction   .                         400- 

-200-        /0    . '   2*
-300- U/

R
-

-400
m                      P                   TE,-4

.-.

.

(m  =   TI.p.(i).O

Fig. 2: The D94-spectrum (a) calculated with a One Boson Exchange

potential (b) is shown together with the corresponding
central interactions for the 2+ and the 1+ configurations.

+) The two configurations contain also a (L = 2) admixture of

about 20 %, due to the tensor part of the AN-interaction.
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assumptions about the AN-interaction (OBEP with TI,T , 0-and
W-exchange, see Fig. 2) is about 50 MeV6). In Fig. 3 the
total cross section, F    ( 7- ) is shown, for elastic pion

tot
deuteron scattering; furthermore, 9- is decomposed intotot

contributions arising from only one resonance of a given

spin and parity, J .

. o ]TEImbl d (TIA )d

.30- 2+

20-

· 10- .-*.-       ---3-
/                               1

t........--i-,/3.-:r--9 1--/*0- --/./ 2-      "-
O                           ····r--    -----·--I---6- --s------:------            2  Eexc [Me\/]

160 200 250 300     350      480

.: 50               100            150           200    -      250          300
, TTI  [Mev]

' .

Jlr r    1:  i a   -Ulbj
7- ,   ·.         d(y,TIO)d

6-                   

5-                      2+

4-

3-

2- .3>--
1 -    1+ -*-   1-

*.*.0-'-r*.-
-**         - i---E ZI==f:==-=*-Er=r-     2

0 .
- I----

exc6·--*Il.***I- *-Lii-=6
---*·--I

--1.     > E        TMeV]
150 200 250 300 350 .400

> Ey  [MeV]200       250       300       350       400

*
Fig. 3: The contributions of the various D -resonances to the

total cross section for elastic (xd)-scattering (a) and
for the coherent photoproduction (b).
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.

As a result we are led to the conclusion that the deuteron

exhibits a number of different strongly overlapping resonances

of different spin and parity at an excitation energy between

200 MeV and 400 MeV. Thus by investigating reactions which
are strongly influenced or dominated by those D*-resonances

we can obtain information about the AN-interaction. To be
more specific the transition amplitude T(hy, h ) for the

coherent (y,n') reaction is given by:

T ( ty,kr) = 7 < kr3(11) 1 h,r l ); A Dr I h r I DCS.i.1 -kr>
.,. 14    1

r                    e r-  El' 
where h and h enote   the   (YN+ 8)   and   the   ( 6 -+ NE )   tran-

Y               K
sition operators, respectively;   D   (g.s.)   and D 2 stand   for   the

deuteron ground state  and  for  the  D * resonances:

| D;>  -    |     [  AN]   *T,'>
.In order to disantangle the contributions to the reaction

amplitude arising from different resonances it is necessary
to measure the angular distributions at different energies

or the excitation functions at different angles. An example
is shown in Fig. 4 for the (y,zo) reaction assuming 8 -

dominance, i. e. neglecting all background terms. By care-

fully measuring those inference effects it should be possible
to unravel the D41spectrum and to obtain information about

the  6 N-interaction which cannot be obtained directly  from

A N-scattering experiments. In accordance  with the intention

of this paper only the characteristic features to be expected

in photo-pion production on the deuteron are discussed; a
6)

detailed description of this process is in progress

/

III. Coherent Pion Photoproduction from Complex Nuclei

Similar phenomena as discussed in the previous.Chapter occur
when a nucleon bound in a complex nucleus gets internally

excited, for example by absorbing a photon. The elementary
process (see Fig. 5) leads to the creation of a A particle
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and of a nucleonic hole in the target ground state. Such a

particle hole excitation can decay by emitting a (real) pion

which has a large probability for being reabsorbed by another

nucleon before leaving the nucleus; via this mechanism the
various A particle-N hole configurations of a given multi-

polarity are strongly coupled with each other; the new eigen-

modes resulting from this coupling correspond to collective

excitations of the whole nucleus, localized around 300 MeV;
this mechanisme of creating collective eigenmodes ("Giant
(33) Resonances") has been pointed out recently2,3)

Ey=320 MeV Ey=360 M eV
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Those Eollective resonances should manifest themselves more or
less directly in all reactions dominated by the elementary

excitation of a nucleon for example in elastic pion-scattering.
12For the case of C the excitation strength for elastic pion

scattering is shown in Fig. 6. as a function of the pion
energy . Evidently - as in the case of the deuteron - the

7)

internal 8 excitation of a nucleon leads to a number of

strong, overlapping resonances of different multipolarities.

A similar excitation pattern is expected for the coherent

photo-productions of pions in u(y,z); it should be mentioned
12-

that a photon also is able to excite electric resonances

(like  1-,2   etc. ) in contrast to pion induced reactions where
only magnetic transitions into 0-, 1  etc. resonances are

possible. Those resonances decay preferentially by emitting

pions; by observing the angular distribution of those pions
.12 12which ·leave the residual nucleus C   B for (y,m ) and N for

(y,A-)) in the ground or an excited, although bound state one

can disentangle the nuclear excitation pattern in the region
of the (33) resonance, provided the energy dependen6e of those

angular distributions,(excitation functions) is experimentally
known.

®          . 8         ©A
Vcr)

. 4!/

R  A
hy EF  a' P.

TE (I- JE' T// -0-    1 Or> ,
7      ,/                                  //

h
TE 1 B>    -4-                                                    X

N A <13 JE,T
A  N     a 613

Fig. 5: Schematic picture of hv-and hr (a), of the ph-components
(b) and of the partic16-hole matrixelement of the exchange
interaction (c).
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It is obvious that electromagnetic probes are particularly

suited to investigate such a phenomenon for essentially two

reasons: (i) the photon experiences no distortion, it can
penetrate easily into the interior of the nucleus (in contrast

to the pion which gets "absorbed" already at the nuclear
surface - at least in the resonance region); (ii) it can

excite both electric and magnetic resonances whereas a pion

impinging on a 0 -target nucleus can only excite magnetic

resonances (0-,1  etc.). (iii) The coherent (e,e'x) reaction

exhibits the additional advantage that the momentum transfer

can be varied independently of the energy transfer which

allows to map out the nuclear response function in the whole

energy-momentumplane.

A word of caution has to be added: the forward production

process are in general well described by some quasifree
reaction model. Therefore, only a careful and systematic in-

vestigation of the angular distribution - particularly under

backward angles - and of its energy dependence in the whole
resonance region (180 MeV  < E  < 400 MeV) can lead

to reliable

information about those collective A*-re·sonances, discussed in

the previous chapters.

On the other.hand it is extremely interesting to find out how

the internal degrees of freedom of an individual nucleon are

coupled to the nuclear modes of excitation. To see how a

resonating pion interacts with a strongly correlated nuclear

system seems to be a prerequisite for a better description

of the virtual pion fields which supposedly hold the nucleus

together. Thus from an investigation of those medium energy

phenomena a better understanding of the general baryon-baryon
interaction and also of low energy nuclear physics may finally

emerge.

We thank K. Klingenbeck and R. H ndel for numerous discussions

and for informing us about their results prior.to publication.
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IV. Conclusions

The nuclear excitation spectrum in the region of the elemen-

tary (33) excitation is particularly interesting since it

reflects the properties of the & N-interaction and the many

body response of the nuclear system to the internal excitation

of an individual nucleon. In all model calculations performed

so far it turns out that the various excitation modes of a

given multipolarity are strongly coupled with each other, thus

leading to a collective resonance which - formally - is rather

similar to the well known phenomena of the Giant Resonances in

the 20 MeV region. The physical properties of those two types

of resonances, however, are completely different: whereas th
e

low energy resonances correspond essentially to charge and/or

volume vibrations the new Giant (33) Resonances can be

visualized as a resonating pion current inside of the nucleus.

12((TE,T[) 12C (g.S.)
A  0 ]TC [mb]
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Fig. 6: Calculated total cross section for elastic pion-scattering
on   '*C: the contributions  of the individual   RC'resonances
are shown ·separately.
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III.8 Charged Pion Electroproduction Near Threshold*

T. W. Donnelly

Institute of Theoretical Physics, Department of Physics
Stanford University, Stanford, CA  94305

+

Here we are concerned with the reaction zA(e,e'w-)   A, where theZ+1

energy of the pion in the final state center-of-mass system is near thres-

hold (typically within a few MeV of threshold).  Under these conditions

only non-resohant s-wave pions are necessary and consequently we have the

greatest chance of providing an adequate description of the
proce .  Our

present work (T. W. Donnelly and J. B. Cammarata) is  built on previous

studies (1-2) of the real photon reaction zA(y,A-)   A also for threshold
Zil

pions and here we shall concentrate only on the new aspects which are intro-

duced when virtual photons  are  11155j Some examples of interest  are:

(1.1  3He(e,e'A+)3H

(2.)  3H(e,e'A-)3He

(3.)  6Li(e,e'A+)6He

1                        11         11
(4.) B(e,e'7T-)  C

12       + 12   12         12
3 (50) C(e,e'A ) B, C(e,e'T-)  N

16       + 16   16         16
(6.) 0(e,e'A ) N, 0(e,e'A-)  F

  In (1.-3.) it may be feasible to detect either the pion or the recoil nu-

cleus in coincidence with the scattered electron; in (4.-6.) we assume

that the pion and electron are detected.  Comparisons  of A+ and A- reac-

tions  such  as   (5.)   and   (6.)   may be interesting, since the Coulomb barrier
T

pushes the T  out from the nucleus and draws the A- into the nucleus,

diminishing the strong interaction effects in the former case and enhancing

*
Research supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant NSF PHY
77-16188
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them in the latter. A-comparison of reactions (1.) and (2.) might be

interesting for the same reasons plus the fact that good three-body nuclear

wave functions exist to describe the nuclear states involved. In  fact  to

a large extent the nuclear aspects cancel out in comparing these processes.

The cross section appears   iIi   the   form dz'a/dRedEedfl dE , where   Re   and

E  refer to the scattered electron solid angle and energy in the laboratory

system and where  Q   and  E   are the analogous quantities  for  the  pion,   but

in the final state center-of-mass system.  We consider only s-wave pions

*

in that system and so the integral over Q  is trivial.  Furthermore, we

consider a given nuclear transition energy w and for fixed electron
fi'

energies and fixed electron scattering angle we have a unique pion energy

(i.e., there is an energy-conserving delta function relating the pion

energy to the other variables).  Thus we integrate over pion energies

and write
4

* * 9   2 2d c

J dATT  J dE,T
-

* * E  G(e,e'Tr)  =  47raM/Mr[(ki/k  )  SL(k, ko)dO dE dn dEeel[Tr

2e
(1)

+ (k2/2k2 + tan 6)ST(k, ko)]

where kw = (k, ko) is the 4-momentum transferred from the electron to the

hadronic system,   k=lk I    is the 3-momentum transfer,   0   is the electron  scat-

tering angle,  aM  is  the Mott cross section  and  M.   is the target  mass.    SL

and ST are dimensionless hadronic response functions or form factors

(longitudinal and transverse respectively).  Photopion production is just

a special limiting case of this more general virtual photon expression;

thus we have
3

(27T) a                                                         (2)
'(y, Tr)   =      kMT ST(k,ko=k)
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For the process (e,e') we have the familiar expression analogous
(3,4)

to Eq. (1), but with form factors F instead of S.  For (e,e') the form

factors may be decomposed in the usual manner into nuclear matrix elements

of the vector multipole operators   (3-5)   M         Te£  and  fmag and these opera-
JM' JM JM

tors  in turn involve the forms j L(kr) YL(Rr) '  j L(kr) UM   (Ar) '2 and
£3Ll

+
j I,(kr) ?i M   (0 ) .0    In a like fashion the process (e,e'A-) requires matrixZ-·ILI r -'

-5   -5  fe£5 and *magSelements of the axial-vector multipole operators MJM' LJM' JM JM

Again the forms involving spherical Bessel functions and spherical harmonics

enter, but now the radial parts have as an addition factor the s-wave pion
*

wave function $ (r).  Except for the presence of the pion wave function

and for the specific nature of the axial coupling constants used these

axial-vector multipole operators are the same as the ones used in the

description of semi-leptonic weak interactions Wetails of the for-(4-8)

malism will be given in ref. 9).
+

At least two reasons for studying the process (e,e'A-) come to mind:

(1) The amplitude for the process is of interest in its own right,

(1-2)
just as it is in photoproduction .  We may test the assumptions which

go into the calculation (PCAC, current algebra, soft pion theorems) and

so further explore the role of pions-with-nuclei.  Here the low-energy

s-wave aspect of the problem is useful:  it permits us to study pion-nuclear

physics in a regime where the concepts involved are the clearest and most

testable.  Of special interest in such coincidence experiments will be a

measurement of the angular distribution of the pions (either directly or

via measurement of another related variable such as an energy distribu-

tion).  This will test the s-wave assumption and signal the entrance of

p-wave contributions (the tail of the 33-resonance for instance) via

..               +
anisotropy in the cross section.  The process (e,e'A-) has some advan-
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+
tages o*br (y,A-) in that the 3-momentum transfer may be varied, whilst

the energy transfer is adjusted to keep the pion energy fixed near thres-

hold. In particular for large momentum transfers the final hadronic state

(for light nuclei such as cases (1.-3.) above) recoils with significant

energy enhancing the chances of detection.  Also with high momentum trans-

fer high multipolarity transitions are not hindered as they are in thres-

hold photoproduction where k=ko- m  and one has more nuclear transitions

available to study the production process.  On practical grounds, some of

these high-spin transitions are the ones with the simplest nuclear confi-

gurations and hence clearest interpretations (Cf. electron scattering,

ref. 4).

(2) Perhaps the most unusual possibility that arises with the process

+
(e,e'A-) is the ability to measure the spatial distribution of the pion

wave function.  Given high quality (e,e') data with an attendant one-body

(4,8)
density matrix decomposition, one may make a high quality prediction

+
of (e,e'A-), where this prediction involves the pion wave function in the

radial parts of the matrix elements.  Since in general $ (r) is spatially

varying, the response functions·SL(k,ko) and ST(k,ko) vary with k in ways

which depend on the particular Fourier components of ¢  which are present.

It  should  be  emphasized  that  only  in such virtual photon processes,   (e,e' 'IT),

is it possible to measure the pion form factor.  For example it is not

possible in the real photon process, (y,1), for here as one varies the

momentum transfer (to map out a response function or form factor) one is

forced to vary the energy transfer as well (since k=ko for real photons)

and  hence each value   of k. requires a different  pion wave function. Various

optical model calculations of the pion wave functions show different                  I

spatial forms (e.g., some with large depressions of $H(r) for small r,
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some without)7  these effects should be reflected in the k-dependence of

S  and S
L      T

To conclude this brief report on our efforts in these directions, re-

12;ts are shown  in  Figs.   1  and  2   for the reactions  3He (e,e' Tr+) 3H  and
\6

C Li (e, e 'Tr+) 6He respectiv . The nuclear wave functions used have been

discussed in refs. 2,7 and 8.
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Fig. 1 The longitudinal and transverse response functions SL(k,ko) and

S (k,ko) are shown as functions of three-momentum transfer k

for pion electroproduction with final state center-of-mass pion
*

energy E1 = 3.2 MeV.  The real photon point is indicated by y.

Fig. 2 As for Figure 1.
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IV.1 Knock-out Reactions

T. de Forest, Jr.
I.K.0., Amsterdam

1.  Introduction

The primary motivation for· performing high energy single  

nucleon knock-out reactions, such as (p,2p), (e,e'p) and (y,p)  .
is  based  on the concept of quasi-elastic scatteri l, 21
That is, the scattering takes place on a single nucleon which,

due to the recoil, is subsequently knocked out of the nucleus
+

as a free particle. By detecting this nucleon (energy Ep, momentump)

one can determine in which state it was initially, energy E=E - W,
P

+ +          +                                                              +
momentum k=p-q, where w and q are the energy and momentum

transferred to the nucleus by the scattering or absorption process.

As a consequence the cross section, in the plane wave impulse

approximation (PWIA), is proportional to the probability, S(k, E),

for finding a nucleon in this state in the target nucleus,

a = kin. factors x c S(k,E)N

S(k,E) = < O lak 6(E - EO. + H)ak 10>
where c  is the (off shell) cross section for scattering or absorption

on a single nucleon, and E  is the energy of the ground state of the

target nucleus.

The spectral function S(k,E) provides one with detailed information

about the single-particle aspects of nuclear structure. This is most

easily appreciated in the independent-particle model where S has the

form (neglecting center of mass effects'

S(k,E) = INalta(k)126(E-Ea)a
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Thus a measurement of S provides one with the single-particle

occupation numbers, Na' energies, 6 a' and momentum distributions

|0a(k) 12 .  Provided the orbital angular momentum, which to some extent

can be determined from the experimental data, is known, the latter

can be Fourier transformed to obtain the single-particle wave .function

In real nuclei this basic picture still holds but the single-particle

strength is spread out over various eigenstates of the residual

nucleus, and one expects contributions at very large missing energies

Em = -E (note:.Em>0)  from short range correlations.  This latter               

effect has not yet been seen.

Rather than analyzing S(k,E) into the contributions of the various         

orbitals a , one can also integrate over E to obtain global nuclear                
properties.  For example the total momentum distribution and kinetic

energy are given by

M(k) = fdE S(k,E)
2

T = fdE fd k- S(k,E)2m

Another interesting sum rule is that for the binding energy3)

EO = 1/2fdEfdQ fL + E) S(k,E)'2m

which is exact, aside from the assumption that only two-body forces

are present.  Experimentally it has been found that this sum rule

is not satisfied for most nuclei. It is however too early to4)

consider this as evidence for the existence of three-body forces.  A

more likely explanation is that, since the expected strength at large

Em has not been seen experimentally, the sum rule has not yet

converged. 2)
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2.  Validity of and corrections to PWIA

The usefulness of analyzing knock-out experiments in the way

described in the previous section depends upon how good the PWIA is

and how accurately one can calculate the corrections to it.  Also one

must extrapolate aN off shell.  The importance of these correction

effects depends strongly on the type of process considered and also on

the kinematics of the reaction.

In the region where the quasi-elastic cross section is large

(relatively small k and E) the most important corrections are those

for the distortion and absorption of the nucleons by the nuclear optical

potential. In the analysis of (e,e'p) experiments with proton energies

4)on the order of 100 MeV  it has typically been found that distortion

effects do not modify the momentum distributions very much and that

these distributions agree with those expected theoretically, e.g. those

obtained from Elton-Swift type wave functions. Absorption effects

on the other hand are quite strong.  Thus since the optical potential

is not known very well, the occupation numbers obtained by such analyses

should not be taken too literally. Since both distortion and absorption

effects decrease with increasing proton energy, it is clearly

preferable to work at higher energies. We also note that the problem

of extrapolating aN off shell is not very serious for small k and E
k
2

since in this region one is almost on shell (E = - for free scattering).
2m

In addition there exist other types of PWIA violating processes

whose contributions are usually quite small compared with the main

quasi-elastic process but, relatively, can become very important in

regions where the contribution of the latter is small, such as at

high k or Em.  For example: a) The knocked-out nucleons which are

'absorbed' do not really disappear. Instead they are emitted in another
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channel, usually with a lower energy. This gives a background in the

region of large Em. 5   b) The detected nucleon may not be the one upon

which the scattering took place. For example if two nucleons are

strongly correlated and one is knocked out, the other is also likely

to escape.  Such events are expected to be important in the backward

region, that is antiparallel to q. c) Exchange current interactions,+ 6)

since they involve two or more nucleons, basically violate the

impulse approximation. These effects are expected to be important at

high k. By allowing some of this mementum to be shared with another

nucleon this process is sensitive not only to the value of the momentum

distribution at k but also in a region, roughly determined by the nuclear

form factor, around k. If the momentum distribution decreases

very rapidly, this effect can produce a large enhancement. Recent

high energy (y,PO) measurements are in qualitative agreemment7)

with theoretical predictions based on this picture of the8)

 

reaction mechanism for k2450 MeV/c.  Also, in analogy with the effect

of short range correlations, exchange current interactions naturally

give rise to two nucleon emission processes and thus contribute strongly

at large Em ,

For the purposes of extracting S(k,E) these processes give

unwanted contributions and thus represent corrections which one must

calculate and/or try to minimize by optimizing the kinematics.  On

the other hand some of these processes, in particular those involving

short range correlations or exchange effects, are of interest in their

own right.  Unfortunately it is difficult to isolate these contributions

from those due to direct knockout, since almost nothing is known about

the behavior of S(k,E) at high k and at high E . The fact that the

PWIA cross section obeys a kinematical invariance whereas the contri-

bution of PWIA violating processes in general do not, however can be
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used to help unravel these contributions.  This.is discussed in more

detail in the next section.

Since the corrections to the PWIA are quite different for various

types of knock-out reactions, some reactions are definitely preferable

to others. In particular electromagnetic probes are particularly

clean since the basic scattering process is not affected by strong

interaction effects. Also, since the physics of electromagnetism1)

is well understood, one has at least some idea of how to extrapolate

a  off shell. Between (e,e'p) and (y,p) there is basicially no
N

fundamental difference. In fact in the limit of forward scattering

(e,e'p) is in essence identical to (y,p). However, there are

important kinematical and experimental differences between the two

reactions. Due to the restriction q=w one is only capable of measuring

rather high momentum components in (y,p) . In (e,e'p), on the other

hand, one can measure down to k=0, but is restricted, due to the re-

quirement of detecting a coincidence, to rather large cross sections

and thus relatively low momentum components (k %  300  MeV/c) 4).max

Thus (y,p) and (e,e'p) complement each other very nicely. Recent (y,p)

measurements have in essence·extended the results obtained from (e,e'p)

up to k %   8 0 0    MeV/c. 7)max
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3. Kinematical Invariance of Knock-out Reactions and Tests of the

Reaction Mechanism.

Since the spectral function depends on only two variables it

can be measured in many different ways, provided of course that

the PWIA is valid. Conversely such redundant measurements provide

a means of checking the validity of the PWIA, 'or more usefully

of the methods used to correct for PWIA violating effects. This is

very similar to the way that redundant measurements on the

Rosenbluth plot provide a check on the validity of Born

approximation in electron scattering.

In order to illustrate how this approach can be employed we

consider a schematic model for taking distortion effects into

account, namely we replace the nucleon's asymptotic momentum $ by

an effective momentum 9,10)

F'    =     f   4  1 -17'1/2
in the nucleus. Here V is some average value of the real part of

the optical potential. In order to keep. the model simple we neglect

absorption and the Perey effect (which should be taken into account

when an energy dependent potential is used). In this model the
+

cross section is proportional to S(k',E) where k' = p' - q and redundant

measurements provide a check on the choice  of V  (E  )  used  in  the
P

analysis.

One immediate result of this distortion is that the classical

method used to measure momentum distributions is not really optimal.

The classical experimental (e,e'p) setup is sketched in fig. 1.  One
+

chooses q fixed and | 1 =  | 1 (so as not to have to worry about the
+

energy dependence of V) and varies the angle between p and q.

In this way one varies the initial momentum £= -  , and in particular
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.

one reaches the minimum value, k=0. One, however, misses the

smaller values of the appropriate momentum k' . The result is

that the dip at k=0 for orbits with t>1 is filled in. This is

normally ascribed to absorptive effects,  but as we see it is

also due to distortion. This effect can be eliminated by using

a different experimental setup  (see  fig. 1), namely choosing $

parallel to 4 with 1 1 fixed and varying  Iq I.   In this case one

is guaranteed of reaching k'=0. The corresponding momentum

distributions, plotted as a function of k, are shown in fig. 2.

We note that the parallel setup actually increases the distortion

effects,  but it also makes it much easier to eliminate them.

The whole momentum distribution is simply shifted by a constant

amount, k,-k = p'-p, from the PWIA results.  It is thus not

necessary to "analyze" the results since one directly has the

momentum distribution. If one wants one can also determine  V

from the size of the' shift. With a full DWIA calculation the situation

is of course more complicated, but such parallel measurements

still provide a check on the choice of the optical potential used

and will essentially determine the average depth, thus allowing

one to impro ve the analysis. Following these ideas a parallel

kinematics type of measurement has been recently carried out at

Saclay. 11)

In fr,P), due to the requirement q=w, one is more restricted.

Although one can measure a given initial momentum, k, in various

ways, this requires working at different proton energies, 6  ..

Thus, since the ED dependence of V plays a crucial role, one

cannot directly test whether the correct value of V has been

used.  The proper choice of V(e ) should however give a unique

momentum distribution, thus providing an important consistency
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check of the analysis. This test has been applied in the analysis

of (y,pO ) data in terms of momentum distributions. 10)

In a similar way such,'redundant' measurements provide a check

on whether the high k and E  behavior of cross sections for knock-outm

processes is due to the intrinsic behavior of S(k,E) itself or

to some more exotic process such as exchange current interactions.

In this respect we would like to mention that further investigations

of high energy (y,p) would be very interesting. Measuring the

extent to which the cross sections obey the DWIA kinematical

invariance (i .e. the PWIA invariance, but with the appropriate

corrections made for distortion and absorption) would help

clarify the origin of the large cross sections seen at high k
7)in the experiments of Matthews et al, that is whether these

reflect exchange current effects or are due to the existence of

high momentum components in the nuclear wave function. In order

to answer this question quantitatively a realistic calculation

of the exchange effects must be carried out, in  particular to

see to what extent they violate the kinematical invariance of the

'pure' knock-out cross section.
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IV.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS IN NUCLEON KNOCKOUT

REACTIONS: TECHNIQUES FOR PRODUCING EFFECTIVE

MONOCHROMATIC PHOTONS USING BREMSSTRAHLUNG.

J. L. MATTHEWS

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND LABORATORY FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE -

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

I.  INTRODUCTION

Nucleon knockout reactions have been studied for several

decades using bremsstrahlung beams from electron synchrotrons. The

low beam intensities available precluded detailed studies with any

approximation of monochromaticity of the incident photon (except

in a few special cases). With the advent of the new generation of

high current and/or high duty factor accelerators, experiments
which "differentiate" the bremsstrahlung spectrum and which in

addition provide final state energy discrimination become practicable.

It is expected that much valuable nuclear structure information will
come out of these studies.

The purpose of this report is to[ -&eview briefly the well  
known methods of producing effective monochromatic photons using     
the bremsstrahlung spectrum, indicate which techniques are most

appropriate for particular experiments in the·medium energy domain, j
and to suggest possible extensions of these techniq . Certain

specialized methods will not be considered, e.g. annihilation of

positrons in flight, coherent bremsstrahlung in crystals, or Compton

scattering of laser light by storage-ring electrons. Tagged photon

experiments will not be discussed in any detail, nor will electro-

disintegration reactions (i.e. virtual photons), but both will be
mentioned in certain contexts.
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II. SURVEY OF TYPES OF PHOTONUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS AND SUITABLE

MONOCHROMATIC PHOTON TECHNIQUES

A. Two-body Reactions, e.g. d(y,p)n,d(y,d)Trl,4He(y,3H)P,
4376
He(y, He)n, Li(y, Li)n, etc. Photoreactions in which only two

particles are produced in the final state provide monochromatic

photons in a special way, in that the measurement of the energy

and angle of one of the reaction products determines the incident

photon energy. Here the bremsstrahlung spectrum is an advantage

rather than a drawback, allowing cross sections to be determined

over a large energy range in a single measurement. The range of

the measurement will be limited either by the acceptance (dynamic

range, momentum bite, etc.) of the particle detector (e.g. counter

telescope, magnetic spectrometer) or by the reaction kinematics.

That is, in reactions such as d(y,p)n one is limited to photon

energies in the bremstrahlung spectrum above (E  - 140) MeV if

nucleons associated with pion production are not to be inadvert-

ently detected.
We note that detection of the recoiling heavy particle
36(e.g. He,  Li) provides a method of observing the (y,n) reaction

without the difficulties arising from either monochromatic photons

or neutron spectroscopy. However, one pays a high price in count-

ing rate:  the targets must be thin (3100 Ug/cm2) in order for the

recoil ions to escape, and these ions are generally distributed

over several charge states, appearing at different positions in

the focal plane of a magnetic spectrometer. Resolution and back-

ground suppression must be excellent in order to identify the

masses and charges of interest. A detailed comparison of the

experimental problems and counting rates in a given photon energy

range should be made between, for instance, the 7Li(y,6Li)n and             
76

the  Li(y,n) Li reactions before either type of measurement is             I

attempted.

B.  Photoreaction Cross Sections a(E ) which are Rapidly

Changing with Photon Energy. The classical example of these

processes is of course the giant dipole resonance where structure

of width less than 1 MeV is seen. Although it is unlikely that
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similar narrow features exist at higher energy, we will discuss
these measurements briefly for the sake of completeness. Here

the most efficient method of generating effective monochromatic

photons is that of "yield curve unfolding," where one measures

the yield for the reaction of interest as a function of E , the

bremsstrahlung endpoint (i.e. electron) energy.
1)

The term "yield"may be taken in either a broad or a
narrow sense: the yield of induced radioactivity or the total

number of neutrons, or the number of protons in a specific

energy and angular range defined by a magnetic spectrometer or

range telescope. The problem is then to solve empirically the

set of integral equations   EO

Y i  (E o i)     =         

1

((E )N(E ;E. )d E               (1)Y    Y  u.   Y
Jo               i

for the cross section of interest a(E ), where Yi(Eoi) are the
measured quantities and the bremsstrahlung spectrum N(E :Eoi) is
assumed known. The difficulty with this method is that uncert-

ainties accumulate, and meaningless fluctuations in the derived
cross section can result.

C.  Specific Photoreaction Cross Sections (above the GDR)

which Vary Smoothly with Energy. In the situation where one wants

to know a specific cross section (e.g., Cy,p) to ·a certain final

state) at a set of widely spaced (2 20 MeV) photon energies, a

yield curve is not the most efficient method of measurement, al-

though it has been used. Previous experiments in the inter-2)

mediate energy domain have concentrated on measuring the differ-

ential cross section for the (y,p) reaction , for cases in3-5)

which modest resolution (1-2 MeV) is sufficient to resolve ground

from excited states of the residual nucleus. Two techniques have

been employed, the two-radiator difference method and the3,6)

bremsstrahlung tip method. Both methods require only two runs4,5)

to produce equivalent monochromatic-photon data, compared with the

five or more which would be necessary using the yield curve method

(see ref. 6). Since these two techniques and variations thereof

are expected to be the most useful in future knockout experiments

at intermediate energies, we will devote Sections III and IV
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to discussing their applications and possible extensions in more

detail.

D.  "Inclusive" and Multi-particle Knockout Cross Sections.
The single-particle knockout processes considered above constitute

only a small fraction of the total photoabsorption cross section at
intermediate energies. Multi-particle emission (e.g.(y,2n),(y,pn),

(y,pa), etc.) becomes increasingly probable as the photon energy
increases. Such reactions have been investigated in cloud chamber

work using 170 MeV bremsstrahlung w h i c h s u f f e r s   fr. o m     p o o r     s t a t i s  -
7)

tics and poor energy resolution. It is expected that future

measurements of these processes, which should be very valuable in

elucidating details of the photoabsorption reaction mechanism, will
be performed using ,arrays of counter telescopes and/or time-of

flight detectors, or large-aperture magnets with the particle

masses and energies determined by tracing the trajectories
through a series of wire chambers In either case it is likely8)

that only weak, "clean" photon beams can be tolerated, and in our

opinion this class of experiments ate most suited to the low-

intensity monochromatic photon beams obtained by tagging or by9)

in-flight positron annihilation.
8)
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III. THE TWO-RADIATOR DIFFERENCE AND BREMSSTRAHLUNG TIP METHODS

Our aim in the development and application of these two

methods may be stated simply: to make use of the energy-analyzed

electron beam from a high-intensity linear accelerator and a high-
resolution magnetic spectrometer system to do as much photonuclear

spectroscopy, in the energy region 2 40 MeV, as efficiently as

possible. Since above the giant resonance photonuclear cross

sections are decreasing rapidly, we begin by maximizing the number

of photons hitting the nuclear target by placing a fairly thick
radiator (.02-.05 radiation lengths) just upstream 010 cm) of the

target. This provides a factor of at least one hundred more in-

tensity than in the conventional system in which the electron beam

is swept out of the way after striking the radiator and

the photon beam is collimated to produce an acceptable spot size

at the nuclear target. The former scheme has the disadvantage,

however, that the residual electron beam (as well as the brems-

strahlung photons) passes through the nuclear target, presenting
two problems: i) background and ii) yield from the electron-

induced reactions, which must be separated from the photon-

induced yield of interest. The first problem has been solved

by using a well-shielded magnetic spectrometer to detect the
reaction products. We suspect that this is essential: a magnet

must be present to remove the 'electrons scattered by the nuclear

target; a counter telescope, for instance, would be swamped by this

background. As for the second problem, we must either directly sub-
tract the electroproduction yield, or contrive for it to cancel.*

The two-radiator difference technique follows the latter approach,

the tip method the former, as well be discussed below.

Given that these two problems are solved, the close-

I radiator scheme provides two additional advantages which are per-

haps not quite as important as the factor of 100 in intensity but
are useful nonetheless: i) in analyzing the photoreaction data we
can use the integrated-over-angles bremsstrahlung spectrum formulae

which are thought to be more accurate than those for the angular
distribution of the spectrum, with cutoffs imposed by collimators;
ii) the experiments can use a beam line and spectrometer setup

*

There are in fact two other alternatives: ignore the electron-

induced yield, or use it (s ee Appendix II).
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very similar to that employed in electron scattering experiments -
one need only install a radiator and perhaps alter the focal plane

detector and shielding, which is far less effort than setting up an

electron dump magnet, dump, shielding, y-ray collimators, etc.

A.  The Two-radiator Difference Method. As in conventional,

single-radiator difference measurements, one takes data at two
3,1 0)  ,

electron energies, separated by - 2 MeV (in the work done so far
and subtracts, in order to obtain the yield from the photons in

the uppermost - 2 MeV of the bremsstrahlung spectrum. If the two

radiators used are the same thickness in radiation lengths, the in-

tensity at photon energies below (E -2)MeV will cancel, in the
difference, almost as well as if a single radiator were used. In

addition, one wou'ld like the electron-induced ("virtual photon")

yield to cancel altogether in the difference. This will happen

(exactly, neglecting straggling) if the mean energy of the electrons

emerging from the radiator is the same in the two runs. For this
-2

to occur, the radiators must be of different thicknesses in g cm
That these two criteria (cancellation of low energy real photons

and of all virtual photons) can be satisfied simultaneously may
be seen as follows: We write the bremsstra'hlung intensity per

g cm-2 as *

I g Z(Z;11   x i. weakly (E0,k,Z) dependent
termsk (2)

Ignoring the curly' bracket, we find Il=I2.if we choose thicknesses
-2

t  and t2 (in g cm  ) such that1

Z 2 (z 2+
1)  l(Zl+1)

.t =1 (3)

A 2      ''f  Al
1

1

(or, approximately, Z2/Zlitl/t2).  Now we need                                1

(dE                    AA
Eol- ld.2 4 t l   =   Eo - <d.3  t 2, (4)

and
EE
01-  0 = Ak, (5)

2

the width of the photon difference peak. If we let

dE dE

32  1=  3-2 2-  6
*The form of Eq. (2) assumes that the electron-electron bremsstrah-

lung (°CZ) spectrum has the same shape as the electron-nuclear brems-
strahlung (OCZ2) . See reference 11 for further discussion.
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eqs. (4) and (5) may be combined to give

E C t l-t 2) = Ak. (6)

For given Zl'Al'Z2'A2' and Ak, eqs. (3) and (6) may easily be solved
for tl and t2. Using E = 1.8 MeV/g cm (from dE/dx tables) and

-2

choosing Zl = 4 (Be), Z2 = 13 (Al), and Ak = 2 MeV, we find

t  = 1.67 g cm-2(Be)
-2

t2 = 0.56 g cm  (Al),

both approximately .02 radiation lengths. A photon difference

spectrum obtained using the method outlined above is shown in

fig. 1.  The energies E   and E and thicknesses t and t have
0                            1         2
2been adjusted to give oplimum cancellation of low energy (real)

photons and of virtual photons. (The approximations used for
the sake of clarity in the description above were not used in the

actual calculations.) The different energy-loss straggling of

the electrons in the different thickness radiators prevents an

exact cancellation of the virtual photon intensity, but the net

effect is small, as shown by the dashed curve in fig. 1.
The calculated width and shape of the peak in fig. 1 may

be verified by comparison with the subtracted proton spectron
12      11            12)measured in the C(Y, P) B reaction. As seen in fig. 2, the

resolution is just barely sufficient to resolve transitions to the
11

first excited state (at 2.12 MeV) of B.  The next three states,

at 4.44, 5.02, and 6.74 MeV, are clearly seen as a group but are

not separately resolved. The region of cross section consistent

with zero, between around 8 and around 13 MeV excitation, where
11there are of course many states in B, supports both the calcu-

lated zero photon intensity in this region and the hypothesis of a
direct knockout reaction mechanism.

The contribution of the low-energy tail seenin fig. 1
must be unfolded from the measured proton spectra in order to ob-
tain the yield due only to the high energy peak. This is illustrated

for the case of the 6Li(y,p) reaction in fig. 3 (see also ref. 3).

The proton yield in the -20 MeV excitation energy region remaining

after the tail is unfolded may be evidence for the knockout of

protons from the ls-shell.  However, fig. 3 also illustrates the

difficulties due to statistics (taking small differences between
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large numbers), the magnitude of the tail, and uncertaintied in its

unfolding which one encounters in applying this method to (y,p) re-
actions in which the residual nucleus is left in a highly excited

state.
10)

The two-radiator difference method has also been used at

fairly low energies (40-80 MeV) to study (y,p) reactions on heavier
27 40 59 93

nuclei: Al, Ca, CO, . Nb. Although in these cases one cannot
in general resolve the various final states, it is hoped that use-

ful information about the systematics of the (y,p) process may
result from measuring cross sections to groups of states. The

analysis of these data has demonstrated a disadvantage of the two-

radiator method: simply that the resolution is .fixed at - 2 MeV.

Once the data are taken, not only is there no way to improve the

resolution, but there is no direct way to worsen it, i.e. to sum
over larger regions of excitation energy to obtain a statistically

more significant result. We shall return to this point later in the
discussion of the bremsstrahlung tip method which is somewhat more

flexible.

In summary, figs. 1-3 illustrate the basic features of the two-

radiator difference technique: moderately good (-2 MeV) photon

energy resolution, and moderately good cancellation for photon ener-

gies below the peak. Clearly, better resolution (allowing more

detailed nuclear spectroscopy) and better cancellation (allowing

measurements at higher excitation energies (knockout from inner

shells?)),would both be desirable. The problems associated with

seeking these obvious improvements will be considered in Section IV.

B.  'The Bremsstrahlung tip method. This method may be
described as the "inverse" of yield-curve unfolding: for a con-
stant bremsstrahlung endpoint energy one "varies" the emitted

particle energy, i.e. by measuring a proton spectrum with a
counter telescope or magnetic spectrometer Cross13) 4,5)

sections are obtained by fitting a calculated proton spectrum
to the bremsstrahlung-produced data. The calculated spectrum
contains the theoretical bremsstrahlung spectrum (in ab-11)
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solute units*1. with the electron energy loss and strAggling in
the radiator taken into account, plus the smearing effects due to

proton energy loss in the nuclear target. Providing that the

proton detector has adequate resolution (as is usually the case

with a high-quality magnetic spectrometer) and that the radiator

and target are sufficiently thin so as not to smear out the photon

and proton spectra, the energy resolution of this method is in

principle limited only by statistics. For a simple" final state//

15
nucleus such as N (see fig. 4a), the cross section for the
16 0(y,p) reactions to the ground, 5.3 MeV doublet, and 6.3 MeV

15
state of N can be readily obtained from moderate-statistics data

40 39
(see fig. 4b).** For the Ca (y,p) K reaction, however, only

the ground state cross section may be obtained separately from

data such as are shown in fig. Sb. For the reactions populating
39

the excited states of K (see fig. Sa), the cross section to

regions of excitation energy (2.5 - 3.5 Meg 3.5 - 8 MeM is all that

Can be determined with statistical significance. 10)

So far in this discussion we have ignored the contribution

of the electro-disintegration process to the measured spectra. In

principle, every run with the radiator in the electron beam should

be accompanied by a radiator-out run, and the latter proton data

subtracted from the forner***toobtain the (y,p) yield. Certain

*  The electron beam charge must be accurately measured u-sing a

non-intercepting toroid monitor placed upstream of the r
adiator

and nuclear target.
** The photon energy dependence of the (y,p) cross sections must

also be taken into account in the fits to the data illustrated

in figs. 4 and 5. Since these cross sections at intermediate

energies are smoothly varying with energy, a simple iterative

procedure using the measurements at different endpoint energies

(e.g. Eo = 60, 80, 100, 120 MeV...)
is followed. One "guesses"

a form for a(E ) from energy-independent fits, uses it in the
fits to obtain a better c(E ), etc. Usually only one or two

Y
iterations are necessary.

*** The virtual photons contribute a yield approximately equivalent

to that from a .02 radiation length radiator.

-
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"short-cuts" have been attempted such as deriving an E -,10)
Y

E -, 0 -,
Z- dependent "fudge factor" from a few radiator-in/out

comparison runs by which to multiply the rest of the radiator-in

data. Even if one is willing to double the running time, by

doing radiator-in and out runs at every energy and angle, there is

a complication when relatively thick radiators are used: the

electron straggling in the radiator when present significantly

affects the emergent electron spectrum so that the radiator-in
electrodisintegration contribution cannot be obtained exactly from

10)the radiator-out data These and other details are beyond the
scope of this report and are mentioned only to indicate the prob-

lems one encounters, which become increasingly severe as regions of
higher final-state excitation are examined.
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IV. EXTENSIONS OF TWO-RADIATOR DIFFERENCE AND BREMSSTRAHLUNG

TIP TECHNIQUES

A.  Application to higher photon energies. The'bremsstrah-

lung tip method has been used successfully over a photon energy

range extending from 40 to 400 MeV (refs. 4 and 5). Although the

two-radiator method has so far been used only up to 100 MeV,. there

is no essential reason why it, as well as the tip method, cannot

be extended. All the cross sections involved (bremsstrahlung,

electron collision loss, straggling, etc.) vary smoothly with

energy. Fig. 6 shows a calculated two-radiator difference spec-

t r u m    f o r    E   =  3 0 0    M e v.
Y

B.  Application of two-radiator technique to other resolu-

tion widths. In principle one can obtain either a wider or a

narrow photon difference spectrum by varying the radiator thick-

nesses (see eq. (6)). We find, approximately, that

Ak (MeV) = t (%2.r)
However, for small Ak one pays dearly in intensity, as is

seen in fig. 7, in which case the non-cancellation below the end-

point will make a bigger contribution, as will the virtual photons.

C.  Use of higher Z radiators in the two-radiator method.

In its first conception, the two-radiator method was to utilize

a difference such as I  (k) - I  (k), with the same E , and relyTa Be
on the Z-dependence of the bremsstrahlung endpoint (see fig. 8)

to produce the photon difference peak. Such a method would have

the advantage of simplicity: the accelerator beam energy, tuning,

etc. would not have to be changed, and one might expect greater

stability as well as greater efficiency of operation. The virtual

photons might cancel to a sufficient extent if the electron                  

energy loss in the radiator(s) was small. However, as is seen

in fig. 8, the bremsstrahlung cross section is Z-dependent not

only at the endpoint but throughout the spectrum, due to the

screening and Coulomb corrections. This Z-dependence prevents

an adequate cancellation below the high energy spike, as is

illustrated in fig. 9. Here the radiator thicknesses have been

adjusted for the best overall cancellation over a large energy
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range below the endpoint.  One does observe a narrow (0.4 MeV)

photon difference peak, and it is possible that by also varying E 
for each radiator, an acceptable spectrum could be produced, but

the method is then no longer simple. In any case, the virtual

photons present a problem. Since one runs with the thinner

radiator at the same (or possible higher) E , the mean residual
electron energies cannot be made equal in the two runs,· and the
resulting virtual photon difference spectrum contains in fact

more intensity than does the real photon spectrum (see fig. 9 ).

D.  Measurements at very high nuclear excitation energies
A type of experiment which has recently aroused considerable

theoretical interest is a measurement of the "inclusive" (y,p)
cross section in the 8(1232) resonance region. For instance,

one would measure the energy spectrum and angular distribution
of 50 - 150 MeV protons produced by photons of energy 300 k 5 MeV.

For this one needs a photon difference spectrum of only moderate

resolution, but with very good cancellation over a large range
of lower photon energies. A two-radiator difference spectrum

is not appropriate; the Z-dependence prevents adequate cancella-

tion. A single-radiator, "conventional"difference will work, as

is shown in fig. 10 , but of course now the virtual photons no longer
cancel. In principle one must do four runs for every data point:

[Rad.in - Rad.out]E  - [Rad.in - Rad.out]E '

unless one is willing to "neglect" the contribution ( Z . 02£r) of
the electrodisintegration process, i.e. make the assumption of

a virtual photon spectrum which has the same shape as the real

bremsstrahlung spectrum. (Four runs, however, still make this

method compare favorably with a "dumped" photon beam, in which one

loses a factor of at least 100 in possible intensity.) We should

point out that the difficulties described at the end of Sec. III.B

will exist in this type of measurement, and their importance

should be evaluated carefully for a given set of experimental

parameters (radiator and target thicknesses, energies, etc.)
The main problem associated with measurements at high excita-

tion energies is expected to be that of "small-differences-between-

large-numbers." In addition to statistics, excellent beam
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monitoring and stability are obviously required and detector

efficiencies, dead time corrections, etc. must be known

accurately. Let us examine these problems in more.detail.

We first estimate the proton count rate due to the incident
14)        12bremsstrahlung spectrum. Previous data on the C(y,p) pro-

cess when the sample is irradiated with - 300 MeV bremsstrahlung

yield a cross section per equivalent quantum
2

d a =l  Ub   .
dEdnQ MeVsrQ

Using a 50 VA electron beam and a 3% radiator, one has an in-

cident flux of - lO13Q/sec. The Bates energy loss spectrometer

has a solid angular acceptance of 3msr.  With a 200 mg cm-2
carbon target, one finds a proton rate

dN 2   counts
=  3 x  10

dE dt MeV sec'
P

The spectrometer has a momentum acceptance of 6% (or AE/E=12%);

at E = 100 MeV one finds a total rate in the focal plane detectorP 3
of Nb z 3 x 1 0 /sec. With a 1% duty accelerator, this represents

5
an instantaneous rate of 3 x 10 /sec = 0.3/Fsec = 3 per beam
burst. This is acceptable provided that the data acquisition

electronics and computer system can handle such a rate, and that
dead time corrections can be made with sufficient accuracy.

Now let us estimate the count rate due to the effect we are

attempting to observe,  i.e. the yield of -  100 MeV protons from

300 MeV (monochromatic) photons.  Previous, albeit crude, data
14)

show the cross section to be

d20  0 1 Ub
dEdn MeVsr'

Using the same beam current, radiator, and target, and

assuming a bremsstrahlung difference spectrum. of the form shown

in fig. 11 which contains-3.3 x 10-4 photons per electron

(for .03£r)' we find
dN =3countsdE dt MeVsec '
P

-1
or a total rate in the detector at E = 100 MeV of N  = 30 sec

P                   m
Comparing th.is figure for monochromatic photons with that for
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bremsstrahlung, we find

N                1
m     3 x 10      -2=         = 10

Nb     3 x 103

Since one is looking for a 1% effect in the difference be-

tween the proton spectra produced in two bremsstrahlung runs,
6                                     6

0.1% statistics, or 10  counts/"channel" (say 10  counts/3 MeV)
in each run are needed. This implies a running time of

103 sec. x 4=1 hour (two "photodisintegration" + two "electro-

disintegration" runs), assuming, always, that 50 VA is an

acceptable beam current. It should be emphasized that the beam

current monitoring and the detector dead time corrections must
be known to - 0.1%.  It is quite likely that, on account of the
latter effect, the beam current must be turned down, by perhaps

as much as a factor of 10.
In order to cover the proton energy range from 50 to 150 MeV

using a spectrometer with acceptance AE/E Z 10%, one requires 14

runs. One would like to do these measurements at at least three

photon energies spanning the 6(1232) resonance: say 250, 300,

and 350 MeV, on at least three nuclei (light, medium, heavy), and

possibly three angles (e.g. 450, 900, 1350). One is therefore

talking about a minimum of 400 hours of running.

The question arises whether the technique described above

(photon difference, intense electron beam, magnetic spectrometer

with limited solid angle and momentum acceptance) is the most
appropriate for this type of experiment, which now appears to be

costly in running time and difficult in terms of statistical and

systematic accuracy required. In fact, some data have recently
15)

appeared on inclusive (y,p) reactions using an almost exactly

opposite approach: a weak beam from a synchrotron, photon tagging,
and a large aperture, broad range magnetic spectrometer. The

tagging method requires a coincidence between a counter which de-

fines the energy of the electron following bremsstrahlung (and
thus the photon energy) and the proton detector. Owing to the

high rate in the electron detector, and the problem of accidental

coincidences, the usable beam currents are far smaller, typically

3 ln A . However, since no differences are required, 0.1% statistics

(106 events) is no longer necessary; 3% (103 events) is probably
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adequate. Moreover, one also gains by using a spectrometer with
acceptance - 0.1 sr and.a large enough dynamic range to cover the

entire 50 - 150 MeV range at once. Finally, one can run with a

single electron energy (say 400 MeV) since the tagging counters

will give the photon energy information (e.g. E = 250, 300, 350 MeV).
The comparison between the bremsstrahlung difference and the tagged

photon experiment is summarized in Table 1. It is seen that, given
the above assumptions, the bremsstrahlung different method competes

favorably with tagged photons.
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TABLE I

Bremsstrahlung Tagged
Difference Photons

Counts per 3 MeV required
in spectrum, for each E                      106       

     10 3

0

Runs per spectrum, each E                     4         -     10

Number of electron energies E                 3              1
4

Total events required 4 x 108 3.3 x 10

(E =50-150 MeV)
P

Beam current 5 x 10-SA 10-9A

-2         -4
Radiator thitkness 3  x  10 2 10  1

r r
-3         -1

Spectrometer AR 3 x 10 sr 10 sr

-2

Spectrometer AE/(required range) 7 x 10            1

-10 -14
Events per unit time a 3 x 10 a 10

18             18
Running time a 1.3 x 10 a 3.3 x 10

Relative running time                          1          
   2.5
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APPENDIX I

Accuracy of Bremsstrahlung Difference Techniques

In order to derive nuclear cross sections from photo-

nuclear measurements one must make use of a theoretical form for

the bremsstrahlung spectrum. The accuracy of these spectra is

discussed in refs. 11 and 16, together with comments on the (meager)

experimental data available. Some more recent experimental measure-
17)ments made at Mainz also confirm the basic Bethe-Heitler formulae.

A few specific points relevant to the present paper are listed be-
low:

1. Two-radiator difference method using Be, Al radiators.

For these low Z-radiators the Bethe-Heitler theory should be valid;

the effect of the finite (Z-dependent) cross section at the end-

point is negligible, and the screening and Coulomb corrections

are also very small. However, there are two difficulties:

i) Electron-electron bremsstrahlung, which makes
a fractional contribution of - 1/Z, becomes important. These

11,18)spectra are difficult to calculate and not very well known
-2

ii) Low Z-radiators are relatively thick, in g cm

for a given thickness in radiation lengths, so that the shape of
the bremsstrahlung spectrum is strongly influenced by the energy

loss and straggling in the radiator. The shape of the "straggled"

electron spectrum, in particular its low-energy tail, is not very
well known, experimentally or theoretically (see ref. 19).

2.  Bremsstrahlung tip method using high Z-radiator.

In this case straggling and electron-electron bremsstrahlung are not

important, but the finite Z-dependent endpoint becomes crucial. The

available calculations of this quantity are discussed in ref. 11;
and it should be pointed out that there are no calculations of the

  spectrum in the region [EI - ( -2 MeV)] <k< Eo, i.e. between

the finite endpoint and where Bethe-Heitler is expected to be valid.

Screening and Coulomb corrections are also moderately important
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3.  Consistency checks. We note that the shape of the
bremsstrahlung spectra for low and high Z radiators, the effect

o f straggling, and the whole procedure..for "unfolding" a cross

section from an endpoint proton spectrum can be checked to some
16       15

extent by measuring the same nuclear process, e.g. 0(y,po)  N
with both methods. Such consistency checks have been performed,
with favorable results within the - 20% systematic uncertainties

(from other sources) in the data.
20)

4.  Absolute intensity. We point out that the absolute

intensity, and not just the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum

must be known, since only the electrons are monitored. Few of

the existing measurements of the spectrum have attempted to make

- an absolute comparison between theory and experiment. (This is

also true for the electron straggling measurements; the "peak

height" is not measured absolutely, but only its position and

width, so that the area'in the low energy tail cannot be determined

accurately.)

Finally, we point out in passing that the commonly used,

convenient Schiff formula is wrong, in both shape and magnitude,

as illustrated by fig. 6 of ref. 11.
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APPENDIX II

Electrodisintegration

In this report the contribution of the electrodisinte-

gration process to the measured yield has been treated as a back-

ground which must be subtracted. Another approach which has been

followed by various workers is to simply use this yield, and not

measure photodisintegration at all. The equivalent photodisinte-

gration cross section is then derived from the data with the aid

of a theoretical virtual photon spectrum. A variety of forms of

such spectra have been published , containing different21-25)

approximations (e.g. m  = 0)' some algebraic errors, and many un-

explained discrepancies. A comparison or evaluation of the

published expressions is beyond the scope of this report, but a
few comments might be useful. The crudest assumptions, which lead

to the simplest formula, are those of the Born approximation, for-

ward scattering of the electron, a point nucleus, and transverse

electric dipole radiation only. However, there is no essential

difficulty in integrating over the scattered electron angles,

(see eqs. 1.5 of ref. 22), or in deriving formulae for higher

multipoles. The finite nuclear size can be taken into account

with the introduction of nuclear form factors. For a high Z23)

e so) target distortion of the outgoing electrons has been shown
26)

to be important.
The basic problem with the use of virtual photons, as compared

to real photons, is that in the former case the incident spectrum

is not independent of the properties of the target (Z,A) or of
the energy' and angle of the emitted particle,  so that one cannot

simply "measure" the virtual photon spectrum in one experimental

situation (as one could in principle with the bremsstrahlung spec-

trum) and apply it to other experimental situations.

However, if one is willing to accept this difficulty and the

resulting uncertainties in the derived cross sections, virtual

photons do offer some advantages. There is no radiator to smear

out the electron energy or to multiply scatter the electrons.

Thus the "endpoint" of the virtual photon spectrum is as sharp

as the theoretical prediction and the beam spot on the target may
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be adjusted to equalize the incident electron and outgoing particle

energy losses. These three effects allow the possibility of im-

proved resolution. But one returns, as with the bremsstrahlung
tip method, to the problem of statistics. Even if one can resolve

the uncertainties in the shape of the virtual photon spectrum, and

obtain a form which may:be fitted to the measured yields in order

to derive cross sections (for the excitation of specific final

nuclear states), there must be enough counts in the spectra to

produce statistically significant results. As a comparison, we

note that for the (y,p) measurements made at Bates for EY3 100 MeV
using the tip method, a .05£r radiator and a - 200 mgcm-2 target          
were used. The virtual photon intensity is roughly equivalent to
a .022 radiator, and in order to produce 50 keV resolutionr -2 .(at 100 MeV) a target thickness of 5 100 mg cm  · in the beam   ·

direction is required.
27)
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0.                                                            I. A.

IV. 3 EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS IN NUCLEON KNOCKOUT

REACTIONS: TRIPLE COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENTS

AND 'A VERY LARGE SOLID ANGLE SPECTROMETER

C. P. SARGENT

I.  INTRODUCTION

' Two of the most important problems in intermediate energy nuclear

physics concern the production and propagation of the 8(1232) and the role

of exchange currents in general in producing two-nucledn correlations in

1

nuclear matter. Deep inelastic electron scattering can provide a uniquely

1

precise tool in studying these effects, and an efficient one as well. For

example, considering the scattering of 500 Mer electrons at 60' in carbon,

about two-thirds of the cross-section at 350 MeV inelasticity results in

8 production, and recent estimates indicate that most of the dther third

can produce two-nucleon correlated emission processes from exchange-current

absorption of the virtual photon. The two nucleon processes can only be

studied by measuring two nucleons in coincidence with the scattered electron,

and the 8 processes can be most effectively studied by measuring a  - and

a proton in coincidence with the scattered electron. That is, such a pro-

gram requires triple coincidence experiments, with three spectrometers

mounted about a common pivot point.

Triple coincidence experiments of this type at intermediate energies

in light, nuclei have an experimental feature which should be recognized.

Namely, as will be shown in the next section. they tend to be "cross-sec-

tion" (or "beam current") limited rather than "accidental" (or "duty-ratio")

limited, and one does not expect that improvements in duty-ratio above the

2% now available at Bates will result in increaded efficiency in doing

such experiments. When one deploys the largest state-of-the-art counting
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arrays (in this case magnetic spectrometers) and puts as much beam on th
e

thickest target that can be tolerated (for inelastic electron-scattering,

say 100 microamperes on a few thousandths of a radiation length at most)

and finds that the true rate is greater than the accidental rate, then

improved duty ratio will not improve experimental efficiency, for to do s
o

would require yet more current on the target. Two-arm (double) coincidence

experiments at Bates' 2% duty are almost invariably "accidental" limited,

and one must reduce beam or stop down solid angle or range of spectromet
ers.

1

However, when one adds a third arm, beam current can usually be increased  

or acceptance increased. Instead of triple coincidence experiments being

two or three orders more difficult than doubles, they are only one or two.

The information obtained at 30 counts per hour in this way is often either

unique or more valuable than the information obtained at 30 counts per

minute in the associated double coincidence experiments.

II. A "TYPICAL" TRIPLE COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENT: (e,e'#-p)

The deep inelastic electron scattering cross section from carbon has

been measuredll at 60' and 500 MeV incident electron energy. It is about

-33 2 -1   -1
4 x 10 cm MeV sr   at 350 MeV inelasticity, the region of the 8(1232)

resonance, having increased from a lower value at lower inelasticity. This

behavior would indicate that about half ofthis cross section results in

the production of a 8, in reasonable agreement with theoretical estimates
.

If an electron spectrometer with 100 msr solid angle is placed at 60'

to cover the range from 350 to 400 MeV inelasticity (100 to 150 MeV scatt
ered

4    -1
electron energy), the counting rate will be 1.6 x 10 sec with a full

-3
100 04 of 500 MeV electrons incident on 3 2 x 1 0 radiation length

(100 mg/cm2) carbon target.  (A thicker target would have difficulty with-

standing the beam, would begin to produce significant numbers of counts f
rom
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real bremsstrahlung made in the target. and would make it difficult to

dump the beam without producing background.) Some fraction, f, probably

about 10%, of the 104 sec-1 8' s produced by the electrons detected in

the spectrometer will yield a A- - proton pair with kinematics appro-

priate to production on a free neutron, modified by the Fermi motion

of the neutron within the nucleus and by some refractive and binding

i
effects produced by the other eleven nucleons.

The first goal of a coincidence experiment would be to measure f.  This

could be done by detecting either protons or pions in coincidence with the

-scattered electron and with the kinematics in momentum space appropriate to

the postulated reaction mechanism. The signature would be more convincing

if both proton and pion were detected in a triple coincidence experiment.

Secondly, if f is sufficiently large, the nuclear production dynamics

within the nucleus can be studied and compared to the free production

dynamics.  It is then particularly important to observe both proton and

pion, since the dynamics has several facets and the proton and pion are

differently sensitive to them. The lighter pion acquires most of its

energy-momentum from the 8 decay and is more sensitive to the features of.

that process.  The heavier proton, on the other hand, gets most of its

energy-momentum in the transformation from & rest frame to laboratory,

and is more sensitive, for example, to the initial momentum of the neutron

which absorbs the virtual quantum to produce the 8.

The pion spectrometer covering 30 msr is placed at 80' relative to

the incident electron (67' relative to the momentum.transfer V ) to cover

the range from 106 to 190 MeV. The proton spectrometer, also 30 msr, is

placed at 20' relative to the incident electron (33' with respect to  D to

cover the range from 78 to 104 MeV.  The above ki'nematics are chosen to

detect Tr--p pairs produced at 900 relative to   in the 8 rest frame when

the initiating neutron is at rest in the laboratory. The pion and proton
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spectrometers are well matched to the very large solid angle electron
-*

spectrometer, covering the range of q and w defined by that spectro-

meter. This range, expressed in 8 mass, and still for the initiating

neutron at rest, is 1200 to 1250 MeV, covering the free & resonance

region.

Double Coincidence Experiments - Singles rates in the proton and

pion detectors are estimated to be 2 x 104 sec-1 and 1 x 104 sec-1.  The

estimates are from bremstrahlung data and a 1% radiation length equiva-

lent radiator. With modern magnetic spectrometers, which accurately

define angles within their acceptance range, and with computer-assisted

-9timing analysis, coincidence time resolution of 10 sec for charged

particles is available. Dividing this time by the 2% duty ratio, and

4    -1taking the singles rate for all three spectrometers to be 1.6 x 10 sec

the accidental rate for both the (e,e'p) and (e,e'A-) double coincidence

-1experiments is A = (5 x 10-8) (1.6 x 10-8)2 = 13 sec

3    -1
The estimated true rate is the fraction of the 10 sec (assuming

f is 10%) 8's defined by the electron spectrometer which are detected

by the pion counter for the (e,e'1-) experiment or the proton counter(
for the (e,e'p) experiment. This fraction is influenced by two factors.

The first of these is the solid angle of the detectors when transformed

to the & rest frame (the angular distribution will be assumed isotropic
I

in that frame). The pion detector transforms to 40 msr and the proton

detector to 180 msr.  The detectors have adequate range for these solid

angles. The second factor, allowing the initiating neutron to have

its Fermi motion, is the volume fraction of the 160 MeV/c radius Fermi

sphere which the counters  can  see. This fraction is about  .08  for

the pion counter and.02 for the proton counter. For the double coincidence

experiments, the separation of the two factors is an approximation

resulting in an underestimate of the rate by about 3. Including this
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factor of three, the estimated true coincidence rates are then:

T  =3 x 103 x .04 x .08 (41)-1 = .75 sec -1we

T  =3 x 103 x .18 x .02 (41)-1 = .9 sec -1
-1The expected rates thus calculated are somewhat less than 1 sec , about

5-10% of the accidental rate, and the beam current must therefore be

reduced by a factdr 10 or 20 below the 100' PA used for the calculation.

For both of the double coincidence experiments, therefore, one

-1expects to be counting at about 250 hr , accidental limited, with 5-10DA

on target.  Such experiments are not particularly attractive with a 2%

duty ratio accelerator.

Triple Coincidence Experiment - At 100 WA beam current, the true

doubles rates between w and e' and between p and e' are much sm·aller than

the 0 10 sec-1 accidental rates.  The true A--p doubles rate is di'fficult -

to estimate, but the kinematic region is remot€ from that allowed for

meson production by. real photons on nucleons, and it is probable that this

rate also is smaller than 10 sec-1.  In·this case, the accidental rate

for the three-fold coincidence experiment is
-8 2 ·4 3         -2     -1A= (5 x 1 0  )   (1.6 x 1 0) =l x 1 0 sec

Thetrue triples rate, in this case not underestimated, is determined by

the smaller of the two solid angle and fermi sphere fractions:

T    = 10  x .04 x .02 (4A) = 6 x 10 sec
3                  -1          -2     -1                                     -

Ape

which is considerably larger than the accidental rate.

For: the triple experiment one thus expects to be counting at about

200 hr , beam current limited with 100 WA on target, which is an
-1

attractive experiment.  A duty ratio higher than 2% would be of little

value.

III. ELECTRON SPECTROMETER DESIGN

Two spectrometers with moderately large solid angular acceptance
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(-30 msr), appropriate for the detection of·pions and of protons, will

be mounted about the same pivot point in the new experimental area at

Bates.  These instruments are currently being designed and will not be

discussed further here. We will, however, address ourselves to the

'problem of the specifications.and design of a third, very large solid
angle, spectrometer for the detection of electrons.

An appropriate spectrometer should have at least f 20% range and

the largest possible solid angle consistent with at least 1% momentum

resolution-. Angular resolution for both angles within the acceptande

should be at least 20 mrad, and maximum momentum should be at least

700 MeV/c. The spectrometer should be mounted about the same pivot

point as the other spectrometers; and, in order to exploit the

polarization of the virtual photons, it should have more .than a single

possible position in the azimuthal angle relative to the scattering

plane defined by the other spectrometers.  A wide range of positions

in the polar electron-scattering angle is less important.' The other re-

quirements may well in fact be incompatible with operation at forward

electron angles. A spectrometer fixed at 90 degrees might be acceptable,

at least at the beginning, but one with some variation capability is to

be desired. The spectrometer should be located in the opposite scatter-
-

ing hemisphere to the proton,spectrometer.

Preliminary design of the third spectrometer has centered about         -

the use of a superconducting quadrupole as the only magnetic element.

A quadrupole with 2 kG/cm gradient, 0.5. m by 0.25 m rectangular aperture,

and 0.45 m effective length forms the basis of the design.. The long dimension

of the aperture represents the focusing dimension and the short the de-

.focusing dimension.  The short dimension is bridged at the quadrupole

center by 0.25 m by 0.5Om by 0.12 m of thick heavy shielding between the

target and the focal plane, allowing two "holes" with centers separated
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by about 0.3 m for passage of the scattered beam through the quadrupole

field to the detectors.

The central design momentum at maximum gradient is 500 MeV/c, with a

distance of 0.2mfrom the target to the effective entrance field boundary.

Under these conditions the solid angle, acceptance is about 150 msr, the

momentum range is from 400 to 600 MeV/c, and the central dispersion

about 1 cm/%.  The focal plane is a trapezoid with bases 0.5 and 0.8 m, and

height (along the quadrupole axis) 0.5 m. A central momentum of 700 MeV/c

can be reached by increasing the target - quadrupole distance to 0.3 m,

with a decrease of solid angle to about 100 msr.

The focal plane instrumentation (for electrons). consisting of a

five-layer sandwich, should provide background-free coincidence triggering,

submillimeter position measurement in the dispersion direction, measure-

ment of both scattering angles with about 15 mr resolution, and some

redundancy for noise suppression. The outer layers are vertical drift

chambers with sense wires normal to the quadrupole·axis, the intermediate

layers are plastic Cerenkov counters, run in coincidence for fast trigger-

ing, and the fifth inner layer is a chamber with sense wires parallel

to the quadrupole axis. Incidence angles on the chambers are very

oblique, ranging from 54 to 82 degrees,, so that relatively few active

wires are required to provide the necessary information. About 50 wires

over the 0.5 m should suffice with one-inch deep chambers. Whether one

'    amplifier-TDC channel per wire is required or whether delay-line coding

can be used, as for the present high-resolution spectrometer, will

depend on background levels in the chambers. These levels must be no

more than about one count per two microseconds per channel. Experience

with the present phot6pion spectrometer (in the 14' area) at 90 degrees

and 150-250 MeV incident energy in a roughly similar source-shielding-

detector geometry suggests that background requirements for chamber
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operation will be met at this angle or greater for low. Z 100 mg/cm2

targets and with currents of at least 40 PA.  At a given angle the

situation will improve with increasing energy, provided that effective

beam dumping is accomplished.

The momentum resolution which will beachieved is not certain.

Dispersion, beam size, and multiple scattering will certainly limit

this to about 1 part in 103.  However, it is unlikely that the field

quality in the superconducting quadrupole will allow this limit to

be reached. On the other hand, it seems reasonably certain that 1 part

in 102 can be reached, since the ,angular measurements require acceptable

field quality Only over a much smaller area than the total quadrupole

aperture.  The spectrometer can be calibrated via electron scattering

on hydrogen using the proton spectrometer in coincidence. A principal

goal of more detailed study will be to resolve the field quality-

resolution question, the aim being to achieve, if possible, at least

3 x 10-3.
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V.1 ELECTRON SCATTERING AS A PROBE OF NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

J. HEISENBERG AND J. W. NEGELE

I.  INTRODUCTION

Photons and charged leptons provide the most precise, quan-

titative probes of the nucleus available and a recent review of

the present status of the field, has been reproduced as Article 2.

One obvious conclusion from this review of the data arising from

the new generation of accelerators is that electromagnetic probes

are now sensitive to details of.the full relativistic many body

system of mesons and baryons and thus the description in the

traditional nuclear structure language of non-relativistic
J

quantum mechanics is inadequate.

Nevertheless, for organizational purposes, nuclear structure

has been separated from other topics treated in this workshop.

Such a distinction is at best, only approximate and at worst,

outright misleading. Until one understands the effects of meson

exchange currents, for example, one will never be able to extract

nuclear distributions from one experimentally measured charge,

current, or spin distributions. Similarly, until the high momen-

tum components of the nuclear wave function are thoroughly underi

stood, one will never succeed in removing this nuclear structure

"background" from the isobar propagation one might like to

investigate in (e,e'p) or (y,p) experiments.

One obvious corollary to our attempt to discuss nuclear

structure in isolation from relativistic and meson effects is

the restriction of our attention to low and intermediate momentum

transfer, where relativistic and exchange effects are sufficiently
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small to be ignored or to be treated as perturbative corrections.

With this restriction we obviously cannot argue for new higher

energy machines since the low and intermediate momentum transfer

range can be covered by a machine like the Saday accelerator and

higher energy would at m6st reduce somewhat the time for an

experiment but not add qualitative new physics. Certainly, as

discussed in Article 2, many exciting and fundamental questions

can only be explored at high momentum transfer, and these issues

will be emphasized in other sections of the workshop report.

A second limitation in scope for organizational convenience

is the restrictions of our attention to single-armed electron

scattering.  Again, this rules out considerations of many signi-

ficant coincidence experiments requiring a higher duty cycle than

presently available. The primary justification for higher duty

cycle, as for higher energy, thus properly belongs elsewhere in

this report.

Before embarking on a  review of the topics discussed in the

workshop, it is useful to emphasize the role of electron scattering

as a precision probe. Electron scattering is not just another

probe like the a-particle or the proton with slightly different

selection rules, useful to measure spin and parity of states.

People who treat electron scattering this way to not understand             i

what electron scattering is about. Electron scattering is a

matter of precision.  People claiming perfect agreement of their

predictions within 20% should rather talk about a serious discre-

pancy of 20%. With respect to the collective modes of the nucleus

the role of'electron scattering is not to establish these modes,
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which can be done as.well with the help of other probes, but to

measure the details with such precision that·the only interpre-

tation which can make sense is a microscopic interpretation.

This way the hope is to learn on the one side about nuclear forces

and on the other.side about the precision of our microscopic

approximations.

Although the neutron form factor was not explicitly discussed

in the workshop, our ignorance concerning its detailed structure

has impact on the quantitative precision presently available in

analyzing experiments, so some comment is in order. At the present

time most of the available information comes from scattering off
238

the deuteron. If we take a nucleus like U we find that the

effects of the neutrons as given by the number of neutrons divided

by the number of protons is larger in U than in the deuteron.

Still nobody would claim that U is a better nucleus to study the

neutron form factor because here everything is clouded by the

uncertainty of the nuclear structure. The same is basically also

true for exchange currents or other possible corrections. Electron

scattering to discrete nuclear states is sensitive to these effects

and in a comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental

data these effects should definitely be included. Nevertheless

scattering off these levels seems at the present time not a very

suitable way to learn about these effects.

II. ELASTIC SCATTERING

An ideal case for the discussion of elastic charge scattering

208
is provided by Pb, which is the subject of Article 3. This is
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a nucleus which provides an optimal comparison with mean-field

theory and for which extensive data is available.

There are 272 different elastic cross section points

measured and 6 independent X-ray transitions in muonic Pb.

Parameterizing the charge distribution in the Fourier-Bessel

expansion presents a particular transparent way of finding the

requirements for the experimental work.

N
4 p (r) = Iaj(-)

.nwr
n o  Rn=1

In this parametrization the formfactor at the momentum transfer

nN
q  = r- is given byn R

1 R 1R
F (gn) =2 a n  2 2 - 2 a n-2

n A         qn

Let us assume we want to determine the density at the origin as

precisely as possible. With the density in the center given by

47TP (O) = Ean

and, assuming that the coefficients an have been determined in an

uncorrelated way, the uncertainty is given by                             i

[41TA p  (0)1 2    =    E a a    2
n

In Article 3 a graph of R and the accumulated error
2F(q)q 2

n

[E bal]
, 1/2

i=1
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is presented. From such a graph it is obvious that we do not

improve the total accumulated error much if we measure the form-

2Fq2 .factor in a region where
R is already and stays smaller than

208the accumulated error up to this region. In the case of Pb

the cross section at low and intermediate momentum transfer has

been measured so precisely that extending the data out to a

momentum transfer of 3.5 fm-1 still helped a lot of reducing the

uncertainty of .p (o) . This exercise demonstrates clearly that

two conditions are needed to obtain good information about the

origin: Precise data at low and intermediate momentum transfer

and data extending to high momentum transfer.

A related problem is that of normalization. As is evident

from Article 3, in which the total X2 decrease from 630 to 443

when the normalization of each of the 14 data sets is treated as

a free parameter, such uncertainties may increase the actual

error in the central density well beyond the statistical estimate

given by Eban2.  So once· again the issue of commensurability of

the magnitude of high q data and the absolute accuracy of low q

data is crucial in the design of experiments.

In trying to include all the muonic X-ray transitions

sensitive to the nuclear charge distribution, an inconsistency

arises between electron data and the muonic transitions. This

inconsistency should be blamed most likely on the ihadequacy of

theoretical nuclear polarization corrections and constitutes

another fundamental uncertainty in the extraction of charge

distributions.
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Although this possible discrepancy between theory and
208

experiment in Pb is still unresolved, this case study does

highlight the problems concerning absolute normalization, accumu-

lated errors, exchange currents, dispersion corrections, and

nuclear polarization corrections which are relevant to all

investigations of charge distributions.

On the other hand, there are examples where knowing the

208
charge distribution to the level of precision as in Pb is

useful. B. Frois demonstrated that in predicting pp' experiments
58on Ni the inclusion of the high q data from Saclay still had an

effect on the prediction. Thus knowing the charge distribution

that will at least remove one of the many uncertainties in

predicting pp' data. With the precise pion and proton scattering

data now arising from meson factories, there should be many

applications in which properly conceived electron scattering

experiment can remove certain nuclear structure uncertainties

and thereby significantly contribute to the study of strong

interaction effects.

Elastic magnetic scattering offers the potential for

revealing the ground state current and spin distribution. In

order to focus concretely on the practical issues involved in

extracting accurate nuclear structure information from such

experiments, the workshop considered in detail recent Saclay
87       93

experiments on   Sr and   Nb which attempt to extract the 99/2

single partial neutron and proton wave functions. Undoubtedly,

since these are magnetic transitions serious consideration should

be given to exchange currents, but such questions fell outside
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our purview.., Rathet, as summarized in Article 4, we addressed the

question of whether particle-hole excitations could introduce

significant ambiguity in the analysis.  Although M9 transitions

are relatively immune to,particle-hole contributions there exists

the possibility that M7 transitions (for which the presence of a

node in the transition density causes peaking at higher q) are

non-negligible. Clearly quantitative control over such .effects

as well as exchange contributions is required before one can

believe the nuclear structure inference presented with the original

Saclay results.

III. INELASTIC SCATTERING

-                   208
Inelastic scattering to the 3  octupole state in Pb is

discussed in Article, 5. Experimentally the situation here is

much worse than in:the elastic scattering case. Here we have two

problems. At low momentum transfer the inelastic cross sections

are usually not very accurate because the inelastic peak is a

very small peak on a huge radiation tail from the elastic

scattering.  At high momentum transfer because of limited reso-

lution and poor statistics again the data are not existing or

poor. Therefore, a reconstruction of the transition density can

be done only with larger errors than in the elastic case. Thus

a direct comparison to the theory seems to be more appropriate.

B. Frois and J. Heisenberg prepared a comparison of theore-

tical predictions with some existing data. All the predictions

were made using RPA with different forms of forces. The best

overall agreement is obtained with the semi-emperical Migdal

force. The p-h wave functions were generated using the DME
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Hartree Fock code of J. Negele.  The ground state charge distri-

bution generated with these wave functions describes the elastic

scattering rather well up to a momentum transfer of about 2 fm-1.

This is the same region where also for the inelastic prediction

the larger deviations start to occur. It therefore seems plausible

that the reason for the discrepancy is in the grcund state wave

functions. In the collective model the transition density is

related to the ground state density, or in q space the inelastic

form factor is related to the elastic form factor.  Thus if the

elastic form factor is incorrect beyond q=2 fm-1 the inelastic

has to be wrong too.

Such a collective level is mainly sensitive to the wave

function and to the method of solving the many body problem but

it is much less sensitive to the details of the nuclear force as

long as sum rule approximations hold (such as the Fallieros sum

rules). Most cases of inelastic scattering are, however, much

more selective, and we can arrange the experiment as to whether

we want to probe a,particular part of the nuclear interaction or

whether we want to check the quality of the approximation method.

Let us give some examples:

When we measure the electric form factor of a neutron or              i

207 17
a neutron hole transition such as in Pb or 0 we measure the

effective charge or the core polarization induced by the single

neutron. That means we know from stripping or pick-reactions

the main component of the wave function.  We measure, however,

the small part of the wave function that arises from'the inter-

action of the neutron with the protons in the core.  Thus we
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sample very specifically the neutron-proton interaction.· Since

the core polarization is only a small admixture we can calculate

it almost in perturbation theory which means we have a very good

handle on how to treat the many body problem meaning we really

probe the interaction. Measuring the effective charge of a single

proton we look at the proton-proton residual interaction. On the

-          24other hand if we measure the M6 transition to the 6 state in   Mg

which recently has been done by T. Drake, et. al., at the Bates

Linac we again have a dominant configuration which is d -lf
5/2 7/2

Because of the different selection rule of the M6, however, we

sample a completely different part of the residual interaction

than in the previous cases.

Interpreting the results on the first 2  or 4  states in

the sd-shell region is a completely different situation.  The

shell model calculations that have been done by Wildenthal or

others yield transition probabilities too smallby a factor four.
MY

Obviously, with electron scattering we are probing the question

on how to include the quite important corrections due to core

polarization. This is a case where we ask for the precision of

the approximation method much more than for the particular form,

of the interaction. M. Huber reported a first attempt to solve

this problem by coupling to the many body sd-shell wave function

16the 0 core excitations that are treated using the RPA.

Other subjects in inelastic electron scattering included

excitations of high spin states and collective magnetic dipole

resonances, which are discussed in Articles 6a and 6b.
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IV. DEFORMED NUCLEI

The separate discussion of elastic and inelastic scattering

is inappropriate for deformed nuclei since, at least in the rota-

tional model, they yield complementary information concerning the

same intrinsic state.  As discussed in Article 2, low multipole

transitions for even-even deformed nuclei are reasonably well

understood in terms of the mean-field theory. Hence, it is

important to understand odd-even rotators to at least the same

level of sophistication, and this topic is discussed in detail in

Article 7. For odd-even rotators, the magnetization has two

contributions, one from the odd particle and a contribution from

the convection current generated by the rotation. The part that

can be calculated much more directly is the single particle con-

tribution. The MA matrix element can be transformed into the

intrinsic frame.  For K 0 0 states this gives two contributions

<JfKI|MA||JiK> = <JiKAO|JfK> kK|MAIK>

+ <J.-KA 2K|JfK> <K|MA|-K>1

The second term vanishes for all multipolarities X<2K and the

Clebsh Gordan coefficient in front of the first term is rather

small. As a general rule, assuming that the single particle

contribution is the dominant part, we find that all magnetic                I

scattering except from the largest multipolarity is strongly

reduced, a result that qualitatively agrees with the experiments
25on Mg.  Again in our discussion it became apparent that the

weakest part in our understanding is in the transition region

where neither the strongly deformed nor the spherical picture

holds.
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Finally, we discussed the usefulness of aligning nuclei for

elastic or inelastic scattering for which the reader is referred

to Article 8. The effect of aligning nuclei can partly be under-

stood by looking at the emission of real photons from aligned

nuclei as a counterpart to the absorption of virtual photons

which we have in electron scattering.

Assume the nucleus is completely aligned. Then, the

y-radiation becomes asymmetric. The asymmetry depends on the

spin in the initial state and in the final state as well as on

the multipolarity of the radiation. For electron scattering,

that means we look at the angular distribution of the cross

section with respect to the direction of alignment. Again we can
6-

from the angular distribution figure out the relative strength

of the various multipole contributions as well as their relative

phase.  It is clear that separating the multipolarities requires    · 

rather precise measurements which at the present time require

substantial efforts.

For aligned nuclei in elastic scattering we basically can

determine the static quadrupole distribution of the nucleus. It

turns out that most of the nuclei that can be aligned or polarized

just by cooling are those that are strongly deformed.  Therefore,

one will be testing mainly the relation between the static and

the dynamic quadrupole moment which certainly is of interest.

Realistically in an experiment it will be extremely hard to

measure this to a level of precisicn where one would start

believing any discrepancies found.
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However, there seems to be a very useful application in those

cases where separating the multipolarities even to the 10% level

is a useful task. The main region of application then appears to

be in inelastic scattering in the giant resonance region where

lines are not sharp and different multipoles strongly overlap.

Using the angular distribution of the cross section with respect

to the direction of alignment seems to be.the only unambiguous way

of separating those multipoles.

CONCLUSION

Clearly, the workshop discussions we have summarized in no

way constitute an exhaustive review of the future possibilities

for nuclear structure research with electron scattering. As

befits the maturity of the field, the open questions require more

in the way of physical insight and theoretical developments than

new experimental facilities. Higher energy would, of course, be

useful in increasing cross sections, and a 180° spectrometer is

crucial in isolating transverse multipoles. The most essential

ingredient of all however, remains the vision to select wisely

from the multitude of nuclear states throughout the periodic

table these special cases which isolate as clearly and unambiguously

as possible the crucial questions of nuclear structure.
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Abstract lar impact on our present theoretical·NUCLEAR ELECTRON SCATTERING
understanding and relevance to the special

The status of theoretical efforts to interests of this conference.
evaluate electromagnetic charge, magneti-
zation and current densities in finite 2.  Nuclear Many-Body Theory
nuclei is briefly surveyed. Selected
elastic Coulomb and magnetic electron In principle, the nucleus presents

+                             scattering results, inelastic scattering an exceedingly complicated relativisticJ. W. Negele data, and coincidence experiments are dis- many-body problem involving nucleons, anti-
cussed and shown to raise significant nucleons, isobars, mesons and ultimately
questions well beyond the level of existing

' even guarks. In practice, no relativistic
theory. many-body formalism has ever been imple-

mented which is capable of treating the two-
1. Introduction body correlations already found to be im-

portant in the non-relativistic problem.
Center for Theoretical'Physics Because of our understanding of Hence, it is necessary at the outset to

electromagnetic interactions and the sim- suppress mesonic degrees of freedom, firstDepartment of Physics and Laboratory for Nuclear Science plifications in reaction theory arising addressing the much simpler non-relativisticMassachusetts Institute of Technology from the weakness of the electromagnetic many-body problem with static interactions
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 coupling constant, photons and charged and then perturbatively estimating mesonic

leptons provide the most precise probes of corrections.
the nuclear wave function presently avail-
able. Whereas many high energy nuclear 2.1  Non-relativistic Ground States
experiments manifest sensitivity to inter- The Schrodinger equation may be
esting aspects of nuclear structure, the solved essentially exactly with realisticelectromagnetic interaction is unique in 2,3)interactions for the three-body problem.the degree of quantitative accuracy it
affords. For 'He, 160, and *oCa, the eS formalism of (.0

Coester and Kuinmels, 6)    has been implemented                      »1

Historically, electron scattering
by Zabolitzky 7,01. These results, which are      4

originally provided only limited informa- equivalent to summing G-matrix ladder dia-
grams, three-body Faddeev diagrams, and thetion about nuclear shapes, specifying
RPA ring diagrams, appear to have convergedessentially the half-density radius and the adequately in energy and density and aresurface thickness. Nuclear theory event- believed to be quite reliable.*                                                                       ually caught up with experiment, with the

This work is supported in part through funds provided by mean field (or Hartree-Fock) approximation
ERDA under Contract EY-76-C-02-3069.*000. yielding an excellent understanding of the At a less fundamental level, closed

shell spherical and well-deformed nucleisystematics of nuclear shapes. 13  With the
new generation of experimental electron

throughout the rest of the Periodic Table
are presently desdribed in the mean-field

                                                                        scattering facilities now available, how-
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Research Fellow. ever, the experimentalists have again approximation with density-dependent ef-

surged far ahead of the theorists. Present fective interactions.  Intuitively, the

measurements of charge densities, current mean field approximation, in which the mean
field is defined to precisely cancel the

distributions and magnetization densities
not only probe details of nuclear states most important low order diagrams occurring

for which existing theory is inadequate,
in the expansion of a one-body operator, is

but also evidence the unmistakeable expected to be quite accurate, and explicit

signature of mesonic contributions, f6r comparison with more complete calculations

which no fundamental systematic theory
in light nuclei bears   out this expectation.1)
Density-dependent effective interactions,exists.
of which there are now legion, 9) can provide

To place recent experiments in proper
realistic G-matrix, and, when phenomenolo-
a reasonably accurate representation of a

Talk given at VII International August, 1977 perspective, I shall begin with a brief
review of the present status of nuclear gically adjusted to the proper nuclear

Conference on High Energy Physics matter binding energy and saturation density,
CTP # 664 many-body theory. Due to the limitations

and Nuclear Structure, Zurich, of time and the emphasis of this confer- effectively compensate for the shortcomings
Switzerland.. of the original nuclear interaction and theence, the ensuing review of experimental

data will be grossly incomplete. With omission of relativistic, mesonic and many-
body correlation corrections. Thus, when

sincere apologies to all who have provided     restricted to its region of validity, the
data that is not included, it has been mean-field theory with an appropriate ef-
necessary to select only a few representa- fective interaction yields a systematic, if
tive examples which, I hope, have particu- not campletely fundamental description of

1
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quently see several examples of interesting
W. i .                 nuclear structure in this region which is
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\------3>/ not at all understood in terms of present -F '.             T " 90 '10 200_                                     theory.
2rl                                         DEUTERON                     -2t::--\3// : 2.2 Excited

States                                            / A

If theorist's talents are limited in      17   \                                         '1'   ,
..                                                                                      the microscopic treatment of ground states,

they are paltry indeed when it comes to - 1 1=.. :

rk:....
.-- excited states. The most systematic theory 4
:f c .i-- (RPA) approximation to the linear response Uk- 3»'» 1

for our applications   is the random phase                         -    Fl                                      -    1  'er- r, ->2----               
-                function, 11) which describes the particle- ./\ ---

80. hole excitations induced by the action of Ily      f
1 -·                                          - wave function  and is applicable  to  a very :- 4an external potential on the ground state

./

1= \-/---1/ limited set of collective excited states.
The rotational and vibrational models yield Figure 2. Charge density,

normalized           E                       1
reasonable zeroth order approximations for to unit total charge, calculated from

specific states in special nuclei, but no the impulse approximation form factor \ \.\
-2. systematic hierarchy of corrections in terms (IMP) and including the exchange cur- \   .\ 4

of the nuclear interaction has been applied rent pair term (EXCH). :r

Z  //-7\<L//. specificity of present experiments, tran- that electron scattering yields extremelyto these models. Given the precision and

80.S- sition nuclei are completely beyond our accurate values of Coulomb, transverse
Figure 3. Deuteron charge form factor.

. -  <3/ :
theoretical understanding. electric, and transverse magnetic matrix

elements of the electromagnetic current op- form factor at low q, old form factors
™. erator between initial and final nuclear2.3  Mesonic Corrections-

Lacking a systematic formulation of the states.1,)  In the case of elastic scatter-    2he region for which they are used in
yield rather negligible errors over most of

ing, given data over a sufficient range of
analyzing electron scattering.  However, for2 \ ./ relativistic many-body problem, mesonic momentum transfer one can thereby recon-

effects are treated by constructing effect- struct in detail the charge density, current very precise muonic X-ray analysis, the

-9 ive operators to be used in the subspace of distribution and magnetization density
result is non-negligible. Lamentably, I

N-nucleons which reprodHce the physical produced by all the cons:ituents in the

M
effects of mesons in the full Hilbert space. nuclear ground state.

know of nothing new to report on the neutron
form factor, the ignornace of which con-

- ·h=  400  -   0    -  mo - Several frequently calculated low-order tinues to introduce significant uncertain-
(6'.2,

ties.
contributions to the effective electro- 3.1  Charge Distributions
magnetic current operator are shown in Eq. 1.

Figure 1. Energy of deformation
Due to the significant role that Vis- The two-, three-, and four-body systems

versus mass quadrupole moment. ualization of shapes of objects seems to have been the subjects of exciting recent
play in human cognitive processes, determin- experiments at SLAC which impel us, as never

-+1   -    +1 · 71--1 · 4·1 ·It] „) ation of charge distributions from forward before, to stretch our theoretical horizon
much of the gross structure of nuclear angle Coulomb scattering has always been of beyond the narrow confines of non-relativ-
energies and density distributions. special interest:  Using a variety of tech- istic quantum mechanics. The experimental

(a) (b) (c) (d) niques,9) the high momentum transfer data deuteron charge form factor") and several

One obvious criterion for the validity produced by contemporary accelerators may be theoretical predictions are shown in Fig. 3.
of the mean-field theory is the degree of Term (a) denotes the interaction of the inverted to obtain a precise·determination Although it would be silly to do so at high
shell closure. For poorly closed shells, photon with an exchanged meson and (b) re- of the charge density with almost negligible q, phenomenological non-relativistic nucleon-
it wpuld be surprising indeed if such a presents the so-called "pair" term in which uncertainties arising from model assumptions. nucleon potentials may always be defined to
crude caricature  of the residual interaction  · the meson and photon create and annihilate exactly reproduce the observed deuteron
as the pairing approximation yielded more an antinucleon. These terms represent the To relate charge densities to proton form factor.  Thus< 9;he Reid 18) (solid line)
than qualitative results. Thus, pairing or unambiguous isovector exchange current distributions requires not only accurate and Lomon-Feshbach (long dashes) pre-
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations in open aris iIE from current conservation, 0·j =

knowledge of nucleon form factors, but also dictions are merely presented to set the
or poorly closed shells are theoretically -i[H,p], where H includes the one-pion ex- a quantitative understanding of exchanye scale expected from present potentials.
far less reliable than mean-field results •. change potential. Diagram (c) shows the currents. Although Siegert's theorem Estimates of the effects of

B,T
(short dash-

for well closed shells. i    "recoil" term and (d) displays the creation assures us that exchange current contri- es) 20) and p,1 (dotted line)21  exchange·
i of a virtual isobar. Grave theoretical un- butions vanish at low momentum transfer, currents are interesting primarily because

A second criterion requires that the certainties persist in this approach, aris- these corrections are certainly significant of the degree to which they dominate the
deformation energy surface have a sharp, ing both from the problem of disentangling in understanding present experiments. The nucleon contributions. The apparent dis-

deep minimum at the equilibrium configura- mesonic contributions to the nuclear inter- largest contribution arises from the pair agreement With experiment is inconsequential,
tion.  Otherwise, zero-point motion in the action, which has been described in terms term, Eq. lb, and its effect in *He and being easily resolved by the introduction of
deformation coordinate will produce signif- of a static potential, and from our general 4 oCa is displayed in Fig. 2.151 reasonable meson-nucleon form factors. In

icant admixtures of additional components ignorance of the interactions between the asymptotic limit of arbitrarily high q,
into the nuclear wave function, substan- hadrons and mesons. Starting at the beginning of the Per- one might hope to describe the deuteron in
tially altering it from the mean-field iodic Table, the only new surprise concern- tenns  of 6 quarks, in which case elastic
prediction.  As a specific example, Fig. 1 3.  Elastic Electron Scattering ing the proton is that its rms radius ap- scattering necessitates th 2fistribution of
demonstrates the softness of nuclei in the pears to be 0.872.02 fm, about 10% laFger
nickel region. Clearly, mean-field theory Yhe contributions of intermediate ex- than the generally accepted value.16/ Since   Y8 symptoticebehavior (dash-doet  rve) ing

is of little use here, and we will subse- cited nuclear states are sufficiently weak') this results from a slight curvature of the clearly has not yet been attained

2
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Figure 4.  Absolute value of charge Figure 5.  Charge density for 'He. line). The exchange contribution is
cluding exchange corrections (dashed   I- Doic only

form factor of 3He.
= e. ond F. 00,0given by the dot-dashed line.

0.5-                                                                 -in the region accessible to experiment. effect of form factors. It would be just the viewpoint of a theorist, who doesn'tAlthough various approximations below the as serious a mistake to think that the left 1 1                                         1have to worry about the unpleasant proper-
onset of scaling happen to be roughly con- hand solid curve, instead of the dashed                                                                         2          4          6
sistent with experiment, this agreement curve, represented the effect of short range cries   out   is a comparison  of   3H  and   'He

ties of tritium, an experiment which simply ,(fm)

constitutes no more proof that one has seen correlations on the nuclear density in 'He form factors up to at least 25 fm-2.  Since
quark effects in the deuteron than agree- as to forget to remove the effect of nucleon the dominant exchange correction is iso- Figure 8.  Interior charge densityment for some non-relativistic potential form factors.

vector, it contributes with opposite sign of zo'Pb.  Note expanded scale.
would prove that relativistic an  mesonic in the two nuclei, as shown in Fig. 6 for                                                ,)corrections are negligible.23,24 Since exchange currents are so impor- an old calculation with S-state wave cluding and including muonic X-ray data.

tant in light nuclei, experimentalists functions calculated with the Reid poten- The statistical inconsistency between
Comparable experiments at SLAC on should clearly try to perform experiments

3,4 tial.  The effect is quite dramatic, muonic and electron data gave some hope
He have just been completed,25) and the which focus as completely as possib le   on

results for 'He are shown in Fig. 4 with these effects with as little contamination
exchange current theory. the density matrix expansion (DME) result32   
offering an unusually stringent test of any that the discrepancy with theory, of which     W

older data26) and several theoretical cel- from other uncertainties as possible. From denoted by the solid line is a representa-culations.  The Reid potential resultu, The case of 'He is very similar to that tive example, was of experimental origin.
(short dashes) again falls significantly
below experiment.  Adding exchange correc- ,--7--r-r7--r-r-r-T T .r of    'He. The result of including exchange This hope was further reinforced by new

corrections with es wave functions incor- Maine  data. 3 3) The density obtained  from
tions, the most important of which is the 4-4 porating both two- and 3-body correlations these results, shown in the lower portion
pair term, Eq. lb, increases the form facto 'w.„ '1

for   the Reid potential is shown  in  Fig. 7.8) of Fig. 8, not only agreed spectacularly
significantly   (solid  line) .   . The  additional w. -      I -
inclusion  of the recoil contribution, Again, the minimum   is sh ifted inward and with theory, but also was apparently con-

ele high q form factor strongly enhanced. sistent with muonic data.
Eq. lc, yields agreement which is probably                                                                                                       -
fortuitously good.28J  Finally, the dash-

4.                       -                      corrections of Fig. 7 are very similar to As much as I might have preferred to
It is also interesting that the exdlange

dot curve shows the r  ults,of pre-scaling                                :
quark model arguments , which were consis- r--2   *1 • * :                             -          the

much simpler calculations of Ref. 15 , end the discussion here, the exceedingly
which used the pair graph with a determin- impressive data spanning 11 decades intent with the deuteron data, emphasizing            j        '  >1:--          ./-\.\\ ; ental wave function, raising the hope that cross section shown in Fig. 9 was subse-

the limitations of such descriptions below e 2 - one may at least estimate sudi effects with quently taken at Saclay. Although the DME
the asymptotic

region.                                                                                           :                        'I      n:                          \  1
'< relative ease. prediction, denoted by the solid line,

.'. appears excellent by conventional nuclear
Densities for 'He obtained from in-                                  '           A

Hi?h momentum transfer experiments on physics standards, in the region of 2 fm-1,
verting the experimental data are denoted  k          4  ;4;1 1:4 1 6. . . . . . . . • • . 28Si# S, and 5'Ni wege reviewed at the the Saclay data agrees with the Stanford
the shaded regions in Fig. 5, where the ..,=.. ..(,m.9

Santa Fe conference.30, Since none of data and definitely disagrees with the--
right portion shows the total charge density these nuclei satisfy the criteria for the Mainz results, yielding an experimental
and the left section presents the result validity of the mean-field approximation density similar to the upper curve in

25)
obtained after unfolding the effect of Figure 6.  Absolute value of charge very well, the case of 208Pb is of parti- Fig. 8.  Careful remeasurements at Mainz
nuclear form factors. 26,  The dashed curve form factor for 'He without exchange cular interest to theorists as an optimal confirm the Saclay result, and simultaneous
in each case is essentially the Reid corrections (a), and·including ex- test of mean-field theory. A year ago, as analysis of all the old data psed in Ref.
potential result with no exchange correct- change corrections (b). The exchange

shown in Fig. 8, the experimental situation 36, as well as the original' 4 and re-
ions and the solid line shows the density contribution is given by curve (c). was very confused.1)The upper curves show measured"  Mfinz data, Saclay data,") and
including the contribution of exchange the interior density reconstructed from the Tohoku data37  yields the result shown in
currents.  As one expects intuitively, original Stanford experiment 3 1)  both ex- Fig. 10. If one takes the barely percep-
exchange corrections are comparable to the tible statistical error envelope seriously
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Figure 11. Differences in equivalent
radii for adjacent odd-even nuclei in f, ,r

4·

=                                               mfm,  with a typical experimental un- 20 23 10 20             2.5             10

P.L- certainty of 0.7 mfm. .  1,/-11                                                                    „.0 --
q  {,m.)

%      4    6 fl  8    10Figure 12.  Magnetic cross sections
and exchange current and dispersion correc- from  nuclei   with  odd 99/2 nucleons.

K)*_
tions turn out to be negligible, there is The left panel shows M9 cross .2-

an interesting discrepancy with theory. sections as a function 9f q for '3NbThe theoretical S-state lump inside 1.5 fm and cross sections for.,- Sr on a
Figure 13. Transition density fordoesn't worry me, because it is completely scale compressed by the factor B. excitation of the 3- state in 20'pb.

plausible that residual interactions The right panel shows a mean field
0- smooth out quantum density fluctuations. theory prediction (dashed line), a

* Rather, the fact that the average theoreti- Woods-Saxon fit (solid line) and and differ only sli4htly in radial scale.
I cal density inside 4 fm is too high indi- experimental data as a function of Assuming Rp(r) = Rn(Br)83/2 yields the ex-

M
*- cates that there may be a basic error in the effective momentum transfer. cellent agreement shown in the left-hand

overall balance of volume, Coulomb, sym- portion of Fig. 12 for the compression
metry, and surface energy which determines factor B = 0.954 f .006.42 When corrected

e- the gross shape. Before one takes the Fig. 1 invalidates the mean-field approxi- for binding energy effects, the inferred
statistical error estimate as a realistic mation. ratio of neutron radius to proton radius of

indication of the total error, however, 8* = 0.962 is reasonably consistent with
OQ'.. .  1 15 10 15 there are a number of inconsistencies to be 3.2  Magnetic Scattering mean-field values of 0.98 to 1.00, hnd

understood in the data.  The total X 2 of In elastic scattering, parity and grossly inconsistent with the degree to
Figure 9.  Cross section for elastic 629 for 265 degrees of freedom drops to 443 time reversal restrict the contributions ofscattering from 20'Pb at 502 MeV

which neutron radii should be systematically
if the absolute normalization for each set the trensverse electromagnetic current to odd decreased below mean-field predictions to

compared with DME prediction (solid of data is treated as a free parameter. In magnetic multipoles;37 which provide de- anomaly. 44 )
resolve the Nolen Schiffer Coulomb energy

line). this minimization, the nonmalizations tailed information concerning the spatial
change  by as much as 8.5%, and much smaller distribution of ground state 4  rrent and-- changes have been shown to completel 6 e- magnetization distributions. Since the The right panel of Fig. 12 shows that

W.------ 200Pb move an apparent central depression. full exploitation of magnetic scattering
the direct comparison with experiment of

1111 1            «   'i, -I'\

Furthermore, the muonic P-state energies awaits the completion of 1800 spectrometers,
the single-particle mean-field prediction

-         still remain in strong contradiction with we will restrict our attention to a single
for neutrons is unsatisfactory. Although

the combined electron scattering data. example which exhibits the physics poten- few low-lying particle-hole admixtures

tially available in carefully selected couple to M9, configurations such as
Density differences between isotones experiments.

9,k-1 d,k couple to M7.  Since the result-
and isotopes give valuable information ing transition density has one node, its

Bessel transform peaks at much higher qabout the spatial distribution of valence
Backward angle hi h q elasticprotons and the polarization of the core, scattering at Saclay on  'Sr and 93Nb has than for the g,R orbital and may well fall

-       and several intere ting examples have been
explored the g,  single-particle wave into the range of the single particle M9

reviewed by Sick. A particularly vivid function for a neutron hole")a2 - \ -

example of how such results emphasize the

- , ' ' ' ' ' , 1- particle.43)
and a proton peak. In addition, one needs to d

etermine
In the single-particle model

inadequacy of present theory is provided by for a state with j=£+1/2, the orbital cur- EEii:;  i·Diiii;iE 8:EE,F.Fer- Irecent systematic electron scattering and rent does not contribute to the highest
muonic X-ray experiments in the Ni region.38 multipole, so the pentakosiadodekapole change currents. Until these theoretical

2           4           6 8 Fig. 11 displays the pronounced odd-even transition directly measures the jg Bessel uncertainties are resolved, the extent to
,(f„13 which these provocative experiments may bestaggering of charge radii in this region, transform of the spin density of the g,h

Figure 10.  Charge density of 2 0 .Pb
and subsequent unpublished data39) display nucleon in each case. Since knowledge of interpreted at the single-particle level

obtained from simultaneous analysis the form factor in the limited region forit in additional neighboring nuclei. Al- will remain unclear.

of all electron scattering and which M9 dominates is insufficient to re-
though Bertschu) explains this effect by
the enhanced core polarization (and result- 4.  Inelastic Electron Scatteringmuonic data. The thickness of the construct the shape of the radial wave
ing radius increase) due to the coherentsolid curve denotes the statistical function, the most model-independent com-
effect of two paired nucleons, no meaning- The high resolution and relatively

error envelope, and the dashed curve parison of the two g,h wave functions is
shows the DME prediction. obtained by assuming that the proton andful quantitative calculations exist in this large momentum transfer presently available

region because the softness displayed in offers unprecedented opportunities toneutron orbitals have the same basic shape explore the structure of excited states.
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:.7 : 4  *74         :     9         " ...1        ; t...-ical proton and neutron density Figure 15.  Experimental values of „.-/1, j M  , \ ) , .'2      -  ' . . . . . . . . ,distributions. Density contours are
in increments of 0.005 fm-3, the 0/aMott for the ground state rota- ....„........

tional band in 102Sm. ...1.-' 11labels denote the density multiplied

0/CMott for the ground state rotat- ,\
by 100, and r and z are in fm.

...,-9

Figure 16.  Experimental values of 1 \
packet of various angular momentum states,4.1  Discrete Excited States
yields significantly different transition ional band in 15 'Er and 23 'U, com-

r-1 A limited range of vibrational densities than Legendre expansion of the pared with several mean field
81  excited states is reasonably well described intrinsic density, it has been shown that predictions. .  '*Tr.   0   .   .   '7,

01  by the RPA.  Thinking in terms of the up  to 6+ states in nuclei of interest, 4the
»

linear response of a system to a weak projection corrections are negligible. ties such as dispersion corrections and
external potential of frequency w and wave Of somewhat greater concern is the possible the effect of K 0 0 admixtures must be
number k, the RPA simply sums chains of effect of including X 0 0 admixtures into resolved. Figure 17.  Transition densities
particle-hole excitations relative to the the wave function, and these correctionsu) for excitation of the second 2+
mean-field ground state.  A particularly should definitely be evaluated. To avoid giving the impression that state in Zn isotopes.  Error
favorable case is 20'Pb, for which the RPA the preceding carefully selected examples envelopes are indicated by shaded
with a very simple effective interact- Inelastic transittons up to 6+ states of rotational and vibrational nuclei are areas. Note the different scale
ion:1,45) is campared with the transition in 152Sm from Saclay are compared with representative of our general level of used for 7 0 Zn.
density obtained from Mainz data46' in mean-field predictions'l), denoted by dash- theoretical understanding of transition
Fig. 13.  Other interactions yield similar ed curves, in Fig. 15. Serious discrepan- densities, a last example is taken from
agreement, and very modest modification of cies arise in 4+ and 6+ excited states, and the region of soft, and thus intractable,

4.2  Ouasi-elastic scatteringthe effective force yields an excellent are most plausibly attributed to the fact nuclei shown in Fig. 1.  Transition
fit.67 that 152Sm is not a verr good rotator.52) densities to the second excited 2+ state Although, in principle, the linear

Fig. 16 shows MIT data  4 for two better in Z?4iso;opes reconstructed from Mainz response function depending on frequency w
Inelastic scattering within the rotators, as well as predictions from data are presented in Fig. 17. Al- and wave number q determined from in-

ground state band of rotational nuclei is various mean-field theories. The most though the excited state spectra do not elastic electron scattering could measure
presently described by a single intrinsic realistic of the effective interactions change dramatically between 64Zn and NZn, short-range correlations in the charge
state calculated with mean-field theory. (DME) yields good agreement up to 4+ trans- it is clear from the transition densities distribution, the 1% accuracy required and
In this approximation, the transition itions in the rare earths and yields cross that the structure of the second 2+ states uncertainties associated with meson pro-
density for a 0++J+ transition is simply sections which are systematically too low in 68 Zn and ' Zn differ significantly from duction render such detailed information
given by the Jth multiple in a Legendre for 6+ transitions.  In 238U, where the each other and from 64Zn and 66Zn. Although inaccessible at present.50)  In practice,
expansion of the charge density of the , rotational model should be even more ac- one might expect qualitative differences instead of measuring the full q, w depen-
intrinsic state, and typical examples 101 of curate, the DME predictions are in reason- from the fact that 64Zn and 66Zn have dence of the response function, the cross
theoretical deformed density distributions able agreement for all the transitions. double minima, 6 Zn has a rather shape- section as a function of energy loss is
are shown in Fig. 14. Interesting quali- The Skyrme V and VI curves bracket the full independent energy, and closed shell -Zn measured at fixed angle, as shown in
tative features are evident in the range of results obtained with Skyrme has a deep single minimum in Fig. 1, one Fig. 18, thereby providing the linear
intrinsic density itself, such as, the forces and.suggest that the 6+ discrepancies may hope that systematic precision data of response for a particular line in the q,
decrease in hexadecapole moment in the act- in the rare earths are not to be resolved the quality displayed in Fig. 17 will w plane.
inides which is also observed in the rare by fiddling with the effective interaction. stimulate efforts toward a quantitatively
earths. Although one might worry that Clearly, before rotational nuclei may be The most complete theoretical analysisviable theory.
projection of the deformed mean-field wave further exploited to learn about details has been performed57) for 'He.  Using a
function, which actually represents a wave of nuclear shapes, theoretical uncertain- Faddeev solution for the three-body wave
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21. Deuteron photodisinte-

4            . : . *
....."' 4 - A  - - 14/8,0,A

· '                Aid        :
- gration cross sections for protons

at 00.

1   A 1,2,        -   1 '4  1 •"- sistent with present theory as shown in
Fig. 21. In spite of the fact that cal-t.t. A

1 1    :It 1 1 Figure 20. Deuteron electrodisin-
culationsGU with various Feshbach-Lomon
(FL) potentials indicate reasonable

...
..,

........7

lA 14* ...'AIA....·

tegration cross sections at am

.  ... ..¥
energy 1.5 MeV. sensitivity to the D-state probability,

neither inclusion of exchange currents and
1 / isobar contributions (MEC&IR) nor variationthreshold enhancement over the impulse

.-
1,4,1,1 Figure 19.  Quasi-elastic cross sec- approximation prediction for recent Mainz

over a reasonable range of D-state proba-
bility can resolve the discrepancy. Due to

tions extending into the 833 reson-
the difficulty of the experiment, theoristselectrodisintegration dota is well explained

...,
...-*6<..

ance region.
by exchange curredts.541

should probably wait for independent con-     firmation before expending too much effort  N%  . 40 - .zo •to ,. 2•0 ,•O :re ,00 5.  Coincidence Experiments
•f ev  seeking exotic dxplanations.

much remains to'be understood concerning
Figure 18. Quasi-elastic cross pion production and isobar propagation At the expense of introducing con-

siderable ambiguity arising from final 5.2 The Spectral Function,  S (k,E)
sections for 'He, 12( and 208pb. above the quasi-elastic peak.

state interactions, more specific nuclear A quantity of particular theoretical
function with the Reid potential and 4.3  Deuteron Electrodisinteqration structure information is attainable by interest is the spectral function

measuring final hadrons in coincidence with
explicitly integrating over appropriate The deuteron merits separate discus- the scattered electron. Due to the limita-

S(k,E) = I|<(A-1)*|ak|b|* 6(E-EA'-1 + EA)two- and three-body final states yields the sion from that in the last subsection due tions imposed by present duty cycles,solid curve s' ich   is  compared with experi- to its unique sensitivity to exchange
(e,e'N) data, where N denotes any nucleon,mental data  , in the top panel of Fig. 18. currents.  Near breakup threshold, maynetic is very sparse. Whereas I shall relegate (2)For heavier nuclei, a much simpler theorys') dipole transitions between the 'Sl _ Di discussion of meson production to a more ap-in which one only considers particle-hole

excitations in a simple Fermi gas wave
groundstate and the 1 So continuum state, propriate session, I have taken the liberty which specifies the probability of finding
which are sensitive to isovector exchange of including selected (y,N) results because a nucleon in the ground state of nucleus Afunction appears adequate, as shown by the curfents, are unmasked by electric dipole

solid curves for carbon and lead in the of the intimate physical connection of the with momentum k and removal energy E. The
transitions which must connect to a P-state. on-shell limit to the more general virtual most complete calculation57) of S(k,E) haslower two sections of Fig. 18.59)  The

width of the quasi-elastic peak specifies photon exchange in (e,e'N) reactions. been carried out for the three-body pro-Back angle scattering with kinematics

the range of the dynamical Pauli correla-
chosen to impart large q and very small w (Purists who are upset at such a flagrant blem, yielding the results shown in Fig. 22.
is greatly enhanced by exchange currents, digression from the assigned topic may The dashed curve corresponds to two-bodytions, yielding an average value of kF, and
which provide a natural mechanism to share perhaps console themselves in the fact that break-up (in units of fm-31 and the solidthe peak position specifies an average

nuclear interaction energy r contributing momentum equally between the two nucleons the y's are produced by electron scattering,   contours indicate that the strong repulsive
and thus produce a final state with 10.

to the particle-hole propagator.
relaN-vi Fomentum. Particularly striking nificant probability at high k and large E.

generally even at the same accelerators.) core of the Reid potential introduces sig-

At higher energy in the region of S (k,E) for 3He would be exceedingly inter-
data  '  1 for a range of q at fixed 5.1  Deuteron Photodisintegration A careful measurement of the details of
relative energy of the proton and neutron,the 43 resonance, the response function Ecm = 1.5 Mev, is shown in Fig. 20. Al- In the context of non-relativistic

is dominated by isobar-hole rather than esting and should be pursued with high
though impulse approximation using the Reid quantum mechanics with a specified poten-

particle-hole excitations.  The predictions priority.  At present, however, we must be
potential disagrees with experiment by up tial, the deuteron offers the unique oppor- content with the inclusive (e,e') crossof a simple zero-width isobar models') are to an order of magnitude (dashed curve), tunity to completely eliminate uncertainties section shawn in Fig. 18 in which thedenoted by dashed lines and compared with in the initial and final state wave func-

data on several nuclei in Fig. 19.60) The
inclusion of the pion and pair terms, spectral function has been integrated with
graphs (a) and (b) of Eq. 1, raises the tions. Although experimental photodis-

agreement in the second peak is generally respect to the nucleon momentum.
cross section into essential agreement integration data are in rough agreement with

worse than the particle-hole result (solid (curve A):3)  Addition of the isobar term, theoretical predictions for total cross Saclay (e,e'p) measurements67) on 12C,
line) for the quasi-elastic peak, and it
is clear from both Figs. 18 and 19 that graph (d), yields a small further increase sections, a recent Mainz measurementGS) of 2'Si, *aCa and "Ni provide our first

(curve B).  A similarly dramatic 60% 2HCY,P) for protons at 00 is quite incon- detailed glimpse of S(k,E), and a sketch68)

10                                                                                                  11
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ejected nucleon, and a reliable quantita-
tive description of such processes is well

.h.E beyond the state of the art. Another po-
1. 'f.., 2- tentially interesting contribution in the

I \\                                                                                                10'              ...    I I
region of 500 Mev/c arises from the pro-

60                                      0                                       bar.  Although initial calculations seemduction and propagation of a virtual iso-

•2- 73'. .... qualitatively reasonable, one needs an
5 . accurate, well-tested theory of the high

C                     & momentum component "background" before use-ful quantitative information about isobar=
3   1                                                                                                                          9                                                                                                                propagation   can be deduced.

r        ·                       1                                             E                                                          6.  Conclusion»                                                                                   t. '*

,-4                            2 16'                                                                                                    2                                      1 1 1 1                                                                  The

most obvious conclusion  in  the
5                    m .2 light of the wide range of superb experi-

. ,                                                                                                                 i                          :1% .
mental data being produced by the new

a#               1
generation of accelerators is that the ball
is definitely in the theorist's court, and

/                                                                                                                                   .5                                                                                                                                                    #                                                                         iIi i with rather high mamentum at that.  The4,•4"                                                                   8
* Ids                                                                                                       2                                                           i                                  mean  field-theory  has been pushed  just

i f            very little to be learned by continuing to
about as far as is sensible, and there is

Figure 22. The spectral function,

S (k,E),    for   'He.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 =-                                                                            1 1  

invent  more   and  more new effective inter
actions or by taking too seriously minor

0 100 200      300      400 500 A. discrepancies between predictions of dif-
MOMENTUM (M c)

 0            2 0    .MOIEIIN IM.v; 0           800 * m ferent btands of reasonable interactions.
The real issue is the relativistic many-
body problem, involving substantive theo-Figure 24.  Cross sections for "C(Y,Po)
retical questions as fundamental, as dif-and 1 IC (e,e'p) reactions. Figure 25. Cross sections for the 160
ficult, and as challenging as are to be

CY,po)reaction. found anywhere in theoretical physics. If
constructed by slightly smoothing the ex- electromagnetic probes of nuclei serve to
perimental "Ca results is shown in Fig. 23. (solid circles) is compared with the (e,e'p) nudge us closer to a solution, they will
In addition to peaks at energies appropriate data of Ref.67) Copen circles), and the con- have served us well.
to  OdM,   15 1/2   and Odin single-particle wave sistency in the region of overlap lends                                                kifunctions which agree semi-quantitatively some confidence in the treatment of dis- Acknowledgments Wwith the Fourier transforms of single-par- tortion. In the single-particle model,
ticle wave functions, interesting widths the impulse approximation yields the The author is grateful to Ramond Arn-
and strength at high q are evident which Pourier transform of the single-particle old, Peter Demos, Bernard Frois, G. Liihrs,
probe beyond the simple single.particle wave function, and the solid line shows R. 0. Owens, S. Penner, A. Richter, and
model. Significant uncertainties in final that an Elton-Swift' 1) Op wave function is Ingo Sick, for helping to bring him up to
state interactions introduce errors in oc- quite consistent with the data. date on recent activities at the major
cupation number of the order of 40% in "C         ·                                             electron accelerators.
and 20% in uCa, so (e,e'p) experiments are Figure 25 displays comparable Glasgow
still far from yielding the degree of pre- data"1 (solid circles) and high momentum
cision required for significant impact on data from Bates") for the .160(Y,P ) re-
theory. Perhaps until the reaction theory action.  The solid curve again den8tes the References
problems are resolved, the most convincing momentum distribution predicted by an Elton
case experimentalists can make for the re- Swift wave function, and should not be *    This work is supported in part throughliability of their extraction of S(k,E) taken very seriously beyond the first mini- funds provided by ERDA under Contract0 would be to measure sets of significantly mum, where the single particle picture EY-76-C-02-3069.*000.8

9 9 /'„. different kinematics which correspond to breaks down and where slightly different
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the same values of k and E. realistic wave functions yield results dif- +    Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Research

w                                                                     fering by as much as several orders of Fellow.
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/   15 /4 5.3 Momentum distributions and (y,Po) magnitude.180 17 experiments 1.  J.W. Negele, Proc. of Conf. on Radial
Unfortunately, interpretation  of (y,p) Shapes of Nuclei, Cracow, A. Budzanow-

EC-, 1 plhle//Ci
Although intrinsically (y,p) experi- measurements in impulse approximation sole- ski ed. (1976) 79.

ments are kinematically more limited than ly in terms of the nuclear momentum distri-
(e,e'p) reactions and suffer from dif- bution is much too naive. If this descrip- 2.  A.D. Jackson, A. Lande, and P. Sauer,
ficulties in obtaining an adequately mono- tion were correct, for example, (y,n) cross Nucl. Phys. A156 (1970) 1.

Figure 23. Sketch of the experiment- chromatic source, in light nuclei (y,Po) sections would be negligible whereas, inally determined spectral function
for  4 oca. reactions (leading  to the ground state of fact, they are comparable to those for 3.  M. R. Strayer and P.U. Sauer, Nucl.
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III. REANALYSIS OF ELECTRON SCATTERING AND MUONIC
208X-RAY DATA FOR Pb

J. L. Friar, J. Heisenberg and J. W. Negele

INTRODUCTION

Experimental determination of the charge distribution of
208

Pb is of particular interest because this nucleus consitutes

  an optimal test of the mean field theory.  As reported a year ago,

the experimental status was very confused, as is evident from

Fig. 1. The upper curves show the interior density reconstructed

from the original Stanford experiment2 both excluding and including

muonic x-ray data.3  The statistical inconsistency between muonic

and electron data gave some indication that the discrepancy with

theory, of which the density matrix expansion (DME) result 4

denoted by the solid line is a representative example, was of

experimental origin. This possibility was further reinforced

by new Mainz data.5  The density obtained from these results,

shown in the lower portion of Fig. 1 not only agreed spectularly

with theory, but also was apparently consistent with muonic data.

As much as theorists might have preferred to end the

discussion here, the exceedingly impressive data spanning 11

decades in cross section shown in Fig. 2 was subsequently taken

at. Saclay.6  Although the DME prediction, denoted by the solid

line, appears excellent by conventional nuclear physics standards,

in the region of 2 fm-1, the Saclay data agrees with the Stanford

data and definitely disagrees with the Mainz results, yielding an

experimental density similar to the upper curve in Fig. 1.
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As a result of this apparent experimental discrepancy, one

of us (JH) took part at Mainz in a careful remeasurement of the

crucial region of momentum transfer around q = 1.9 fm 1.  Given

this  additional  data, it appeared worthwhile to  -erform a simul-

taneous analysis of the world's supply of data on 208Pb  during

the summer workshop.                                                                                  4

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

< A total of 14 sets of electron scattering data were analyzed
1

 / along with
6 independent muonic transition energie   Five sets

of electron scattering data (one from Darmstadt, two from Mainz

and two from Stanford) were precisely as tabulated in Ref. 7.

The conflicting data by Euteneuer, et. al.,5 at 119.7 MeV,

199.5 MeV and 289.0 MeV and from Saclay6 at 502.0 MeV and

501.6 Mev comprised five additional sets of data. Finally, two

sets of data from Tohoku8 at 183.0 MeV and 248.2 MeV and the new

remeasurements from Mainz at 199.9 and 290.0 MeV completed the

electron scattering data.

The muonic data was as presented in Ref. 7, with slightly

iinproved values  for  the QED corrections. Although it is clear

that the 3S muonic state contains significant nuclear information

and some experimental data exists, results for the 3S transitions

have not yet been made available by the experimentalists.

ANALYSIS

f--ii
e Fourier Bessel expansion program  of  Re f.   7 was expanded

to include the full set of available
da .  The fit was done

starting with the DME density distribution  and using 13 expansion
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coefficients with a cutoff radius of 11 fm.' The best fit density1 2
is compared with theory in Fig. 4. The total X of 2.4 per

degree of freedom indicates some disturbing inconsistencies in the

data. Part of these inconsistencies are already demonstrated in

Fig. 1 for which the scatter of the data is responsible, which

is significantly larger than the quoted error bars in the region
-1                             2

 

of 1.9 fm The final result of the X fit iS somewhat closer

to the Saclay data, which is also reflected in the density in

Fig. 4 that agrees reasonably well with that of Ref. 6.

An additional source of uncertainty has to do with the

absolute normalization of the electron scattering data. Most of

the data sets namely those from Mainz and Saclay were taken as

relative angular distributions and subequently normalized relative

to previously taken data. The Stanford data, however, were taken

relative to the proton cross section with an uncertainty of t3%.

In view of this a second fit was done where the normalizations

were allowed to vary within the quoted error bars in order to

2
minimize X . For the Mainz or Saclay data sets it means essentially

normalizing them with respect to a combined best fit rather than

to a selected subset such as the Stanford data.

A second inconsistency is the fact that even with free norms

the X2 per degree of freedom in the most recent Mainz data is

considerably greater than one. This indicates that below the

level of 1% other error sources than counting rate statistics not

yet accounted for contribute to the total uncertainty in this

experiment.  Therefore, in order to set the statistical weight

of these two data sets into more realistic proportion to the
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rest of the data a 1% error was added in quadrature to each. of

the data points  of  the most recent Mainz measurements..     The

result of this second fit is listed in Table I and gives a X 2

per degree of freedom of 1.4.  For this fit the 502 Mev Stanford

and Saclay data had to be normalized down by 5.1%. The deviation

-1
from this fit for the various data sets in the region of 1.9 fm

is shown in Fig. 3. Obviously, the combined fit is dominated in

this region by the Saclay data while the Mainz data still shows

a scatter much larger than the quoted error bars.

The final inconsistency concerns the incompatibility of

electron scattering an muonic x-ray results. As in previous

1
analyses, the absolute energies of the 2p states (obtained from

3d + 2p transitions) disagree with the best fit result by 1 Kev,

which is many times larger than the experimental error. The

uncertainty of .5 Kev assigned in Table I represents a generous

estimate of errors in the theoretical nuclear polarizations

corrections. Thus, it remains an open question whether the dis-

crepancy arises from an error in the nuclear polarization, some

as yet undiagnosed error in the electron scattering or muonic

experiments, or an additional physical correction which has yet

to be considered.

In order to demonstrate the contribution of various regions

of momentum transfer to the final calculated central density, it

is instructive to write the density in terms of the expansion

coefficients:

N
47rp (r)  =    E    a   J    (BIE)

n -0   Rn=1
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n 7Twhere a -  cn  with cn
given in Table  I.    With this parameteri-

n R
n 7T an R

zation, the form factor at qn = R- is given by F(ln) = 2  qT.
n

Thus,   with this expansion  the  sum  over an determines   p (.o)   and

effectively replaces the integral over F(q) from Ref. 6 to

determine p(o).

In Fig. 5  I ai is plotted versus q (n 1 =   for n , 5.  At
i=1

sufficiently high q the sum converges to the value of the central

density and one may observe the quantitative importance of each

region of momentum transfer. As seen from Fig. 5, only for

q (n)  >  3 fm becomes the magnitude of oscillation less than the
-1

statistical uncertainty of the sum. This demonstrates that the

high momentum transfer data from Saclay are essential to reduce

the uncertainty in p(o).  Fig. 5 also shows that the main contri-

bution to the uncertainty in Eai comes from the data points below
-1 208

q = 2 fm even though for Pb these data were already taken

with remarkable precision. This shows the need for high

precision low and intermediate q-data.

Given the differences between different experiments in the
-1

region of q = 1.9 fm one may assign an uncertainty of about

10% to the a6-coefficient, in addition to the statistical

uncertainty which translates  into  a 1% uncertainty  in  p (.0) .   We

find that even though experimental inconsistencies remain the

charge distribution is known with remarkable precision.

In conclusion, significant questions, both theoretical and

experimental, remain. If the density in Fig. 4 turns out to be

correct, and dispersion and exchange current effects can be shown

to be negligible, then indeed a very interesting an unexpected
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deficiency of the mean field theory will have been revealed.

The problem is not so much. the fact that the S-state. lump is

much higher than experiment, since it is quite reasonable that

the residual interactions will smooth out oscillations exaggerated

by the single-particle approximation. Rather, the fact that the

interior density is sytematically too high over a region of

several quantum density fluctuations suggests that there may be

an error in the overall balance of volume surface, symmetry and

Coulomb energy in the mean field theory. Thus, resolution of

the present inconsistencies is essential.
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%

TABLE CAPTION

Table I Results of simultaneous fit to.14 sets of electron

scattering data and 6 muonic transitions. The expansion

coefficient cn is given by CFFIT and the error is CFERR.

The final best fit density is RHOFIT with statistical

error RHOERR. The DME density is RHOIST and all

densities are multiplied by 4A. Details of the

experimental analysis are given in Ref. 7.



FINAL RESULTS FOR ITERATICN  5
Z= 82,A=.208,RAD= 11.0

CFFIT CF1ST CCEFF OCOEF CFERR

1   2.7598942D 00 2.76492950 66 -5.0352588E-03 -1.0341963D-04 2.OD-04
2 8.47831540-01 8.6707.51CD-el -1.9243546E-02 1.03519780-03 1.20-03
3 -8.08110330-01 -7.9657726D-01 -1.1533059€-02 7.5760295D-04 1.40-03
4 -2.96862880-C2 -2.48.142860-02 -4.271 7931 E-03 2.16131660-04 1.70-03
5 2.72910200-01 2.78743310-01 -5.8330894E-03 8.67046450-04 5.40-04
6 -7.29478730-02 -7.88004150-02 5.8525354E-03 4.11576460-04 5.50-04
7 -5.84578560-02 -5.74521020-82 -1.0057525E-03 9.64328340-04 5.2 D-04
8 4.21542320-92 5.0240453D-02  -8.086212(E-03 -1.C2566020-03 3.30-04
9 1.02093330-02 1.95774830-f)2 -9.368144OE-03 -6.6340302D-05 4.80-04
10  -7.84865750-03  -2.71475530-93 -5.1338933E-03 1.10410620-04  2.70-04
11 2.99471250-04 1.11239000-03 -8.1291818E-04 7.87232090-05  3.90-04
12   1.18339450-03 -8.1196050C-05 1.26450OOE-03 -1.88406720-04 3.OD-04
13 -3.842146CD-04 -6.65421450-04 2.8120656E-04 4.10486610-04 ' 7.60-04

Il      i .    WWW

DATA AND RESULTS FOR MUONIC ENERGY LEVELS

TRANSITION EVUEXP EMUFIT CELEMU EMUERR CHISQ VPOL LSHFT    'NPOL

273 2P 3/2-- 1 S l/2 5963.297 5963.359 -0.06 0.50 0.02 37.54 -2.30 2.39
274 2Pl/2--151/2 5778.500 5778.113 C.35 C.50 0.60 34.98 -2.64  '  2.26_
275 251/2--2Pl/2 1216.150 1216.419 -0.27 0.78 0.12 12.95 0.37 0.91
276 251/2--2P3/2 1031.180 1031.185 -0.00 0.46 0.00 ,10.39  ' 0.03 0.79

DATA AND RESULTS FOR PUONIC ENERGY LEVELS

ENERGY LVL EMUEXP EMLFIT DELEMU EMUERR CHISQ VPOL LSHFT NPOL

277 2 Pl/2 4815.109 4816.258 -1.15 0.50 5.28 32.19 -0.35 1.64
278 2 P 3/2 4430.309 4631.031 -0.72 0.50 2.09 29.63 -0.69 1.52

CHISC= 8.10

THE RMS RADIUS IS 5.4989 (0.0007) FM. TOTAL CHISQ= 354.58 CHISQE= ·346.48
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RHOERR   PCERR10'-«tus     01* CRI,VIN:  '1:addist    I :DELRHO
0,00 7.993&-01 8.819E-01 8.3E-02 5.OE-03    0.62
O.20 7.99OE-01 8.793E-01 8.OE-02 4.FE-03 0.60
0.40 7.952E-01 8.689E-01 7.4E-02 4.2E-03 0.53
0.60 7.897E-01 8.534E-01 · 6.4E-02 3.5E-03 0.45
0.80 7.835E-01 ' 8.351E-01 5.2E-02 3.OE-03 0.32
1.00 7.775E-01 8.165E-01 3.9E-02 2.7E-03 0.35
1.20 7.725E-01 7.999E-01 2.7E-02 2.5E-03 0.32
1.40 7.689E-01 7.87OE-01 1.BE-02 2.2E-03 0.29
1.60 7.671E-Cl 7.79OE-01 1.ZE-02 1.9E-03 0.25
1.80 7.669E-01 7.758E-Cl 8.9E-03 1.6E-03 0.21
2.00 7.683E-01 7.771E-01 8.8E-03 1.4E-03 0.19
2.20 7.71OE-Cl 7.816 E-Cl 1.lE-02 1.2 E-C 3 C.le
2.40 7.745E-01 7.877E-01 1.3E-02 1.OE-03 9.13
2.60 7.784E-01. 7.938E-01 1.5E-02 8.3E-04 0.11
2.80 7.823E-01 7.985E-Gl 1.6E-02 7.4E-04 :.Cg

3.00 7.8 7 E-01 8.OllE-01 1.5E-02 7.OE-04 O.C 9

3.20 7.806E-01 8.015E-01 1.3E-02 7.OE-04 0.09
3.40 7 .9C 7 E-01 8.00CE-01 9.3E-03 7.2E-C 4 C.C 9

3.60 7.922E-01 7.974E-01 5.2E-03 7.4E-04 O.C 9

3.80 7.933E-01 7.947E-Cl 1.5E-03 7.2 E-04 9.C 9

4.00 7.939E-01 7.926E-Cl -1.3E-03 6.EE-04 C.CE
4.20 7.939E-01  .7.911E-01 -2.8E-03 5.9E-04 O.C 7

4.40 7.929E-Cl 7.898E-Cl -3.lE-03 5.3 E-04 0.07
4.60 7.899E-01 7.874F-Cl -2.5E-03 4.8E-04 0.06

4.80, 7.836E-01 7.821E-Cl -1.5E-03 4.2E-04 O.C 5

5.CO 7.722E-01 7.718 E-01 -3.2 E-04 3.6E-04 0.05
5.21 7.539E-01 7.545E-01 5.9 E-C4 3.2E-04 0.04
5.44 7.274E-01 7.285E-01 1.lE-03 3.lE-04 C.C 4

5.60 6.916 E-01 6.928E-01 1.2E-03 2.9 E-04 . 0.04
5.80 6.464 E-Cl 6.474E-01 1.OE-03 2.9 E-04 0.04
6. 0") 5.924E-rl 5.931E-01 6.2E-04 3.2E-04 C.C 5'

6.20 5.314 E-01 5.315 E-01 1.6E-04 3.7E-04 0.07
6.40 4.655E-01 4.652E-Cl -3.OE-04 3.9 E-04 0.08
6.60   3.976 E-01 3.968E-01 -7.EE-04 3.7E-04 C.. C 9

6.80 3.307E-01 3.295E-01 -1.2E-03 3.4E-04 0.10
7.00 2.677E-01 2.661E-Cl -1.6E-03 3.2 E-04 0.12
7.20 2.1(BE-01 2.0998-01 -2.OE-03 3.CE-04 C.14
7.40 1.616 E-01 1.594E-01 -2.2E-03 2.8E-94 0.17
7.60 1.206E-01 1.182E-01 -2.4E-03 2.7E-04 0.22
7.80 8.776E-02 8.535E-02 -2.4E-03 2.fE-04 C.30

8.00 6.228E-02 6.00OE-02 -2.3E-03 2.4E-04 0.39
8.20 4.314E-02 4.113E-02 -2.OE-03 2.OE-04 0.45
8.40 2.92OE-02 2.753E-C 2 -1.7E-03 1.4E-04 C.49
8.60 1.932E-02 1.803E-02 -1.3E-03 1.3E-04 0.65
8.80 1.249E-02 1.158E-02 -9.lE-04 1.3E-04 1.08

9.00 7.883E-03 7.313E-03 ...5.7E-04__1+3.Er-04 1.67
9.20 4.82OE-03 4.553E-03 -2.7E-04 1.3E-04 2.tl

9.40 2.807E-03 2.801E-03  -6.l E-06 1.4E-04 4.91
9.60 1.491E-03 1.706E-03 2.l E-04 1.5 E-04 10.17
9.80 6.398E-04 1.03OE-03 3.9E-04 1.SE-04 22.92

10.00 1.088E-04 6.172E-04 5.l E-04 1.4 E-04 128.99
10.20 -1.867E-04 3.669E-04 5.5E-04 1.6 E-04 -85.73
10.40 -2.993E-04 2.163E-04 5.2E-04 1.8E-04 -60.40
10.60 -2.702 E-04 1.263E-04 4.OE-04 1.6 E-04 -60.47
10.80 -1.412E-04 7.274E-05 2.l E-04 9.7E-05 -68.73
11.00 4.114E-05 4.117E-05 2.5E-08 6.lE-09 0.01

11.20 2.271E-05 2.271 E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0
11.40 1.2C6E-05 1.206E-05 C.0 C.0 0.0

11.60 6.022E-06 6.022E-06 C.0 0•0 0.0

11.80 2.675E-06 2.675E-06 0.0 C.0 0.0

12.90 8.819E-07 ..48498-07 0.0 0.0 0.0_
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Interior charge densities of Pb· based on the original
208

Stanford experiment (I) and the Mainz data (II). Note

the expanded side.

Fig. 2 Differential cross sections for Pb measured at208

Saclay.

Fig. 3   Percent deviation between experiment and the best

simultaneous fit of Table I in the region of
-1

q - 1.9 fm

Fig. 4 Charge density of Pb obtained from simultaneous208

analysis of all electron scattering and muonic data.

The thickness of the solid curve denotes the statistical

error envelope, and the dashed curve shows the DME

prediction.

n
Fig.  5      Graphs  of    I an versus  q (n)  =  -as described  in  the

i=1
text.
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9/. .  HIGH-MULTIPOLARITY ELASTIC MAGNETIC.ELECTRON SCATTERINGj
H. DeVries, P. DeWitt-Huberts,

A, E. L. Dieperink and T. W. Donnelly

Elastic magnetic electron scattering provides unique infor-
1                                                jl
(mation on the structure of the nucle  9,· The transverse form

factor basically involves the Fourier transform of the nuclear

current density distribution, as opposed to the longitudinal form

factor which involves the charge density distribution. Moreover,

at high momentum transfer q, contributions from the magnetization

1

current are dominant over convection current contributions. In

odd high-spin nuclei the highest allowed multipole, which is the

most important ht high q, arises principally from the magnetization

current provided by the last unpaired nucleon. Consequently,

(ee') measurements at high q give us a means of studying directly the

radial distributions of valence nucleons in nuclei. In particular,

since neutrons can contribute to the magnetization current on an

equal footing with protons (in contrast to the situation which

exists for the longitudinal form factor)
, measurements on odd- '\ neutron nuclei yield important information, namely, the .radial  1

distributions of valence neutrons. Such information is very  

difficult to obtain in any other
way                    -A particularly interesting ap'plication of these ideas

involves a comparison between proton and neutron radial distri-I\\\
\

butions for a given shell obtained by measurements on odd-proton  

and odd-neutron nuclei in the same region of the periodic table.

Recently new high-precision data of this type were obtained at
23

high momentum transfer by the Saclay group. '   The nuclei studied
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93 87 7T   9+were Nb and Sr; both have a J  =    ground state and can be
-.-I-i- - S

assigned 199 2 - proton and 19  2 - neutron configurations in the

extreme single-particle limit respectively. Similar data on the

51 591f nuclei V and Co have also been obtained and the results
7/2

of the analyses in these cases have been submitted for publication.

Figs. 1 and 2 show some of the results from these investigations.

For an unpolarized experiment the elastic magnetic electron

scattering cross section for a spin-J target nucleus can be

expressedl in terms of the transverse form factor FT2(q):

2J

C ) exp/(13)M  1/2+ g2 e  =  F (q)  -  2 +1  X l,odd  |<FJ' ITTag(q) 11'FJ>12
(.1 )

where T is the magnetic transition operator of multipolaritymag
AM

A and PJ is the target ground-state wave function (which in first

approximation for an odd nucleus consists of a single unpaired

nucleon in orbit j=J outside a spin-0 core). Each many-body

reduced matrix element in eq. (1) can be decomposed into a linear

combination of single-particle reduced matrix elements:

<·FJIITTag'IFJ> = I PAB <al'TTagl'B>, (2)

aB

X                                                           3where n are one-body density matrix elements,.aB

P18 - <FJII[ataB]Al'WJ>/421+1,
(3)
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with labels a and' B denoting complete sets of single-partidle

quantum numbers {n (i ) j, m  ; t = 7, mt l .  If the ground-state

configuration is restricted to one major shell and has the largest

j in that shell, and if the highest multipole X = 2J is considered,

then the sum in eq. (2) is restricted to just one term, a=B=j

(see Ref. 1). In that case, configuration mixing manifest itself
2Jonly through a modification in the density matrix element p...
JJ

The shape of the cross section at high q, even in the presence of

configuration mixing will then still be characteristic of the

single matrix element <jl ITmagllj> and so permit us to extract
2J

the radial distribution of the j-shell valance nucleon. This is

true with one proviso: the lower multipoles (predominantly the

X = 2J-2 multipole), which in general involve several reduced

matrix elements with unknown density matrix coefficients, must

not significantly contribute. In the pure single-particle model,

for example, this condition is satisfied.

In fact, the nuclei considered here can in first approximation

be described in the spherical shell model within an active confi-
--- ....--- ...                     --- -

guration space of one main oscillator shell. This being the case,

the data were analyzed under the assumption that the following

condition is met:  In the momentum transfer range 2 fm-1 i q<

3 fm-1, the highest allowed multipole dominates over the lower

multipoles. That means, for example, that (2p-lh) or (lp-2h)

0 *w admixtures in the ground states do not significantly modify

the shape of the form factor at high q from the shape obtained

for pure lp or lh configurations. It is our aim here to test

the validity of this assumption by considering various admixtures
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of (lp-2h) configurations in the ground state of a predominantly

1 h nucleus. We consider the recently studied case of Sr with,
87

in first approximation, a 199/2 - neutron hole configuration.  We

allow for admixtures as illustrated in fig. 3. Perhaps the most

satisfactory way to proceed would be to use wave functions from

a large-scale shell-model calculation, but such information is

unavailable at present. Therefore, in our present study, we

shall restrict our attention to a very specific model ground

state:

 9+/2> = 891193/2> + 851[19 /2[19 /22d5/217+19/2+ 

(4)

+ 871[lg /2[199 2197/217+19/2+ '

where the 19  2 amplitude was chosen to agree with the previous

analysis,3 1891 = 45 = .92, where we write BK = IBKICK' K= 5,
7, 9 with 49 = +1, 45 = il, 47 = il to account for all relative

sign possibilities and where, for lack of any better information,

we take |85| = 1871 = 4  (1-a9) = .28 as a starting point.  Of

course, this is far from the most general form and should only

be regarded as a plausible extension beyond the pure single-hole

model. Our purpose here is simply to see whether any re-interpre-

tation of the previous analysis is suggested by employing a

(hopefully) reasonable wave function with generous (lp-2h)

admixtures included.

The magnetic form factors were calculated with the code

-microdens" 5 using harmonic oscillator wave functions having
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oscillator parameter b - 2.0 fm with the four different sign

combinations (4567) = (++)' C+-)' C-+)' C--).  The results are

shown in figs. 4 and 5 along with the experimental error band.

It can be seen that the combinations with 45 = 01 (fig. 5) lead

to results that are incompatible with the data, whereas the

shapes of the 45 = +1 form factors Cfig. 4) are fairly close to

experiment. Subsequently, best fits were obtained with our

particular model wave function by allowing the overall normali-

zation  09  and the oscillator· parameter  b  to vary. Acceptable

values of X2 were found for the cases 45 = +1, 4 = il only.  The

best-fit values of b for these cases are il% and '\,2% smaller

respectively than the value used in the pure lh analysis. There-

fore, the extracted rms-radius of the 199/2 orbit obtained with
these model wave functions would be smaller by the same amount.

We conclude that, while the (lp-2h) admixtures were chosen to

enhance the contribution of the M7 multipole, the change of the

radial scale is less than 2% and with a sign such that the

observed discrepancy with the Hartree-Fock calculations is

increased. Investigations of a wider class of' configurations

are in progress.

Finally, we make the following remarks:

(1) Although, for a more definitive test of possible M7

interference in the analysis of the M9 multipole, model wave

functions 6f a less ad hoc character than the ones used here are

required,.we feel that the above considerations show that it is

unlikely that the observed discrepancy between DDHF and experiment

can be resolved   in  terms:  of   0  *w conf iguration mixing.
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(2) Upon examining fig. 4 it is clear that the momentum

-1 -1
transfer region 1.5 fm S q 1 2.0 fm may help in sorting out

the relative importance of the various multipole matrix elements.

In this region the M7 multipole is important and knowledge of

whether it is quenched or not at these lower values of q has a

direct bearing on whether or not it provides much uncertainty in

the analysis of the sought after M9 at higher q.

(3) Possible interference effects may be expected to cancel

to a large extent when comparing the radial size of valence orbits
93 87in two nearby nuclei, such as Nb and Sr.

(4) There is an interesting relationship between the one:

body densities in high-multipolarity magnetic electron scattering

and spectroscopic factors obtained in single-neutron transfer
X

reactions. One can relate n to pick=·up spectroscopic factors
-aB

by making an intermediate-state expansion of the one-body

densities, resulting in the sum rule,

+B+J+X JJX
P B = 421+1(2J+1)E(-1)Jf      {    3                       (3)f                     f

a BJ

x  (S-1)1/2 (S-1)1/2
af      B f

where (Sa )1/2 = <w fl'laa||TA> is a spectroscopic amplitude.

XThe n element most relevant for the M7 intereference test,
raB

7                                                            
                    -

99/2,5/2' could in principle be determined experimentally by
87 86

locating possible £ =2 strength in the reaction Sr (p,d) Sr

to final states Jf = 2,4,6.  At present experimental data are
4

scarce and such components have not been measured. More

-1
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accurate experiments designed to locate contributions which,stem
87from the 2d components in the Sr ground state would be5/2

very valuable.

A final comment: for X=X = 2J = 2j only the diagonalmax

p2  matrix element has to be determined, providing an interesting
JJ

consistency check between spectroscopic factors and the magnetic
51

scattering data. For V, where there exist accurate spectro-

scopic factors from the ld,3He) reaction,'application of the sum

rule (eq. (5)) leads to p /2,7/2 = .96 i .05, in good agreement

with the value obtained from electron scattering   (.1.02   +   0.0 5) .
87In the case of Sr only a lower limit can be obtained from the

88       87
Sr(p,d) Sr(gs) reaction:

 9/2,9/2 1 .84.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

93
Fig. 1 Elastic magnetic electron scattering from 87 and Nb

Sr

as functions of momentum transfer q (see refs. 2,3).

51      59
Fig. 2 Elastic magnetic electron scattering from V and   Co

as functions of momentum transfer q (see refs. 2,3).

87
Fig. 3 lp-2h admixtures allowed for in Sr.

87
Fig. 4 Elastic magnetic electron scattering from Sr as

functions of momentum transfer q. The shaded region

shows the experimental error band (ref. 3) and the

dashed and dash-dot curves show results of calculations

where lp-2h admixtures have been included in the pre-

dominantly lh ground state wave function.

Fig. 5 As for fig. 4.
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THE TRANSITION DENSITY OF THE OCTUPOLE VIBRATION

208IN Pb. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
-Z

B. Frois

DPh N/HE, Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires

de Saclay, France

J. Heisenberg

Bates Linear Accelerator Center

and

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Over the last five years we have considerably increased our

knowledge of the nuclear ground state; very significant improve-

ments have been achieved in both theory and experiments.  Elastic

electron scattering has been an essential component of this

progress providing data of increased accuracy and higher momentum
1transfer. One begins now to have a certain amount of confidence

in the accuracy of the charge densities deduced by a combined

analysis of muonic x-rays and electron scattering data. The case

of Pb discussed at this workshop, is a good example of the
208

-*;-
results that can now be obtained.

For excited states the situation is quite different. The

range of momentum transfer for the present data is not as large

as for the ground state and the resulting transition charge

densities ard not as well measured. This can be understood

easily:  Towards low momentum transfer the infla*tic cross
./

-

section becomes smaller while the elastic is increasing rapidly.
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Thus, the inelastic cross section appears  only as..a small  hump  on

a huge radiation tail and the extraction of cross sections neces-

sarily contains large uncertainties. In addition, there are

usually no equivalent data to the 11-mesic transitions available.

Towards large momentum transfer because of the higher energy,

resolution is often a problem. The combination of poor statistics

and poor resolution again make the separation of levels much more

difficult. In addition, the approximations made in the DWBA des-

cription of the electron scattering process leads to larger

uncertainties in the case of inelastic electron scattering than

it does in the elastic case. On the other side the nuclear

structure calculations for nuclear ground states with Hartree-

Fock calculations have been well established while for excited

nuclear states only less precise methods were available.

This situation is changing now and considerable progress has

been achieved recently in the theory of elementary excitations in
3 4 5Closed shell nuclei. ' ' It is now urgent to measure the corres-

ponding transition charge densities accurately to get critical

tests of these calculations.

The best example is the lowest lying octupole vibrational

208     *state in Pb (E = 2.615 MeV). It is a very collective state

with a transition probability of about 38 Weisskopf units. There

has been an extensive set of measurements6,7 in the range 0.5 <

q < 2.8 fm-1.  The results span 7 decades and the lowest measured

da -8cross section is - =5 x 1 0 mb/sr.dQ

A combined fit of all the existing data was made by Rothaas

8                                        9,10et al. using similar to ground state analyses a Fourier
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electron scattering has been an essential component of this

progress providing data of increased accuracy and higher momentum
1transfer. One begins now to have a certain amount of confidence

in the accuracy of the charge densities deduced by a combined

analysis of muonic x-rays and electron scattering data. The case

of Pb discussed at this workshop, is a good example of the
208

results that can now be obtained.

For excited states the situation is quite different. The

range of momentum transfer for the present data is not as large

as for the ground state and the resulting transition charge

densities are not as well measured. This can be understood

easily: Towards low momentum transfer the inelastic cross

section becomes smaller while the elastic is increasing rapidly.
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Thus, the inelastic cross section appears only as a small hump on

a huge radiation tail and the extraction of cross sections neces-

sarily contains large uncertainties. In addition, there are

usually no equivalent data to the u-mesic transitions available.

Towards large momentum transfer because of the higher energy,

resolution is often a problem. The combination of poor statistics

and poor resolution again make the separation of levels much more

difficult. In addition, the approximations made in the DWBA des-

cription of the electron scattering process leads to larger

uncertainties in the case of inelastic electron scattering than

it does in the elastic case. On the other side the nuclear

structure calculations for nuclear ground states with Hartree-

Fock calculations have been well established while for excited

nuclear states only less precise methods were available.

This situation is changing now and considerable progress has

been achieved recently in the theory of elementary excitations in

closed shell nuclei.3,4,5     It  is now urgent t measure the corres-

 ponding transition charge densities accurately to get critical

 tests of these
calculations  

The best example is the lowest lying octupole vibrational

208     *state in Pb (E = 2.615 MeV). It is a very collective state

with a transition probability of about 38 Weisskopf units. There

6.7has been an extensive set of measurements   in the range 0.5 <
-1

q < 2.8 fm  .  The results span 7 decades and the lowest measured
da' -8

cross section is ET =5 x 1 0 mb/sr.

A combined fit of all the existing data was made by Rothaas

8                                        9,10et al. using similar to ground state analyses a Fourier

-
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Bessel expansion for the transition density:

f            TERPtr(r) = .Eavj 3(qvr)  r < R
V

Here R is a cutoff radius so that all charge is contained within

this radius that was chosen to be 11 fm. In order to estimate the

uncertainty of p (r) the behavior of the form factor for q>qtr max

has been estimated by the assumption:

IF(q)' i cfproton(q q
-4

c being a constant taken from matching this estimate to the last

measured diffraction maximum of the form factor. This is a very

strong assumption. Even though an upper limit of this analytic

form may be justified the choice of the parameter c is completely

ad hoc and needs to be confirmed by experiments. For example, in

208
the case of the elastic scattering on Pb it was possible to

show that this q assumption leads to a significant underestimation
-4

11
of the error band on the charge density.

The resulting transition charge density is shown in fig. 1

with two RPA calculations. It has a large peak centered at the

nuclear surface at about r = 7fm and pronounced oscillations in

the interior of the nucleus for 0<r<5 fm. With the hydro-
- -

dynamic or the Tassie model the transition density can be related

to the ground state charge density.  However, the fluctuations in

the ground state charge density are not at all large enough to

explain the observed oscillations and the microscopic shell        
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structure of the octupole phonon has to be calculated.  Almost all

the RPA calculations produce a large peak at the surface that

determines the overall strength of the transition but they differ

strongly in the center.  It is in this region r < 4 f m that a more

accurate determination of p is needed since the detailed form
tr

of these oscillations is much more sensitive to the details of

the ph-ph force. At the surface all ph-components are in phase

and any improper treatment can be compensated for by renormalizing

the force. This is not the case for the interior structure.

Here complicated cancellations take place which are strongly

affected if the force is not appropriate or if the basis is

chosen too small. Fig. 2 compares directly to the present data

a few of the existing RPA results. The cross sections were cal-

culated from the listed transition densities using the DWBA code

HEINEL.

At this level of precision it is necessary to include in the

calculations the effects of the neutron form factor. This correc-

tion was only included in the calculation using the semiemperical

Migdal force. Therefore, there may be improvements in the

comparison once this effect and possibly other corrections like

pion exchange currents, centre of mass corrections, etc. , are

included.

With respect to further data taking we can ask where more

data are needed in order to improve our knowledge of the transition

density most efficiently.  Because of the wavelength of these

oscillations only the cross sections for q , 2.2 fm-1 begin to

determine the structure in p There has been considerable
tr'
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progress on the experimental side.  New hydrogen target cooling

systems are now available making much larger beam currents possible

which together with a resolution of 3 x 10-4 allow to measure cross

sections down a factor 100 below the smallest presently measured

cross section on this level.  Assuming that all the data at
-1momentum transfer q , 2.2 fm can be retaken with the similar

kind of improvement we will be in a position to reconstruct the

transition charge density in r space with much greater precision.

Fig. 2 shows, however, that all the nuclear structure calcu-

lations differ already strongly at small and intermediate momentum

transfer which is q < 2.5 fm 1.  Therefore, obviously the present

data are a sufficient check for the quality of agreement·for

present theories. We also see that the uncertainties in the

nuclear structure calculations are much too big as to draw any

conclusions on correction effects such as neutron form factor,

exchange currents or centre of mass corrections. We, therefore,

hope that from the spatial reconstruction for which· the high-q-

data are needed we have better access to the deficiencies of the

theory and that it may help us in the interpretation of other

kind of experiments.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Transition charge density for the octupole vibration in
208

Pb. Shaded area is experimental uncertainty, solid

line is RPA-prediction with semiemperical Migdal force,

broken line is RPA-prediction with Gogny Dl-force.

Fig. 2 Comparison of experimental data for c/a to theoreticalMott
-          208

predictions for the 3 state in Pb.

:
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-,/. 660. 3 Electroexcitations of High Spin States

W. Knupfer and M. G. Huber
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I. Introduction

The experimental investigation of low lying high spin states
has been quite popular in low energy nuclear physics during

the last few years. Those efforts lead to the discovery of

various interesti   phenomena such as Yrast lines and backbending effectsl'  ..Those results have stirred up many

theoretical investigations in the frame of collective and3)

microscopic models, respectively. It is generally believed
that a proper description of those rotational bands and their
"interactions" will lead to an improved understanding of the
nuclear dynamics at low excitation energies. So far most of

those investigations were performed with hadron induced
processes: for example with (a,xn)2) - or (heavy ion, xn)4)

- type of reactions.

It is the purpose of this contribution to point out that some

of those nuclear excitations can best be studied by inelastic
scattering of high energy electrons.

II. Example: Fb208

Such kind of an experiment has recently been performed by the
208  5)Mainz-group on Pb  . They studied systematically the electro-

excitation in the region between 4 and 5 MeV. Surprisingly

enough they found there strongly collective excitations of high
+ + + +

angular momentum: states with J  =2,4,6,8  and 10  could
be identified; the corresponding transition exhibit two
remarkable features:   (i) the B(EA)-values were generally  of
the  order  of 20 single particle units (except  for  the  Ot+ 2+
transition); (ii) the energies followed rather closely an

I(I + 1) -law.
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In a consistent RPA treatment using a spherical shell model

basis (including (lplh) excitation  up  to  4 t,w.)   such  an
-     6)

excitation spectrum had been found by Knupfer et al  ; it

turned out that the calculated energies and formfactors do

agree rather nicely with the experimental data (see Fig. 1).

The interpretation of the experiment looks at first surprising;

everybody associates with such a rotational band a large defor-

mation; on the other hand Pb is believed to be one of the208
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Fig. 1: a, b) The measured 2  and 4  formfactors at 4.09 and
4.32 MEV, respectively, arc comiared with the calculated

/ I
DWBA results at 120 MeV and 289-MeV , respectively (the
theoretical excitation energies are given in parenthesis).
Experimental points correspond to an electron energy of
120 (O), 200 (8) and 290 Kel(t), respectively. c) Com-
parison of the calculated 4 (4. 311 MeV) DWBA formfactor

- ... -- -1.7.  rwith the correspc„-lns re.-,1-iormfactor. d,e,f) The
experimental 6+, 8+, 10+ formfactors are cor.pared with
the FWBA-results (the calculated excitation energies ara
given in parenthesis).
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best spherical· shell model nuclei (if not the best one). It
turns out, however, that those "rotational" features  cari' be
reproduced quite satisfactorily in a spherical shell model

calculation even without introducing effective charges. This
may eventually shed. some light on the detailed understanding
of collective coordinates,  such as "deformations", "rotation
angles" or "intrinsic coordinates".

III. Extension to other nuclei

  From hadron induced reactions we know a number of nuclei which
exhibit nice Yrast bands and backbending effects2), particularly

in the rare earth region. Such excitations obviously should be

investigated by (e,e:). Furthermore, in spherical nuclei low

lying high spin states are predicted, too, from a RPA treatment.

Some 6f them might even exhibit a rotational type spectrum. In

Fig. 2 such predictions are shown for a number of nuclei which

are accessible for a rigorous microscopic treatment.

aE[Mevl

6.                                                                                                                     :      3 

[v (li 1921 i 13/2  
1 Candidates of a quasirotational

Fig. 2:

band in the spherical nuclei

e                        --    -   5                                                     'o Zr,  4610 Ce   and zo:  Pb  with  the4-                                            main components of the wavefunc-·

-      IvT'972 19 9/23 1 tion.   The  2 + states  in 90  Zr  and440 Ce' respectively, contain.i - F/-0-1 large admixtures of more compli-
2-  »---0---'» Cl.(52 cated configurations and there-

1 V(lhg/2 lh11/2 3 1 fore lie outside (closed circles:
experimentally known levels; open
circles: predicted levels).

-          2   2      6          8            10               12 Jt]'1)

IV. Conclusion

From the experimental analysis of Friedrich et al it can be
concluded that it is indeed possible to investigate the electro-

excitation of low lying high spin states provided three experi-

mental prerequisites are fulfilled:
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(i) sufficienftly high end point energy so that the transition

density  can be measured  up to "large" q-values;  as a guide.
the following empirical relation seems to hold for Pb:208

- I
qI . 5

...I

with 9- 5 fm
(here  I denotes  that q value where  the  (0 -4, I ) transi-
tion formfactor exhibits its first maximum) using this·

result as a guide one arrives at the following·estimate
for a nucleus of mass number A:

qI(A)  =  0.85 ·I   Al/3 (fm-1)

(ii) sufficiently good energy-resolution:
208in the case of Fb the level spacing corresponded to

that of a strongly deformed rotator (see Fig. 2):

Ex(I)  =  Eo + aI(I + 1)
.

with
E   =  4.01 MeV
0

a   =  9.1  keV

The energy resolution which presently is available at
the new electron accelerators should be good enough to

investigate quite a number of transitions, particularly

in light and medium light nuclei;

(iii) good background rejection:

this is indeed needed since the formfactors for high

spin transitions are rather small (see Fig. 1).

It is suggested that high q inelastic electron scattering be

used as a tool to complement the investigations of Yrast bands
and backbending effects'  ). If those experiments are feasible

then they exhibit on obvious advantage over the heavy ion

induced reactions previously mentioned: they yield in a rather
7)

direct way the corresponding transition densities and the

B(EA)-values; those informations represent a stringent  test  for
the various models and thus can help us to understand better

the physics that is responsible for-such low lying high spin

excitations in complex nuclei.
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71,6 (6)Electroexcitation of Collective Magnetic Dipole Rdsonances

W. Knupfer and M. G. Huber
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University Erlangen-Nurnberg, Erlangen, Germany

I. Introduction  ,

A detailed investigation of the magnetic excitations of complex

nuclei is needed for a better understanding of the nuclear    -

dynamics both in finite nuclei and in infinite nuclear matter.r
iTherefore it is suggested to measure the distribution of the
<magnetic multipole transition strength of various nuclei,
j                                                                                                                1)                                         4particularly with inelastic electron scattering.   From an

2.3.4)
analysis of such data ' ' one might obtain information on:

(i) the strength of the spin- and spin-isospin dependent

components of the effective residual interactions and on

the properties of the corresponding magnetic eigenmodes
5)

of the nuclear many body system  ;

(ii)  the properties of the virtual pion field inside of the

nucleus;

(iii) the virtual admixtures of isobar configurations (such
as of the & (33) resonance) in low lying nuclear

6)excitations

Such information is of current interest in connection with
7)

critical phenomena such as pion condensation or the coupling

of external and internal degrees of freedom of an individual
bound nucleon.

II. Giant Magnetic Dipole Resonances

In the frame of a conventional shell model the existence of a
collective Giant Magnetic Dipole Resonance is predicted8,9);

in closed shell nuclei it should be localized at an excitation

energy of roughly E     t100 A-1/3  (MeV);  it  is a coherent
exc
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superposition of (lplh) configurations of 2 tiw . Such eigen-
...'

modes cannot be seen in photoabsorption but in (e,e') since

the corresponding transition operators do exhibit a different
radial behaviour:

for photons: M, K < :lpa.bici& I 92 f + 9,I /jha >

for (e,e'):
i,<(09 e +9 s )/ .     \

Mee' c9' 4 < ip..f :t, le 3     -    ws-  :,jhole  i

We performed (lplh)-RPA-calculations in the framework of the
MSI-model for the nuclei C,   Si and Ca including all 1 

12   28       40

12configurations up to 2  w. In the .specific example of   C we
included also all 2p2h states of 2-kw to study the splitting
effect of the collectivity which has . become important

for the Giant Quadrupole Resonance . Details are given in10)

ref. 9.

In fig. 1 the formfactors for the Ml (A T = 1) excitations in
12
C are shown as a function of the excitation energy for

.-.

*

7       q I W f,rrl
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Fig. 1: (a)-(c) The Ml tFansition form factor as a function of
.- the excitation energy for various values of the momentum

1  transfer q. The full and dashed lines correspond to the
results without and with 2pZh admixtures, respectively.
(d) The forr,factors for the inelastic excitaticn of the
Ml resonance calculated withii: the full configuration
space.
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various fixed values of the momentum transfer q.3-1 Those giant

Ml resonances are localized between 35 and 45 MeV, characterized-1 ·
by a respectable formfactor, which - particularly for q> 1  fm

- clearly dominates the low lying 1  state at 15.1 MeV. The

effect of the (2p2h) admixtures leads to a splitting of·this

collective Ml excitation in two parts: one between 30 and

35 MeV and the other between 40 and 45 MeV; this feature in
-1

clearly visible for q > 1.4 f
28

In fig. 2 a similar calculation for the Ml states
in Si is

shown. In fact the high lying Ml states between 15 and 20 MeV

and between 25 and 35 MeV which have vanishing B(Ml) values

exhibit magnetic formfactors with a pronounced collective
40

behaviour. In Ca- we predict a number of collective Ml-states

between 25 and 40 MeV.

28Si; Ml T= 1 40ca: Ml T=1
h

. -

* 16L -1 164-
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Fig. 2: The Ml transition formfactor as a function of the exci-
tation energy for various fixed values of the momentum
transfer in the nuclei23 Si and 40 Ca, respectively.
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All·those calculations were performed using a conventional-

effective residual interactionll). The calculated distributibn  
of the excitation strength depends sensitively on the strength j
constants of the spin- and spin-isospin-parts of this inter-  /
action. All exotic effects - such as the influence of mesonic /
corrections have so far been ignored.

III. Conclusions

In the conventional ph-model collective Giant Magnetic Dipole

Resonances are predicted which cannot be seen in photoabsorption,

but which should show up in (e,e'). The properties of such

excitations do reflect rather directly the spindependent compo-
nents of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction which is

particularly interesting for the onset of pion condensation. It

seems highly interesting to investigate the distribution of the

magnetic excitation strength in order to find out whether collec-

tive magnetic eigenmodes do exist and if so what their properties
look like: Since such excitations carry the quantum number of
the pionic·.field and of the internal 4 -excitation of a nucleon

those eigenmodes may also reflect the properties of the mesonic
field inside of a nucleus.
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I.   INTRODUCTION

Electron scattering is a powerful tool for studying electro-

magnetic charge and current density distributions in nuclei.

Experiments using high momentum transfer   (q#2-3  fm-1)   and  good

energy resolution make it possible for the first time to in-

vestigate current density distributions in deformed nuclei. Such

a study can be expected to give valuable information on the

problem how deformed nuclei actually rotate.  ·Up to now little is

known about electromagnetic currents in deformed nuclei. For

example, our main source of information on the core contribution

to the convection current is the value of the gyromagnetic ratio

g ; the analysis of Ml moments and transition rates indicates

that its value is close to but somewhat less than  , which cor-
e

responds to the value for a rigid body rotation.  From electron

scattering one expects to obtain additional information on, for

exampl4 the momentum transfer dependence of  R, and also on higher

multipole current distributions  (A>l) .  The aim of this note-
that was motivated by electron scattering experiments,currently

25 169 175
taking place at Bates,on deformed nuclei Mg, Er, Lu and
181

Ta - is to discuss some aspects of transverse electron scat-

tering on odd-even nuclei in terms of various models.
-1-.---k....---  f

The simplest description of an odd-even nucleus would be in terms

of a Hamiltonian that contains no coupling between rotational and

intrinsic motion in which case the nuclear wave function fac-

torizesl; as a model for the intrinsic wave function 0K the Nilsson
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(
\0 it,»/1,\i

model could.be used. This model could be considered as a lowest

order approximation to a systematic expansion of an angular
2

momentum projected Hartree-Fock wave function, proposed by Villars .

1 _    The calculation of electromagnetic form factors in the

projected HF approximation will be discuised in Section II; some

   numerical predictions for the simple Nilsson scheme are given in

  Section III. Problems related to a possible violation of current

, conservation are discussed in Section IV.
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--

IIi PROJECTED HARTREE-FOCK APPROXIMATION      T. .  -     = : - · .    : ·        - -
-

Atpresent,   the best apprdximation   to the intrinsic  -ground

state of an axially deformed nucleus is obtained in the Hartree-

Fock approach. Since this -approach does   not  yield a solution

that  id an eigenstate- of -angular momentum the procedure adopted

here tb-nsists of projecting eigenstates  of the angular momentum

operator from an intrinsic axially symmetric Hartree-Fock wave

functidn- tk.       -     -.--- ----- - ------.  -

For reflection-symmetric nuclei the projected Hartree-Fock

wave function for K00 can be written as:

7/In (x) =_1__   06-fl   ] 1( 22)+r  (A)  62(fl) n (*1 +
M K       lv  J                  K M                k

+(-0 00+I (.1-L)  R (SL) 0.1(*1),(2.1)
1-k

- k M

with A = fl being the parity of the intrinsic nuclear wave

function   and  N   a normalization factor. The conventions   for  Er

functions and rotation operators are as in reference [2].  This

projected H-F wave function has the normal behavior under time-

reversal:

T Y
IM

z (-f)I- M    u/rn
M k /-M K '

Using standard techniques2 the reduced matrix element of any

tensor operator  TA (x) between states of angular momentum  I,   I'

in the same rotational band K can be written as:
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<I'K#TA III K> z.1  .  i <I K-D Al) II'K> -1„- x
----   Wr-NI'--2

- zr
M  K . ..    -. --   .-4  -

'g/€
  »-/ e(B folr  (8) 6 <4 'TA -€-'(33y I(L> 0

(  k- 13,
K , 1<       13

I-I<    ,I                                                        - t.IS 3' 1 ¢-k>     .4 ( -1)             O,        (8)   -   Re   <  0.      1   T    e
1- K. , - 1<     -    - -4 1<    1        €

(2.2)

.....-----

For strongly deformed nuclei the-integral-bver-B can-be carried

--       ' 1out leading to an expansion in powers of Using many-
<Jl>2

body techniques  one obtains
-.

<  ¢K l  Tt '    e- '1 3  ry   I d       >  -
.L K   -

--<0 1 -rj e 'Bly lt>L, £4'19.(<ficle-,BTY'Q,G)c):1
1 1<

.--- -A -   f-( / 18   -   -=-.-   -,-Ir:···1   e--  (/3 J i---,-1-2-- - -      ----                   (2.3)=---  ---   --       ,-   -          2        5   <I Pl,2-  li-  D:_...     _:   54      1   qvt<  3  L   .           . - :   ...           -       2.
With -

-F---/©    - * -9  - z: _ -3= -
- - -

1..O -
<31> <3:> '

(2.4)

<Ji>.& 100 for strongly deformed nuclei.  By carrying out an ex-

pan--ion in powers of B of the linked matrix elements in eq. (2.3)
I                    -and of the d functions, equation (2.2) takes the form:m,U

<rtkliTA-iII K>21 I - <I K ,1-OII'k>-<(p IT'|-10 >.1-(1+(-1,   ,++Pi

4,    0     I K    Z
---

1- k ZK*.p,
+C-i)     <I-K /1 2KII' Ic>Re< 41 TL<'fll<>1(1+(.1)      1.1.-
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---I-

+ I>  <I K-1  AllI'k>1(r+14)(I-I<+1)  4<(pkIT;1  3- 101,. .>L +

+<I I<+1 A-1/I'K>\41:-1<17I+l<+f) rd<*<IT.  3+1(PI'.,L-

-  <I  k   A o l I'k>A <0  I T 1  2  Jy  1 4  >   ]   111< 0 IA L
.1 (2.5)

where p=0 and 1 for Coulomb and transverse multipoles re-

spectively   (see for example reference  [3]),  and  only the leading
1

terms up to first order in 2  have been kept.
<Jl>

The zeroth order terms in equation (2.5) reproduce the result

that one gets in the factorization approximation of Bohr and

Mottelssonl.  In the "pair filling" approximation in which the

even-even core of the odd-even nucleus is time reversal in-

variant, only the last particle contributes to the zeroth order

terms of transverse electric and magnetic transitions. The

collective contributions to these transitions are given by the

first order terms in eq. C2.51, Below we summarize

the Selection rules for longitudinal and transverse transitions

in odd-even nuclei based on equation (2.5) and pair filling ap-

proximation.  The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients give different

weight   to the different multipoles   in any particular transition.

Coulomb multipoles:  CA , A=even, |I'-IlsASI'+I, any. I'.
In zeroth order  only the first term contributes, this contribution

is  a  collective  one: all protons contribute.to  the  m.e.   <0-|Cl'$  >.K' 0' K

In particular for elastic scattering the CO transition will

dominate, a well known experimental fact.  The first order terms
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......

give a small correction (4 1  ) to the zeroth 6rder term in
<Jl>

this case.

Transverse magnetic: MA , .A=odd, |I'-Il<A<I'+I, any I'.

Both zeroth order terms contribute to M but only the odd

nucleon  contributes to the m.e.'s <tKIM 1$K> and <AKIM2 |0-K '

These s.p. contributions will be studied in more detail in sec-

tion III.

1
The two first terms in 2  give the core contributions to

<Jl>
magnetic transitions for any multipolarity 1,1.  The third term

in .1*  --<'1'KiMiJ:1,1'K L
- gives a small correction to the zeroth

<Jl>
order terms and can be neglected in first approximation.

For Ml  moments and transitions the collective factor gR

in this approximation is given by:
- ----  *.--

 R  Z  -1 01,1  -M: Ix + M; 3yl (Ae (2.6)

<M.  le   I t>
.and   therefore    (in the_ limit   q+01    gR  i   Z.

Eyuation   (.2.6) represents-an average  of the self-consistent

cranking formula4 for the collective. g factor.
-....--               

  -

Trahsverse-electrick- -  EX ,-A=even, |I'-I 1 11<I'+I, I'#I.
There. is no zeroth order contribution to E (1) multipoles except

 or th,single-porticle contribution <0KIE:K|0-K, to inelastic
tFansitions  with  X22K+1.

For. A<2K+1 the only- contribution to EX multipoles comes

fr-om the first order terms in eq. (2.5) which are of collective
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type. The collective contribution being given by:

11+K A A
E(A l       - ( -f) .11;    rd 2 fl,1  E    ] -   1( . A>  x-I -I -/ toe -

<31>

f-- . /I

lvcr+K)(r -1<+1) C

A    I. j -
Ck- 1    1   -1< /

-

/r'   A I\1
-V(I'+K)(Ii-K-+7) C,<-1 1 -'< J J (2.7)
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III. NILSSON APPROXIMATION

In order to obtain some idea about the behavior of trans-

verse form factors for axially deformed nuclei it is instructive

to consider the leading· order term in eq.  (2.5) in some detail,

using a simple Nilsson model for the intrinsic state 0K. ·As-

suming   the wave functions   11,   can be factorized   as    (K00)

7, r - 1/ED-   2+ r ( sz) 4 (x') + (-1 JI- 158+r ( SL) 0 (x,J · (3.1)M K - V /6 111
1< M 1 Ic IAN\ ,-K

X
The  reduced matrix elements of intrinsic tensor operators T

that do not depend on the orientation fl of the body-fixed frame,

i.e. that transform as

- A                                        A           .       G+A
1 +   (46. j  =   f     Tb   ( c.-r. J e"u'4 (3.2)

I

can be written as Csee eq. 2.5)

<I'K //TA III I<>z Yer+f    <I k A 0 I I' l<> < KITf l l<>(1+(-ir'+P)+
I- K 21<+P

+ (-1)   <I-I< A 21<II'K><1<IT21< 1-k>(1+(-1)    3 3
(3.3)

We note that the second term in C3.3) only contributes for 1,2K.

For odd-even nuclei with a high ground state spin I=K this has

the interesting consequence  that the intermediate magnetic mul-

tipoles (1<1<2K) are rather strongly suppressed compared to their

intrinsic values, since the value of the Clebsch-Gordan Coefficient
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<IIXO|I'I> becomes very. small, whereas the highest multipoles

(122I) which receive a contribution from the second term, are

of the order of a single-particle contribution.

For simplicity we approximate the intrinsic state 0K by a

Nilsson single-particle state IN DZ A E].  For given deformation

parameter this state can be expanded in terms of basis states

NZAE> (expansion coefficients aK ), which in turn can be ex-
£A

pressed in terms of spherical states |£jO>.  In this way the in-

trinsic matrix elements are given by

<K'le.k'-AIK>-.22-  a:A<A, <£ A .1-ilit< 2 x
29,   i  f
A N

(3.1)

< , A,L E-,/4' 'c >1-X+1  < i  IN   /1,k lj' I<' >  <1' 4'  Il TA Il ij  >s. p.

By substituting eq. (3.4) in eq. (3.3) one obtains the desired

expression.

As an illustration we consider the matrix elements of the

magnetic multipole operators. The simplest case occurs if the

ground state with I=K is described by a "stretched" s.p. wave

function  IN nz=O A=N E=K-Al in which case the expansion coef-

ficients agA in eq. (3.4) are unity (neglecting AN=2 mixing).
25

This is the case for Mg, with the Nilsson particle in the d5/2
shell.  Neglecting the core contribution the matrix elements of

the magnetic multipole operator in the rotational model are given

by
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<I'   K; 5/2  IT'|(11  1/I: 5/2      K :€/2 >  1  <cli/2 #T 2 (71   It d 5/2  >5. p

'C< f  f  A O'I'*>< f  £  A olf  *>f-<i  Z£  A 5-II'f><£  i Agls 52>1
2 22 2 2 Z 2 2)

For the elastic scattering the rotational model thus predicts

a q-independent quenching of the X=5,3 magnetic multipoles com-

pared to the independent particle model by factors 0.55 and                   

0.12, these numbers are in qualitative agreement with both re-

5
sults of shell model calculations and a recent Bates experiment-.

As for Ml multipole, the present model cannot be expected to give

reliable results, since it is well known that the magnetic

dipole .operator receives a non-negligible collective core con-

tribution (see eq. 2.6). Similar predictions can be made
5for the inelastic transitions within the K=- band. Experimental-2

ly it could be of interest to look for a possible M7 con-

tribution -in  the  +  transition. The observation of such a

transition (forbidden in the present mode) could be an in-

dication of AN=2 mixing in the Nilsson model.

As a second example we consider Ta, in the Nilsson ap-
181

proximation described by a [404+] proton intrinsic state One

easily sees that the matrix elements of the magnetic multipole

operators can be expressed as a linear combination of the matrix

elements in the spherical basis
< 7/2  11 T  /1  17,2 >                   '

-<1,/2 1|-T•, 11 17„ >      , <1 „i il  T A  11  1,/2 > For convenience the

radial wave functions are approximated by harmonic oscillator

(*1
#-. '    For      . . S z·-3 ,   Illo 9,117.176 /44 4 il>- ·219/9 43  >

9
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wave functions. The calculated square of the elastic transverse

form factor is shown  in Fig.  1 together with the prediction of

the extreme s.p. model. One sees that compared to the indepen-

dent particle model the str6ng coupling model predicts an ap-

preciable depression of thd cross section for intermediate q-

values due to the large reduction of the M3 and MS multipoles.

CExperimentally this effect enables  one to study  the M7 multipole

distribution over a larger q region than is possible in the

spherical nuclei).  It would be interesting to compare this re-

&ult with-6oth the predictions using projected Hartree-Fock

t6chniques (section II) and the results from the Bates experiments,

cutrently being analyzed.  In-reality-the dip could be less

pronounced due to effects.of Coulomb distortions and possibly

a slower fall of the Ml-contribution.  In the-present case with
R2Chrgel   I=K  the core cohtribution  4   R (I )-is rather un-I+1

impottant.
.... -,  -....  .- In addition ta the alastic scattering inelastic excitations

7              · 1-al Tr    21.+
of the- K=·y band in Ta have been observed up to I =«- .  As

2.

ah -dRample we have calculated the transverse form factor for

=-  7+ 11+the 2.+2  transition.  - Ih the Nilsson model one predicts- in this

casa- nohvanishing' M3,' M5,   M7,   EB- and- M9
-
transitions. -    By   in-

setting-the proper- Clebsch-Gordan codfficients one finds that
--

the MS multipole is highly retarded, whereas the M3 and M7 mul-

tipoles are quenched by about a factor 4 compared to the single

particle values. The EB and M9 transitions arise from £=4 j=9/2
-
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components in the Nilsson wave function.  However, these com-

ponents are rather small    (41%), and moreover   give   rise   to   a

q-dependence very similar to that of the dominant <97/2|IM71197/2 

matrix element. Therefore. they appear to only slightly modify

the high q side of the transverse form factor (see Fig 2).  The

absence of a Ml matrix element and the suppression of the M5

multipole lead - on the low q side - to a rather characteristic

shape of the cross section.

It is obvious that a systematic investigation (within the

ground state rotational band) of several inelastic transverse

form factors, which can be expressed as linear combinations,

of a limited number of multipoles with different weighting for

each transition, would be a powerful tool for mapping out the

nuclear current distribution.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The advantage of the projected Hartree-Fock approximation

is that it allows to compute charge and current densities in
'

the same framework. The collective contributions to the cur-

rent densities appear in a straightforward way.  To the extent

that,these collective contributions are described in a good

approximation it also gives current conservation to this very

same approximation. How good the approximation is can only be

judged by numerical computation (now under way).

Its main limitations come from the fact that the projected

H-F states do not minimize the energy.  To obtain a more

rigorous determination of the collective contribution to the

current density and to satisfy in a better approximation the

continuity equation the variation after projection Hartree-Fock

approximation should be used.

We now discuss briefly the problem of current conservation.

Since the projected Hartree-Fock states are not eigenstates of

the Hamiltonian, H, the equation of continuity,

-=>

e<711   1 ·>E -C <Yi I[H, Fll'I,t>= (4.1)

=-r (EX-Ei)<ril i 1,11.>
is not exactly satisfied in this approximation.  Let us consider

for simplicity a transition in an even-even nucleus from the

ground state 0+ to an excited state I+ (I=even).

The left-hand side of equation (4.1) gives to lowest order:
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< 4ii[ H,-61 -1 1401 > = .1        4- Als + <'1,11 w, c: 1 e.'B " 19''MONI I Jo

6  2 «I (I, 11  1_001 C6  H  I,  1 00 1,.
1 1

C 31)
(4.2)

-  --

     

The right-hand  side of equation .(4.1) gives to lowest order:
-- -

CGI- Eo)<9'[  ICI 14" >- I(I+1) <fol C  191)) (4.3)MO M '00
2 1

the  m60ent  of - inertia       -

is in this formalism given by2:

- ... . ... .-I. .-
_i_   --  2    < (6 1  H   3;   1   0 1 L (4.4)

-  -+-2-----2   1       -=                                   -1-  2231>
Therefore the-&ifference between the-left and right hand sides

Of-equltion -CA.il  is"prdportional-to

-

7          1
- <fol C; H Ty 1 00'>L i- <00 ICI 1 002 <(Pel H J; 1 00,4

2                                           (4.5)
, -    -     ,  z, « . £ -     <F,9  J   el  i  G  >   Or   l  H    l y     l,v'. D

'4-,C.

with B and a representing occupied and unoccupied states, res-

pectively.  Hence the continuity equation is only satisfied to

the extent that this difference may be small as compared to

< fo i C: i 00>  C i#e I  H  I;  I (le  >L  '
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One of the interesting aspects of the projected H.F. approach

is that it predicts a collective core contribution to the con-

vection current, without the complications imposed by the fac-

torization approach (3.1) of having to carry a transformation

into rotational and intrinsic coordinates as well as to take into
14

account the band mixing due to the Coriolis·coupling ' .

It is an interesting question whether the simple arguments-

based upon a rigid rotator model - that lead to the expression

gR=  - can be generalized to finite q, and higher multipole den-

sities.  On the basis of a rigid rotator model the collective

contributions to the magnetic multipole operators M1(q) would be

of the form

M (fi) 4. LU . R (n'-(figff) 9(K) fi i j(:1 1,1 71*(Al. '

where  p Gl represents the intrinsic charge density distribution

of the nucleus and Z the angular velocity.

Qualitatively one expects from this model a core contribution
i.'

to MA QI+Q 1 proportional to f 5(it) 12'' + f YA-CIR)
WA, i.e. proportional

to the charge multinole distribution of order 2 . As a con·-
1-1

sequence, since  more core nucleons contribute .than  in the extreme

s.p. model, the collective transition density would be located

more to the inside of the nucleus. This behavior would be in

agreement with the observation that magnetic scattering experiments

performed at 180° and at low q yield in many cases a range para-

meter smaller than the one corresponding to the extreme single-

particle model.
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Finally it is interesting to see what one would obtain for

the behavior of magnetid multipoles in a weak coupling scheme.

Assuming · for simplicity a ground state   (I=j) wave function

-  Ct' (I) -. 01  e(ER,e, i31)2 V-I---0-2-j *(IR=z, ilI)0

one obtains for the matrix elements of the higher magnetic mul-

tipoles C125) ,I  I l l,, <Ill TA'II >z(012 +(1-go)lr I A 1(ZI+I)  < i'IT'11'i)s.f·
For the highest multipole X=2I, (2 I+I) .ft i 1  4 -   , for I, ,

1   L I  I  Z I)      d
leading   to a small quenching  by itolo compared   to the single

2
particle value.  On the other hand for the next higher multipole

CA=2I-21 one has
(2 Iff) i:  I

1 I 4,- - , leading tof
L ZI-Z)    Z

a quenching which is more substantial than for 1=2I.  This sug-

geots that the weak and strong coupling schemes might in prac-

tice legd to rather similar total form factors.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure (ll: Elastic transverse form factor squared for 181 Ta

calculated for a, [404+] Nilsson orbit (full line)

and the 97/2 single proton orbit (dotted line).

The dashed curves represent.the various single-

proton multipole contributions. In PWBA.                    1

Figure C21: Transverse form factor squared calculated in the
,11 7Nilsson model for the    I   > + 12 2> tran-

sition in 1 8 1 Ta.  The dashed curve represents

the sum of the M3, M5, M7 multipoles, the full

curve includes the contributions of the E8 and Mg

multipoles also. In PWBA.
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-,'. E   WHAT CAN ONE LEARN WITH POLARIZED TARGETS IN (e,e')?

BATES 1977 SUMMER WORKSHOP REPORT BY G. RAWITSCHER

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
STORRS, CONNECTICUT 06268

In short, the answer is that to some extent one can separate from

each other the contributions from the various electromagnetic· multi-

poles which lead from the initial to the final state of the nucleus.

The question of the precision and uniqueness with which the separation

can be effected is a quantitative one, the answer to which will not be

attempted  here. The purpose   of the present discussion  is to
 view  the

general properties of the formulae which have been derived in the litera-,
·

1

ture.  The study of parity non-conserving terms by means of longitudi-

./V
nally polarized electrons is discussed by Sauder in a different work-

shopl and will not be included.

The most used reference for the present discussion is Uberall's

book which gives in Section 4.4 the general first order Born Approxima-
2

tion result for polarized electrons scattering on polarized targets.

Polarized target nucleons have been used in the study of photo-pion pro-

duction from nucleons by Althoff et a].3 at Bonn.  The scattering of

polarized nucleons from nuclear targets is being studied by several

laboratories including Saclay and Berkeley, a good review article being

that by Glashausser.4  The interaction of polarized deuterons with

nuclei has also been explored, particularly by Haeberli at Wisconsin who

has given an excellent discussion of the meaning of vector and tensor

5
polarization. Ron Johnson at Surrey, England has also studied exten-

sively those properties of the deuteron-nucleus force which can be

--I
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1

learned from tensor polarizations.5  Several theoretical studies of

electron scattering from tensor polarized deuterons exist in the litera-

ture. A recent review of the monopole and quadrupole deuteron form
6

factors plus corrections due to charge exchange effects is given by

Haftel and Kloet. Saylor  has a proposal for measuring the tensor
78

polarization of recoiling deuterons in elastic electron scattering.
4

Polarization effects involving photonuclear reactions  (7, * )o r  (1% , S)

9
have been reviewed by Glarish recently.

The discussion becomes particularly easy if one uses the spherical

tensor decomposition of the density matrix which characterizes the tar-

get polarization, as is described in Appendix A.  The rank of each

polarization tensor is K, where K is not larger than twice the spin of

the nucleus' ground state.  When K = 0,1,2, etc., one has an unpolarized,

vector polarized tensor polarized etc., component  for the ,target.     (For

example, the spin 1/2 nucleus can have at most a vector polarization.)

In the literature   the   odd K polarizations are called " polarizations"

while the  even K polarizations are called "alignments".   We will

generally use the work polarization for either case.

For a polarized target the cross section not only depends on G,

the angle between the initial and final electron momenta kl and k2' but

also on the angles    and 0 which describe the direction of the target's

polarization vector relative to the scattering plane.  These functions

of   5'  and 0 are spherical harmonics Y   ( 2(.0)  and the corresponding
KQ

coefficients TKQ(G) contain interference terms between the various
1                    9

transition matrix elements CA , EA  and MA which connect the initial

to the final nuclear state.  Here X  is the multipolarity of the
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.

transition, C stands for the nuclear transition amplitudes which are

due to the Coulomb interaction and E and M are the transverse electric

and transverse magnetic nuclear transition amplitudes.  These quantities

are real but not necessarily positive.

In first order Born approximation, if the incident electrons are

unpolarized, one finds that K has to be even. Thus, for example, if
2

the target is a deuteron, then the polarization must contain a tensor

component if one is to see a deviation of the cross section from the un-

polarized target case.  In.the elastic electron deuteron scattering case,

the deviation from the unpolarized cross sections will contain interfer-

ence-between CO-C2, C2-C2, Ml-Ml and Ml-C2.  In the inelastic case the

EA      amplitudes also enter. If first order Born approximation   is   re-

placed by distorted wave Born approximation, where the distortion is

caused by the monopole part CO 9f the Coulomb interaction, then the odd

values of K also enter.  The respective coefficients contain the imagin-

ary parts of the products of two scattering amplitudes (which in first

order plane Born approximation would only have real parts).  Such terms

might lend themselves for the study of dispersion corrections, and might

be more suitable for this purpose than the comparison of electron scat-

tering with positron scattering.  All of the above points will be

amplified in the discussion which follows.

There is furthermore the general requirement valid in first order

(either plane or distorted wave) Born approximation that the multi-

polaritied     A    and   A'    of  the two interfering amplitudes, together  with

the rank K of the target polarization tensor, must form a triangle.

Thus, from this rule a vector polarized target cannot produce inter-
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ference between CO and C2, but C2 and Ml could interfere.  This tri-

angular condition is demonstrated in detail in Appendix B, which

together with Appendix C illustrates the elements of a distorted wave

*
Born calculation. The main argument hinges on the fact that if

  j m>  is the initial state of the target nucleus and  1 jnf> is the
OO

final state, where j represents the spin and m the projection along a

Z axis, then the corresponding scattering amplitude
f. (u,p) caused
(A) /0 1

J mmo

by the X -multipgle part of the electron nucleus interaction is pro-

portional to the Clebsch-Gordhn coefficient < jm  joxm v>.  The scat-

tering amplitude starting from a different initial state    j m' > to00

the same·final state Ijm> contains an analogous factor<jmj joA'mov'>,

and the interference between these two amplitudes is modulated by the

density matrix of states m  and mi, which represents the polarization0 ·

of the target and which itself is described by a Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-

cient <jomojo-mol KQ>.  Thus we arrive at a product of three C-Gis,

which when summed over mo,mo and m (the latter if the state of polari-

zation of the final nucleus is not observed) gives rise to a 6-j

symbol

1 64.  1 ; f

which implies the triangular relation A(AX'K) mentioned ab6ve.

Returning to first plane Born approximation, and assuming now

'.
.

Appendices B and C are available from the author upon request.

-
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that the electrons are polarized, then that part of the elastic or in-

elastic cross section which depends on the direction of the initial
1

electron polarization vector   j 1  will  only be sensitive to target

polarization with odd K.  For example, if the target is unpolarized

then the dross section does not depend on the polarization of the elec-

tron.  This is at first surprising since one might expect that for a

· magnetic transition M should depend on the direction of polarization of

the electron; even for an unpolarized target.  Presumably this is the

case but only the imaginary parts of the products of two scattering

amplitudes enter, which vanish in 1st order plane wave Born approxima-

tion.  If the target is vector polarized, iri addition to the incident

electron beam being polarized, then one gets interference terms between

transverse electric and magnetic as well as transverse and Coulomb

matrix elements but not between Coulomb-Coulomb elements. For the

case of elastic electron deuteron scattering, since the transverse elec-

tric multipole transition amplitudes vanish, one only gets interference

terms Ml·CO and Ml·C2 which enter in the combination

Ml (<1010 111>CO+<1210 1  11>C2).     One  does  not  get CO·(2 interferences.

The latter 6nly appear with a tensor polarized targdt, where they enter

in the combination C2(<2000 1 20>C0+ <2200 1 20>(2)

It is interesting to note that to get an effect, it is not

necessary for the direction of the polarization vector of the incident

electrons to have a component perpendicular to the scattering plane.

Hence if in the experiments on parity violationsl polarized targets are

present, they may give rise to undesirable background effects. ,

The above first order plane wave Born approximation results are
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based on Sections 4.2-4.4 in Uberall's book, 2 where K is denoted by I,

if                                                                                                              -,oifwhere  C is denoted  as M and where E A    and MA are denoted as  GA     '
with   0*  = 0 and 1, respectively. A complete first order Born approxima-

tion expression for the cross section for polarized electrons incident

on polarized targets is presented in this treatise, according to a

paper by Weigert and Rose corrected for misprints in various Clebsch-
10

Gordan coefficients.

-'

If the polarization fl of the electrons after the scattering is

10also observed there are .three effects to be considered (all in 1st

order plane wave Born approximation)

a)  The incident electron is polarized and the target is unpolar-

ized.  In this case one learns nothing more than what one already

learns from conventional unpolarized electrons scattering on

unpolarized targets.

b)  The incident electron is unpolarized.  In this case the

target has to be polarized with odd  K polarization.  One learns

the same type of information as that from polarized electrons

scattering on polarized targets (without observing the final

polarization  of the electrbn).     One has interferences  E  -E A ',

MA -MAI, MA-EA'; and CA-E,*I, C -MA I, but not CA -CA '.

c)  The incident electron is polarized and the target is

polarized.  This case involves only even  target polarizations.

One gets interferences CA -CA '; E)-EA :, M, -MA I, EA -MA ';

and CA-EA' , CA-MA'.

-                                               -
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The·.only way one can obtain interferences between Coulomb multi-

poles CA -CA ' is to have a tensor (or K even) polarized target, regard-

less of the polarization of the incident or outgoing electron.  Coming

back to the case of the elastic electron deuteron scattering, if one

cannot, for experimental reasons, have a tensor polarized target avail-

able, then a vector polarized target together with polarized incident

electrons will still be very useful since one will get CO-Ml and C2-Ml

interferences.  The first will give one consistency checks on CO and

Ml and the latter will give information on C2.

Apart from the case of polarized holmium, no electron scattering

experiments seem to exist using polarized nuclei.  Theoretical calcu-

lations have been done however.  One by Langworthy and Ubera1111 will

be disdussed in some detail.  It illustrates the sensitivity of the

10elastic cross section on a polarized B target to the quadrupole

1.0

FIG. 1. Sensitivity of the
charge form factor FCH(q) to

0
- to- variations in the quadrupoleI.IQ-

u          moment Q for 200 MeV elec-2                                                          0.90
trons incident on polarized
108'. with orientation type L

= 42_                                       % described below  from
r                                      Langworthy and Uberall,
4                                      Ref. 11, with permission,
5                                      where it is Fig. 3.
  C.-3 _

040   1   1   1ID 2.0 39 4.0 5.0

MOMENTUM-TRANSFER SQUARED (F-2)

A
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moment.  The target nucleus is in the state of maximum polarization

m =j=3 (all other mis are unpopulated) and the direction of polarization
-
N is along the incident electron momentum.  Figure 1 illustrates the

sensitivity to the sign and magnitude of the quadrupole moment.  The

form factor represents the charge form factor, i.e., the part which

does not contain the factor (1+tan29/2). In calculations  for  this

figure, only CO and C2 amplitudes were included.  If all the transition

amplitudes allowed by parity considerations CO, (2, (4, (6, Ml, M3 and                 '

M5 were included, then there would in principle be enough measurable

quantities (1 for K=0 and 3 each for K=2,4 and 6) to over-determine the

7 form factors.  Langworthy and Uberall also discuss the inelastic tran-
10

sition from the ground state (j=3+) to the 4+ level at 6.02 MeV in   B.

In this case ten transition matrix elements would be allowed in prin-

ciple (02, (4, (6, E2, E4, E6, Ml, M), M5, M7) and there would be just

enough measurable .quantities to give 10 equations bilinear in the 10.

transition matrix elements.  Since these equations are not linear, a

unique determination of the 10 form factors at a single momentum transfer

is in this case not possible in principle.

.  ·11
In their calculation the authors include only C2 and C4 transi-

tion matrix elements.  The inelastic qharge transition form factor for

this case is reproduced in Figure 2. R denotes the result for the ran-

dom orientation of the nucleus, L is when the incident electron direc-
4                                           +

tion  kl is along  the  axis  N of polarization·  of the target nucleus,   and

Ti, i=l,...3 corresponds to an angle of 900 between incident electron

and target polarization, for 3 directions between the scattering plane

and N.

t -
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(b)

9 0.12- FIG. 2. Form factor Fin(q) for

the 3+  4+ transition in lOB
                                     at ki = 200 MeV: (a) random 
3                                      orientation with experimental
M 0,08

-
data of Ref. 8, (b) orienta-

L         tions as described in the
text. From Langworthy  and

 
2004_ R Uberall, Ref. 11, where it

i is Fig. 6.
T

T3

00        10       29       10       49
MOMENTUM-TRANSFER SQUARED (F-2)

Another interesting calculation is that of Ravenhall and Mercer on

12
oriented holmium. These· authors use both a distorted wave as well as

a coupled channel formulation, but include only Coulomb transition

matrix elements CO and C2.  Since experimentally the inelastic transi-

11/2 were not resolved from the elastic transition, these two inelastic

cross sections were also calculated for the polarized target and then

added to the elastic cross section.  Unfortunately the authors do not

show the sehsitivity of the cross sections to the degree of polariza-

tion of the target or to the size of the assumed quadrupole deformations

parameter.  However, the9 do show the difference between aligned (a)

and unaligned cross sections (u), for the inelastic transitions.

4  ·   C 01 -  024 , // 01

1
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Here the target is polarized along the normal to the scattering plane

(the Y case) with a mix of scalar, vector, tensor, etc., polarizations

as given by experiment (35% for K=0, 41% for K=1, 24% for K=2, 9% for

K=3, 2% for K=4). The result is shown in Figure 3.  One sees that the

40-

DWBA
30- COUPLED CHANNEL

20 - 1_ 
22       /- ... -0 -- -/0 -Il.-/-.-..... 10-1 --

5 19- ./.*-  --------           /-\ 1 -1         1

>      0         f +....·-r-         ,       \i'2     2 61                                                     ./            ,1 10. 20° 30° --- 500 60° /' 900 too°
b
- ANGLE            /" -10 -                                                                                  -/
<r -0 ---

0                           -
-20 - ./

7-9
2  2

-30 -

-40-
FIG. 3. Orientation effects for energy-resolved scattering

of 200 MeV electrons by holmium nuclei oriented in the Y
direction.  The full curve is the result of the coupled-
channel calculation, the dashed curve from the DWBA method.
·From Ravenhall and Mercer,  Ref.   9, with permission. where  it
is Fig. 12.

sign of LJ is different for the two inelastic transitions, indi-

cating the feasibility of using target polarization in order to

determine the quantum numbers of the excited state.

The higher order effects (coupled channel as compared to the

DWBA) also show up more strongly in the inelastic transitions, as is

seen  by the comparison  of the dashed and solid lines.    ·This  is  very

likely due to the fact that the most important correction to the

first order inelastic transition is the reorientation correction

Al -
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(used· mainly in nonrelativistic Coulomb excitation experiments), which

is only one order higher in the quadrupole deformation parameter <12

than the DWBA.amplitude.  This is to be contrasted with the elastic

case, where the first non-vanishing correction is of second order in

the deformation parameter, and hence much smaller.  These reorientation

corrections for the inelastic scattering cross sections also occur for

unoriented target nuclei.  They can be understood as rescattering from

an oriented excited state, the orientation of the latter being pro-

duced by the inelastic excitation itself.  The reorientation amplitude

is of second order·in the inelastic transition matrix element for the

case of an electron incident on a ground state unpolarized nucleus.

This is of the same order as the two step processes which consist of

a transition from the ground to one or several high lying excited

states,   such  as a dipole giant excitation,.  and from there  to  the

inelastic state in question.  These latter processes could be of the

same size as the reorientation ones, and have so far been included

only once in the calculation of elastic as well as inelastic cross sec-

13
tions by Onley. · If it could be shown that the two step processes,

when summed over all inelastic states, cancel each other to a large

extent then the reorientation term would predomiriate and the scat-

tering cross section would be sensitive to the quadrupole moment form

factor in the excited state.  In this case the comparison between elec-

tron and positron inelastic scattering could help to isolate the re-

orientation effect.  For electrons the reorientation amplitude would

add coherently with the first order inelastic amplitude, and for

positrons the same amplitudes would subtract coherently, both giving

A
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interference terms of opposite sign. There actually is some evidence

that the two step transitions between different excited states have a

tendency to cancel each other. More theoretical work is desirable.14

While on the topic of dispersion corrections, it is interesting

to note that it is likely that they should make their presence felt

more strongly in the scattering from polarized nuclei, than in the

unpolarized case.  The reason is that second order processes give rise

to a correction to the scattering amplitude which is mainly imaginary,

while the 1st order part is mainly real, with the exception of the

interference minima, where the imaginary part of the distorted wave

dominates over the real part.  (The interference of the dispersion cor-

rection or second order part with the first order part in elastic scat-

tering thus occurs mainly near the interference minima for unpolarized

target nuclei.)    But for polarized targets. with a polarization  of  odd

tensor rank the dependence of the cross section on the direction of the

target polarization depends on the imaginary part of the product of the

two scattering amplitudes for example the product of two C2 scattering

amplitudes,   or   of Ml times   CO. The second order dispersion amplitude

when added to the C2 or Ml amplitudes in the above examples being

mainly imaginary will thus interfere with the real first order ampli-

tude of C2 or CO, respectively at all angles where the latter is real

and large, for instance near the maxima of the scattering cross sec-

tion.  By contrast, it is expected that the ordinary Coulomb distor-

tion (2d and higher order effects in which the target remains in the

ground state   at alI times) give   only a small background correction   to

the cross section for unpolarized electrons scatterihg off vector

D
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polarized targets.  In first order plane wave Born approximation the

correction vanishes entirely, and in the similar case in which the tar-

get is unpolarized and the electrons are polarized, the Coulomb distor-

tion effects are found to be very small other than at far backward15

angles because of the helicity stiffness of the high energy electrons.

It would be very interesting to examine theoretically the dispersion

correction to the polarization function S(9) for polarized electrons

scattering off unpolarized targets.  It could well be that virtual ex-

citation of magnetic resonances (or other transitions involving trans-

verse multipole operators) permit a change of the spin direction of the

electrons, and hence affect S(G) in a measurable way.  S(G) is the

function which is the coefficien't of the dot product of the normal to

the scattering plane and the polarization of the incident electron.

1 Particularly for the case of inelastic scattering from unpolarized

targets with unpolarized electrons the effect of dispersion corrections

on the polarization of the final state could be non negligible.  These

are the so called sub-state population cross sections, which can be ob-

tained by simultaneously detecting the de-excitation 54 ray in coinci-

dence with the inelastically scattered electron.  These experiments

could become feasible with 100% duty cycle accelerators.  In this case

the degree of population of the various m states of the final nucleus

is not dependent on the helicity stiffness of the electron (it also

occurs for spinless particles) and depends sensitively on the sign of the

16
deformation of the final state, (the reorientation effect gets enhanced)

as well as on the presence of imaginary terms in the transition potential

(due to dispersion corrections).
13
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Measurements of the type described above, i.e., measurements of the

angular distribution of the de-excitation radiation emitted by the exci-

ted target nucleus as it settles back to the ground state provide a

powerful tool for the determination of the spin and parity of the exci-

ted state.  This feature has been emphasized by O'Connell in a separate

17
workshop report, (calculations for electron scattering already exist

,18
in the literature) and for the case of incident a particles as well as

heavy ions the method has already been put to practical use.  See for

example Steadman et al for the heavy ion case.
19

In summary, scattering from polarized targets as well as angular

correlations of the inelastically scattered electrons with the radiation

emitted during the de-excitation process will help to determine the vari-

ous transition matrix elements which enter in the electron-nucleus inter-

action  in a model independent  way-3. In particular the scattering  of  elec-

trons from polarized deuterons at large momentum transfers (near and

beyond the first zero of CO) should be very useful for separating the

C2 from the CO amplitudes and thus will help to clarify the properties

of the two nucleon system and the role played by the exchange currents.7

Scattering from polarized targets may also help to clarify the effect

of dispersion corrections.

The author acknowledges very stimulating discussions at the work-

shop, in particular with J. Heisenberg who asked the initial questions

and B. Bertozzi who helped to clarify the simplicity of the use of the
-D

momentum transfer q as the Z axis for polarization considerations.
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APPENDIX A

The purpose of this Appendix is to give a simple review of the

use of the density matrix in the description of polarizatioh effects,

and also to remind the leader of th6 significance of the spherical

tensor decomposition of polarization phenomena.

The state bf polarization is described by a bilinear (or quadratic)

function of the amplitude components of the wave function.  If a nuclear

state has total angular momentum j and projection m on a Z axis, then

the amplitude components are d ' and the state /f> is described by

the superposition

/ P>       =        3       #(=      1 1  *> (A. 1)

If, for a given direction of the Z axis, the target nucleus is initially

in a well-defined initial state  |jin > then for a rotated Z axis the

initial state will again appear as a coherent superposition of m states.

Hence (A.1) is the general description of the initial state.  Now, for a

spinless projectile incident on a given nuclear state     jmo>, there may

be a spin flip during the scattering process and for each projection m

thete can- be an outgoing scattering amplitude
fmmo  (e' 0)

£42 1

/14>
AAr

19 Y -, e 1 1 *,5  +     e-F          ,--.
(A.2)
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but for the general case given by Eq. (1), one has

 42j*) -,7
( i  d=,  1 1 -,> )  e

,  Ce ..t'r)   2   (2  4.  f,• -0 )  1 1 ..204           0                                                         (A.3)

The cross section, being an observable, contains the absolute value

ikr,
squared of the coefficient of e /r, and since all the  |jm>'s are

orthogonal to each other, one is left with the sum

2                       el  Z       deof *=.     f 41/0                       (A.4)
k

'"  3440  114,0

The above is the answer for a "pure" state.

For a mixture of many states one replaces the averaged value of
;,-

dm  d;11  by the density matrix p

44, 1*0  -*   51 01 1Ao                    '

The density matrix  has   (2j+1) x (2j+1) components,   and  for   a  pure

state it can be thought of as a matrix which is the direct product

of the vectors

Cd" :)    40           . 
The usefulness of decomposing this matrix into a sum of spherical

tensors of rank K, with 2Ktl elements each, stems from various

reasons.  One is the fact that, because of the Wigner Eckart theorem,

each fmm  is also proportional to a spherical tensor

(fmm at <j|m/j Amog 3*) . Hence the sum over the m's in Eq. (A.4) can
0

be done by taking advantage of the vector addition properties of the
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spherical tensors.  Another advantage stems from the ease with which the

6 density matrix can be expresse.d in terms of a new rotated coordinate

system, if it is expressed in spherical ,tensorial form. This decomposi-

tion has been introduced by Fano and extensive discussions exist in the20

literature.  Nevertheless, a few simple remarks are made below, based on

the book by Brink and Satchler. Following the notation of Ref. 21,
21

9rM' above  is  expressed  as
51/6,  'p,'   . The fact that the

amplitudes d .in Eq. (1) refer to a well-defined angular momentum
/4

state is thus clearly brought out.  Under rotation of the coordinate

system, since each
11/*>

transforms according to a linear combination

of rotation functions  D     (G)  of the Euler angles  1 2(a  Y)   of  the  rota-
2M

tion, one has for p' in the new coordinate system
*

0 1    V)     3,1., ,>,    l .t,  f)<1,1, 1'14  = / 4'    „              (A. 5)
·,         '-m j

Now,   using  DJ      (9)'<=(-7 D (G) together with the property
rm -P-1                                          4

1 ABC ) (18 c3 D (e}
D. ,   Ce )     D':   l e) .       7     (,

c. , ) ,  4  6  e.     ,a  b  e)     8'1    '-/

one obtains

56.,1,11·' KJA /Ar
,    2     1 I  (, K.,)   (-34'li rl )   5,/4, 1, , (-, '&

K              *

- ( 1 1, ki   D   Cgii e) - Rt /6, - 4 -4' - (A.6)

The sum over /#  and  ,/W ' in the first line of Eq.  (A.6) can be

recognized ds the projection of p on a tensor of rank K.  This sug-

gests the following definition of the spherical density matrix com-
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ponents p  (jj'):
Kk                                  ,

FK A    I  , 1')   =       2 5 , C-) <,2,-/9''IMA>k-3-»                      S
rf'    ird r

=2 5 C -,k+1 t/4 +
A I'4  11'K i

,F                   12    1     f     14,

\-
(4 1< + 1)        - k /,LA )  (A. 7)

which can be inverted as
K -$-LAi

1*,1'34' A     fl, A  Lit')   Af  11,.1"  - ,1  k 4£>     (->

K -1, -4-0 4       A        /   1      i  'K    \
2    5K A  (11'  e K '-181 k '-4 )K*

(A.8)

A            1/2
where K means (2K+1) As a result of (A. 7) or (A. 8), (A.5)

becomes identical to Eq. (A.8) transcribed for the primed quantities

P'.     ' and pi (jj') with
Jm, j,m' Kk'

K
lf)Sk 4' (1 2') '    SAA DKA, (A.9)

In other words, the bilinear quantities p  , can be decomposed into sumsmm

of tensor quantities p according to Eq. (8), each of which is indeedKk

a spherical tensor since under rotation it transforms by means of a D

function in the usual way, Eq. (A.9).  A general normalization prop-

erty of the p's is that

4
70

2:p [ S" (1 '9 J . 2- I L... ,·.,1101 14|

(A. 10)
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Examples of Eqs. (7) and (8) will now be given.

1.  The system is in a pure state   jm> with maximum polariza-

tion, i.e., dm in Eq. (1),is 8  .  Then
jm

3,„  ml ,       F             C(,R       SV,          =            ,M,A.  '         *7 j·

and, according to Eq. (7)

-11- - e,K-4  <1 1 17/ /40>  SAO KA -
(A. 11)

This  means that tensor polarization  of all ranks 0 6 K<2 j   are

11.,: simultaneously present, each with a weight given b9 Eq. (A. 11).  For
Y.

example for K=0 ,1,2..., the corresponding values of p are·
K0

11/2 f 11/2i'           (2j+1)   ,  3j/(j+1)(2j+111  , l5 j(2j-1)/(j+1)(2j+3)(2j+1)J-1/2 '...

10This example was used for the case of electron scattering on B  , dis-

cussed in the text.  For deuterons one has j=1 and the three values of

PJ are  1/ /3,  1/ 2 and 1/jE   The  sum of the squares of these three

numbers is equal to unity, consistent with Eq. (A. 10).

2.  The polarization of the target nucleus has cylindrical symmetry.

This is the usual case where the polarization is along some well-

defined magnetic or electric field, all directions -1- to this field

being equivalent.  In this case, choosing the Z axis a16ng the polar-

izing field one has

5-=,  =    p"  6..'W,
(A. 12)

where the P 's are the (positive definite) population probabilities:
m

As a result of the diagonal nature of the density matrix the projection
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k   0 of each spherical density of rank K is zero, i.e.,

3 = 5 <1 7  - 1.,  1,41  14 0>*o                      /14    e  K -1 -4
<                                      (A. 13)

It has been assumed in all the examples that j=j', where j represents

the spin of the target nucleus.                                                      
  1

If all the Pm's are equal to each other, i.e., Pm=P,
one finds                  3

that PKO=8Ko 1.P, i.e., only the K-0 tensor survives,  and the sample is                     . 

unpolarized.  Herej = (2j+1)1/2

If the state is aligned, i.e.,  m- P.m then the properties of the

K
C-G coefficients imply that p  =(-) p  . i.e., all the odd K polariza-

KO KO'

tions vanish.

For  a general distribution  P '  m=-j  to. tj,   one  determines. the                                          +

p ts from Eq. (A.13).  For example, for the case of a deuteron, j=l,

the P 's and the p 's obey the relations
m          K

1*,                        5.0          i                     Sio     Ifee  -1+ -1
6     ,fF \ .Li ) . ff.G-0 1 .61:t 1

\ p-,
1

(A. 14)

K
The general expression for p  , which is due to a K polarizationmin

along any direction whose polar angles relative to the frame of

reference are 9  and 0 is given byPP

k -j- Mi
k

5
=e

<1< '1 1 3, -M. R, >e)itt Mil , ko

1 7

A l 411./01:+t).1 7% y Le" 4 j (A. 15)
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This result follows by inserting p 8 into·Eq. (A.9) and (A.8) and
Kk kO

..

remembering that the Euler angles G in that expression rotate .the axis
.'

of polarization into the frame of reference axes.  Then using

:*

D  .(a, f , Y)=Dm,0(-11-1:, Ki-1)=(4Tr/2Ktl) 1/2Y        (-13  - a  )=
Om'

(4TT/2Ktl) 1/2Yv     (9    4 ) one obtains the above result.
A      P  P


